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1Introduction

Economists believe that monetary incentives provide the most powerful motiva-

tion for individuals to undertake an activity. Properly designed compensation

contracts are powerful tools to align incentives of agents with those of their

principals: from pocket money for good grades for high-school children to

enormous bonuses for CEOs for good company performance. At the same time,

major schools in psychology and sociology emphasize the motives coming from

within the individual and from the personal and cultural differences among

individuals. This thesis employs both approaches to investigate the effect of

monetary incentives, behavioral biases (such as overconfidence), and culture

on individuals’ decision-making.

Part I

There is quite extensive literature about incentives provided by executive

compensation, including effects of equity-based compensation and pay-for-

performance sensitivity. However, there is hardly any literature on trader

incentives, which is mainly due to the lack of data, necessary for this kind of

research. Any detailed information on trader compensation schemes, trading

strategies, and performance is highly protected by investment banks and pro-

prietary trading companies. Whereas very little research is done on this topic,

trader incentives seem to be of a great importance for many companies. There
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is a long line of notoriously known rogue traders. For example, in 1995, Nick

Leeson brought Barings bank to its knees; in 2008, Jérôme Kerviel created

an enormous pit of almost 5 billion euro for Société Générale; and in 2011

detrimental trading of Kweku Adoboli sank 4 billion pounds of UBS market

capitalization. Most likely bonuses and compensation schemes played an im-

portant role in all these stories: “I suppose, I became indoctrinated by the lure of

the salaries that were available and the whispered rumours of bonuses that were

available” claimed Nick Leeson (Journal.ie, 19 Oct. 2011).

Chapter 2 proposes an experimental market set up to study the effect of bonus

schemes on traders’ activity and performance. In our experimental market,

traders can purchase and sell shares on the basis of fundamental and technical

information (past share price evolution, realized earnings, analysts’ earnings

forecasts, and evolution of the market index). Using this set up, we study

the effects of linear versus threshold bonus scheme on traders’ activity and

performance. The linear scheme is very simple and always pays a fixed per-

centage of the profit earned. The threshold bonus scheme provides traders

with certain performance targets and gives extra bonus when those targets

are met. An experimental setting offers us a unique opportunity to control for

the environment, traders’ characteristics, and observe all traders’ responses to

different bonus schemes. We find that traders trade more frequently but make

transactions of a smaller size under the threshold than under the linear bonus

scheme. Moreover, they significantly decrease their trading activity when bonus

thresholds are reached with a safety margin. Under the threshold scheme,

the traders’ performance is lower (even when there are no transaction costs)

than under the linear bonus scheme as a consequence of poorer market timing.

This is especially the case when earning money by trading is relatively difficult

(i.e., under low profitability conditions). This chapter is co-authored with my

advisors, Luc Renneboog, Jenke ter Horst, and Philippe Tobler and it has been

accepted for publication in Journal of Corporate Finance.

While the information on traders’ incentives, their trading strategies, and per-

formance is confidential, mutual fund industry provides plenty of empirical

data to study how monetary incentives affect risk-taking behavior. In the United

States, registered investment management companies (including mutual funds)

are obliged to file semi-annual and annual reports with the Securities and
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Exchange Commission (SEC) as part of their NSAR form filing requirement.

The NSAR form contains information about identity of various entities (e.g.

investment advisor(s), underwriter(s), broker(s), etc.) providing services to

investment companies, portfolio turnover, distribution and marketing fees (aka

12b-1 fees), and management fees. While those forms are publicly available

at the SEC website, and everyone can go and download them, in fact they

are not so easy to find and to read, making this information unavailable to

unsophisticated investors. Next chapter utilizes a set of hand-collected data on

contracts between mutual funds and their investment advisors to study effects

of monetary incentives on mutual funds’ risk-taking behavior, in particular on

their participation in annual tournaments.

Chapter 3 investigates the effect of contractual arrangements between mutual

funds and their investment advisors on funds’ engagement in annual tour-

naments. When managerial compensation is linked to fund size, a convex

relationship between fund returns and future money flows induces managers

of midyear poorly-performing funds to increase fund risk in comparison with

those managing midyear top-performers. However, the risk shifting magnitude

is likely to depend on the shape and strength of connection between managers’

compensation and fund size. In the US around 60% of actively managed mutual

funds have a linear fee structure and the rest have a concave fee structure, when

the marginal advisory fee decreases as the fund size grows. We find that linear

fee structures promote tournament behavior among fund managers, by preserv-

ing a convex relationship between fund performance and future money flows,

while concave fees distort the above relationship and discourage tournament

participation. Therefore, if a fund performs poorly in the first part of the year,

the fund manager is more likely to increase her fund risk under linear contract

than under concave contract. Higher fees also increase funds’ tendency to

engage in annual tournaments because they strengthen the connection between

managerial compensation and fund size. Though it is a single-authored chapter,

pronoun “we” is used throughout the text for the sake of coherency.
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Part II

The second part of this thesis investigates role of personal characteristics in

individual decision-making. In particular, we consider the role of overconfi-

dence in effort provision and the role of cultural background in risk-taking.

Pervasive overconfidence is considered to be the most robust result found in

psychology and behavioral economics. Both laymen and professionals, espe-

cially top managers, are prone to overestimate their abilities and precision of

their knowledge. Behavioral finance literature has given substantial empirical

evidence for detrimental effects of extreme overconfidence on investor and

manager decision-making: from higher trading and lower net returns for in-

dividual investors to value-destroying acquisitions and earnings management

for firm CEOs. It appears to be fairly surprising that overconfidence remains so

persistent among individuals despite the fact that it has many adverse effects

on decision-making and that those effects are well studied and understood

in the literature. We believe that while overconfidence is harmful in certain

situations, it may have positive effects on individuals’ choices in other cases. In

particularly, the effects of overconfidence on effort provision and individuals’

willingness to invest resources in projects, where they overestimate their skill

or probability of success, have not been thoroughly investigated so far.

In Chapter 4 we experimentally study the relationship between individuals’

overconfidence in their abilities and their willingness to exert effort and to

invest money in the same domain (in our case, financial economics). Our

experimental design enables us to measure directly individuals’ abilities (by

means of a financial knowledge questionnaire) and to assess separately their

overconfidence. We define confidence as a person’s belief about her competence

in the financial domain, and overconfidence as a positive difference between

that belief and her actual competence (overestimation or optimism). We also

employ better-than-average overconfidence measure (aka overplacement, when

individuals believe to be more competent than others). We try to confirm a

positive relation between our direct measures of confidence and the choice of

effort and investment in the same domain. To test for the general pervasiveness

of the effect, we recruit different subject types (financial professionals and

students), employ various media (computer-, paper-, and web-based designs),
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and different types of effort costs (real effort and monetary investment costs).

We find that both types of overconfidence (overestimation and better-than-

average) lead to significantly higher real effort provisions and higher chosen

investment levels. This chapter is co-authored with my advisors, Luc Renneboog

and Philippe Tobler.

In Chapter 5 we investigate the effect of cultural differences in individuals’

risk-taking. This chapter builds up on experimental design used in Chapter 2.

We compare the risk preferences of Chinese students in the Netherlands with

those of Dutch students in the Netherlands using three different measures for

risk attitudes: individuals’ future expected risk-taking in the financial domain,

an incentive compatible lottery-choice task, and by trading behavior in an ex-

perimental stock market (see Chapter 2). We find that Chinese participants to

our experiment report higher risk tolerance in every day life financial domain

than Dutch subjects do. However, their claims are not supported by their deci-

sions in the lottery-choice task and their trading behavior in the experimental

stock market. We discuss potential explanations for our findings, including

foreign-language effects, sample selection, and the ‘cushion’ hypothesis. This

chapter is co-authored with my advisors, Luc Renneboog and Philippe Tobler.





2Bonus Schemes
and Trading Activity

Abstract

Little is known about how different bonus schemes affect traders’ propensity to trade
and which bonus schemes improve traders’ performance. We study the effects of
linear versus threshold bonus schemes on traders’ behavior. Traders purchase and sell
shares in an experimental stock market on the basis of fundamental and technical
information We find that as opposed to the linear scheme the threshold bonus scheme
has differential effect on trading behavior: traders make more transactions but of a
smaller size Furthermore, transaction frequency significantly decreases when bonus
thresholds are reached but only after building in a safety margin. Under the threshold
scheme, the traders’ performance is lower (even when there are no transaction costs)
than under the linear bonus scheme as a consequence of poorer market timing. This is
especially the case when earning money by trading is relatively difficult (under low
profitability conditions).

Acknowledgements: We are grateful to Ralf Bergheim, Giles Binchois, Peter Bossaerts,
Fabio Braggion, Evy Bruyland, Eddy Cardinaels, Peter Cziraki, Valerie De Bruyckere,
Frank de Jong, Marc Deloof, Joost Driessen, Martin Fochmann, Rik Frehen, Peter
de Goeij, Johan Groothaert, Joyce Wu Keyu, Thomas Lambert, Marc Levy, Alberto
Manconi, Charles Noussair, Rik Pieters, Jan Potters, Steven Raets, Wim Scherpereel,
and Oliver Spalt for useful comments and suggestions. We also acknowledge the
contribution of our discussants Jonas Standaert at the Belgian Finance Research Forum
at the University of Antwerp (2012), Daniel Kleinlercher at the Experimental Finance
Conference, University of Luxembourg (2012), and the participants in the International
ESA Conference in New York (2012).
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2.1 Introduction

The proportion of U.S. public equities managed by professional investors has

greatly increased over the last three decades: from 34% in 1980 up to 67%

in 2010 (Blume and Keim (2012)). While the main role of professionals is

to invest on behalf of others, many of them also trade securities with their

company’s own money to make profits, i.e. they engage in proprietary trading,

which involves extensive return volatility and skewness.1 To sustain high risk

levels, trading divisions usually offer compensation packages with a significant

portion paid as bonus depending on the trader’s performance. According to

Wall Street Oasis, bonuses account for around 54% of professional traders’ total

remuneration (WSO (2013)). Thus, bonuses are meant to influence trading

behavior and make up a significant proportion of traders’ pay. However, still

little is known about how bonus schemes affect traders’ propensity to trade and

whether different bonus schemes used by the industry differentially improve

traders’ performance.

To our knowledge, this is the first study to investigate the influence of bonus

schemes on traders’ willingness to trade and on their performance. We set up

two different bonus schemes to study trading behavior. More specifically, we

study trading intensity and performance under controlled market conditions.

We compare the impact of two different bonus schemes: (i) a linear bonus

scheme, which always pays a fixed percentage of the total profit and which we

use as benchmark; and (ii) a threshold bonus scheme, which pays an increased

percentage of the total profit when a threshold is reached (after which the

payment increases linearly until the next threshold is reached). Linear, but

especially threshold bonus schemes are widely used by trading divisions of

banks and funds, but the amounts, thresholds, and other details seem to be

strictly confidential.2

1While proprietary trading typically generates small revenues as a percentage of total
revenues, it tends to generate extreme losses during financial downturns. For example, in the
period from June 2006 to December 2010, stand-alone proprietary trading activities at the
six largest bank holding companies produced combined revenues of $15.6 billion in 13 out of
18 quarters and combined losses of $15.8 billion in the remaining 5 quarters (United States
Government Accountability Office (2011)).

2We have verified that our bonus schemes are realistic. Directors and traders of UBS,
Goldman Sachs, JP Morgan, Merrill Lynch, and Deutsche Bank London have confirmed that
our schemes do make sense and are used in practice, although they were not willing to
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The role of compensation schemes as a device to reduce agency costs has raised

academic eyebrows over the last fifteen years (Bebchuk and Fried (2009)). The

recent financial crisis has intensified this criticism not only in the academic liter-

ature but also on the part of investors and regulators. Public opinion is reflected

in the observation of Timothy Geithner, the former US Treasury Secretary: “This

financial crisis had many significant causes, but executive compensation practices

were a contributing factor. Incentives for short term gains overwhelmed the checks

and balances meant to mitigate against the risk of excess leverage” (Geithner

(2009)). Whereas the relationship between the level and form of executive

compensation and company performance has frequently been studied, little is

known about how compensation packages and bonus schemes actually create

incentives for traders.

Bonus schemes seem to play an eminent role in traders’ motivation to trade and

to perform well. Sometimes they evoke emotions, aspirations, and risk appetites

that result in aberrant behavior, e.g., in the cases of Nick Leeson, Jérôme Kerviel,

and Kweku Adoboli, whose fraudulent behavior cost their employers around

8 billion Euro. “Yes, I did it — but all I wanted was a bonus,” commented

Jérôme Kerviel on his trading loss of 4.9 billion Euros for Societe Generale (The

Independent and The Times, 29 Oct. 2008). In a similar vein, Nick Leeson

commented “I suppose, I became indoctrinated by the lure of the salaries that

were available and the whispered rumours of bonuses that were available”

(Journal.ie, 19 Oct. 2011). These examples show that a misalignment between

the interests of traders and their employers (be it investment banks, hedge

funds, or corporations) may lead to severe problems. It is likely that specific

compensation schemes induce suboptimal trading behavior that may ultimately

lead to poor performance and significant corporate losses.

Bonus schemes may serve other roles than increasing traders’ risk-taking. For

example, they may be designed to increase trading intensity. This would be

particularly relevant if a professional market maker would earn higher profits

by placing more trades or larger trades. However, empirical evidence suggests

that such strategies do not necessarily lead to increased performance. Indeed,

provide details or give examples of the threshold values or profit-sharing rules used in their
companies. They also stated that the thresholds and degree of profit sharing not only depend
on the individual traders’ performance but also on their seniority, hierarchical rank, and the
profitability of the department, division, and firm.
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Garvey and Wu (2010) document that for professional traders higher trading

activity on the last day of their evaluation period results in poorer performance

due to poor market timing and higher transaction costs. Likewise, Barber and

Odean (2000) demonstrate that for individual investors higher trading activity

is likely to result in poorer performance due to higher transaction costs.

In our experimental study, we employ a two (bonus scheme: linear vs. thresh-

old) by two (session profitability: low vs. high) between-subject experimental

design. The linear bonus scheme always pays a fixed percentage of the profit

earned by traders as their bonus. The threshold bonus scheme is piecewise

linear; it sets two explicit performance goals at which a higher bonus and a

steeper performance-bonus relationship can be reached. In particular, under

the high-profitability conditions the lower threshold is relatively easy to reach,

whereas under the low-profitability conditions, the same threshold is relatively

difficult to attain.

We study the effects of the threshold bonus scheme on trading activity and

trading performance. To measure trading activity, we introduce trading intensity

and its components: transaction frequency and transaction size. We define

trading intensity as the sum of two ratios: the number of shares bought divided

by the maximum number of shares that could be bought plus the number

of shares sold divided by the trader’s stock holdings. Transaction frequency

simply refers to the average number of transactions made by a trader within

a certain period. To evaluate traders’ performance, we use stock returns and

we employ an alternative measure to assess their decision quality. Decision

quality is captured by the difference between the average share price return

after purchases and average share price return after sales.

We report a set of interesting results. First, under the threshold bonus scheme

the traders trade more frequently but make transactions of a smaller size than

under the linear one. Moreover, under the threshold scheme, transaction

frequency significantly depends on whether or not a threshold is reached.

Transaction frequency declines once a threshold is met; this effect is especially

strong for the higher threshold. Although the threshold bonus scheme leads

to higher trading frequency, it fails to induce better performance. Indeed, the

quality of the investment decisions and the final performance are significantly

lower under the threshold than under the linear scheme. In our experiment,
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trading is costless, so the lower returns earned under the threshold scheme

cannot be explained by transaction costs. We argue that reaching a threshold

may itself become a target at the expense of optimal trading decisions. Thus,

bonuses may be detrimental for performance at least in comparison with linear

compensation schemes.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 describes the

experimental design, develops conjectures, and provides a detailed description

of the two bonus schemes. Section 3.5 presents the results, and Section 2.4

concludes.

Experimental Design 2.2

In our experiment, the participants (whom we will call traders henceforth)

acted as the employees of a trading company during fifty experimental trading

rounds(see Appendix 2.A for the experimental instructions). They bought and

sold shares of a particular stock and were provided with fundamental (the

company’s past earnings and the analysts’ earnings forecasts) and technical

(the past evolution of the share price and the market index) information about

the company and the market. All this information consisted of real data on

the US-based company Praxair, Inc.3 and on the US S&P500 market index.4

The data processes were linearly rescaled and Praxair’s name was substituted

by a neutral company name so that the traders would not be able to identify

neither the firm nor the time period. The information about changes in earnings

and analysts’ earnings forecasts was given every third trading round (since

Praxair reports on a quarterly basis and the share price and market data are on

a monthly basis). The stock did not pay dividends and we did not provide a

bid-ask spread to ensure zero transaction costs.5 The traders were price-takers

3We chose a company for which information on the earnings, analysts’ forecasts, and share
price performance was available for at least ten years. Moreover, the share price process did not
experience sharp ups-and-downs and was characterized by a period with a prolonged upward
movement and a period with a lower trend.

4Praxair, Inc. was a constituent of the US S&P500 market index at that time.
5Zero transaction costs definitely do not discourage trading (Karpoff (1986); Barclay,

Kandel, and Marx (1998)). However, we expect this effect to be equally strong under the linear
and threshold bonus schemes.
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and they were explicitly told that their decisions did not influence the stock

price and other variables.

The traders started the first round without holding any shares but with an

endowment of E$500 (experimental dollars, E$500 equaled 10 euro) in cash.

At the beginning of every subsequent trading round, they received an additional

E$100 in cash to ensure that they would have sufficient resources for trading.

We thus enabled them to make investment decisions over the whole time span

of the trading session. The total amount of cash received by each trader during

the fifty rounds of the trading session was E$5,400.

Every round, traders chose how many stock shares to buy or sell (short selling

was not allowed). They had 15 seconds to make their investment decisions;

pre-testing showed that this interval was sufficient to make trading decisions.

If a trader did not react within the given time span, a new round started, the

share holdings remained unchanged and the cash holdings increased with an

additional endowment of E$100. At the end of every round, traders’ cumula-

tive performance was displayed; every trader could see only his or her own

performance but not that of others.

2.2.1 Bonus schemes

In their overview, Bonner et al. (2000) show that in case of relatively simple

tasks, quota schemes are the most likely to evoke positive incentive effects, such

as higher effort levels or higher performance. A quota scheme is an example of

a threshold scheme; it pays a lump-sum amount once a certain performance

level is reached, i.e., it involves a specific goal.6 Importantly, none of the papers

considered by Bonner et al. (2000) deals with trading or market participation;

the reviewed studies consider only simple tasks such as recalling words or

solving arithmetical problems with no risk or uncertainty involved. In contrast,

Kohlmeyer and Drake (2008) find that in a financial decision-making context

a threshold bonus scheme does not increase risk-taking in a new risky project

6In terms of providing incentives to improve performance, threshold schemes are followed
by linear ones, tournaments, and fixed-rate schemes. Under linear schemes every piece of
output is rewarded with an equal payment; in tournaments the winner gets all while the others
get nothing; and under fixed-rate schemes the payment does not depend on performance.
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selection relative to a linear bonus scheme. Moreover, Bonner and Sprinkle

(2002) find that incentives are less likely to improve performance in difficult

tasks or in tasks where the gap between task difficulty and subjects’ skill is

substantial. Our study focuses on trading, a difficult and risky activity, which

requires significant mental effort to detect information related to future stock

performance. We conjecture that a threshold bonus scheme is likely to increase

(relative to a linear bonus scheme) the level of effort exercised by traders, which

increases their trading intensity.

Conjecture 1. Trading intensity is higher under the threshold than under the

linear bonus scheme.

According to Heath et al. (1999), threshold goals may serve as reference points.

Thus, the trading performance should be evaluated in accordance with the

value function of a corresponding reference point as suggested by prospect

theory (Kahneman and Tversky 1979). Then, outcomes below the threshold

are coded by a trader as losses and those above the threshold as gains. Loss

aversion and diminishing sensitivity to gains result in high trading intensity and

risk-seeking below the threshold and lower trading intensity and risk-aversion

above the threshold. Thus, we predict that traders trade less intensely once

they have reached a threshold.

Conjecture 2. Once a bonus scheme threshold is met, trading intensity de-

creases.

In contrast to the above benefits of threshold bonus schemes, the behavioral

literature suggests that the requirement to reach specific performance thresholds

may lead to suboptimal decision-making. Kohn (1993) writes: “Do rewards

motivate people? Absolutely! They motivate people to get rewards.” In other

words, the threshold may itself become a target at the expense of the actual

target, which is to make optimal trading decisions, given the opportunities.

Hence, we argue that while the threshold bonus scheme may induce higher

effort, it may fail to improve performance.

Conjecture 3. Under the threshold bonus scheme, traders make inferior in-

vestment decisions and finally perform worse than under the linear bonus

scheme.
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Figure 2.1: Payoffs under linear and threshold bonus schemes. The
figure shows the bonus paid under (1a) the linear and
(1b) the threshold bonus schemes as a function of the
total return (in percentage points of the total invest-
ment) earned at the end of the 50-round trading session.
The total investment (the sum of the periodic endow-
ments) at the end of the 50 rounds was E$5,400. Under
the threshold bonus scheme an additional bonus was
paid for attaining the thresholds; E$135 for the 25%
threshold and E$243 for the 45% threshold.

To test Conjectures 1-3, the traders were randomly assigned to one of two bonus

schemes at the beginning of the experiment. Under the linear scheme, the

traders always received 35% of the total profit. Figure 2.1.a shows the bonus

paid under the linear scheme as a function of the total return earned at the end

of fifty rounds.

Table 2.1 and Figure 2.1.b show the bonus paid under the threshold scheme. If

the trader’s total return at the end of the trading session was between 0 and

25%, she received 25% of the total profit. If the total return was between 25%

and 45%, she received 35%, and if the total return exceeded 45%, she received

45%. Thus, the above two thresholds served as implicit performance targets for

the traders.

Both linear and threshold bonus schemes reward positive performance but do

not punish for negative returns as a trader is simply not paid any bonus if her

total return is below zero. Here we follow the tradition held in industry where

traders’ punishment for negative performance is absence of bonus payment.

Obviously, in cases of extreme losses traders would face a higher probability of
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Table 2.1: Traders’ bonus and total return earned

The table shows how the bonus traders receive depends on the final total return
obtained under the threshold bonus scheme. A trader receives no bonus if her
total return is negative. If the total return is between 0 and 25%, the bonus is
25% of the profit; a return greater than or equal to 25% but lower than 45%
yields a bonus of 35%; and a return greater than or equal to 45% yields a bonus
of 45%.

Investment
(sum of en-
dowments)

Value of total
holdings (cash
and share)

Profit earned
for trading
company (E$)

Total
return
(%)

Bonus
rate (%)

Bonus
(E$)

Bonus
(€)

5,400.00 5,940.00 540.00 10.000 25.00 135.0 2.70
5,400.00 6,749.99 1,349.99 24.999 25.00 337.5 6.75
5,400.00 6,750.00 1,350.00 25.000 35.00 472.5 9.45
5,400.00 7,829.99 2,429.99 44.999 35.00 850.5 17.01
5,400.00 7,830.00 2,430.00 45.000 45.00 1,093.5 21.87
5,400.00 8,640.00 3,240.00 60.000 45.00 1,458.0 29.16

being fired (Kempf et al. (2009)), but in the current study we do not consider

employment incentives for traders.

The final bonus was determined only by the trader’s performance (total return)

at the end of fifty rounds and by the type of bonus scheme (linear or threshold).

On average, the traders earned 12.5 Euros; their final bonus was paid privately

and in cash.7 Thus, only the total return achieved at the end of the fifty round

trading session determined the amount of money participants took home after

the experiment; none of the intermediate performance results directly affected

the final payment.

High and low share price returns 2.2.2

During bull markets, traders usually expect to earn higher returns than during

the bear markets because they tend to base their expectations on the past

stock market returns8. (Greenwood and Shleifer (2014)). These elevated

expectations are likely to augment trading intensity, transaction frequency, and

7To ensure that all participants had a fair chance for a similar payoff, the bonus schemes
were created in such a way that a random trading pattern would yield about the same payoff.

8In addition, traders are subject to other behavioral biases, which may affect trading activity.
For example, individuals tend to credit themselves for success and positive performance, while
attributing failures and negative performance to external factors such as bad luck or others’
mistakes (the self-attribution bias). So, under favorable market conditions trading activity
is likely to be higher, possibly due to higher trader optimism and overconfidence (Kim and
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Table 2.2: Stock profitability in High and Low Share Return trading
sessions

The table compares the stock performance during the HighSR and LowSR sessions.
Total Return refers to the cumulative stock return over the whole trading session
of 50 rounds, in %, while other variables describe the stock returns distribution.

Session Total Return Mean Return St.Dev. Skewness Kurtosis Median

HighSR 183.39 2.35 7.18 -0.05 2.78 2.03
LowSR 24.12 0.82 8.94 0.26 3.41 -0.00

transaction size. To assess the impact of market conditions, we manipulate

profitability in our experiment (high vs. low profitability conditions) and

formulate the following conjecture:

Conjecture 4. Trading intensity is higher under favorable market conditions.

To test Conjecture 4, at the beginning of the experiment, the traders were

randomly assigned to one of two trading sessions that differed in terms of the

average profitability of the traded stock. The stock-price process was more

favorable in the “high stock return” (HighSR) session, with an average share

price return of 2.35% per round. In the “low stock return” (LowSR) session,

the average share price return was 0.82% per round. Table 2.2 compares the

share price behavior in the HighSR and LowSR sessions. During the HighSR

session the share price increased by 183.39%, whereas the increase was merely

24.12% in the LowSR session. In other words, E$1 invested in the stock in the

first trading round would be worth E$2.83 at the end of the HighSR session

but only E$1.24 at the end of the LowSR session.

In our experimental market, traders were provided with technical and funda-

mental information about the company and the market (the past evolution of

the share price, the company’s past earnings, the analysts’ earnings forecasts,

and the evolution of the market index). To evaluate the potential value of

this information for traders’ decision-making process and to assess whether

this value was different between the two profitability conditions, we calculate

correlation coefficients between the current stock return and lagged values of

Nofsinger (2007); Statman, Thorley, and Vorkink (2006); Glaser and Weber (2009); Shi and
Wang (2010))
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Table 2.3: Stock returns and information variables

The table reports correlations between stock returns and other information
variables, lagged by one trading round. Stock Return is the most recent stock
return (the stock price in the current round versus the stock price in the previous
round). Market Return is the most recent return of the market index (the
market index in the current round versus market index in the previous round).
Earnings Return is most recent return in earnings relative to the previous round
(current versus previous round). Forecasted Earnings Return the most recent
forecasted earnings return to the previous round (current versus previous round),
in percentage points

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

HighSR
(1) Stock Returnt -
(2) Stock Returnt−1 0.733*** -
(3) Market Returnt−1 0.264* 0.501*** -
(4) Earnings Returnt−1 0.115 0.061 0.163 -
(5) Forecasted Earnings Returnt−1 -0.023 -0.146 -0.041 0.305 -

LowSR
(1) Stock Returnt -
(2) Stock Returnt−1 0.527*** -
(3) Market Returnt−1 0.364** 0.489*** -
(4) Earnings Returnt−1 -0.101 0.083 0.062 -
(5) Forecasted Earnings Returnt−1 0.073 -0.064 0.124 0.142 -

the other information variables. We report the results separately for the HighSR

and LowSR sessions (see Table 2.3).

We find positive and significant correlations between the stock return realized

in the current round (i.e., the current stock return) and the stock return realized

in the previous round (i.e., lagged stock return) in both HighSR and LowSR

profitability conditions (see Table 2.3). Note that the autocorrelation of stock

returns is lower in the LowSR session than in the HighSR session. Therefore, one

could expect that it was more difficult to predict future share price development

in the LowSR session than in the HighSR, at least based solely on its past

evolution. We also document positive and significant correlations between

the current stock return and the lagged market return in both profitability

conditions. In the LowSR session, the predictive power of the lagged market

return on the current stock return was slightly higher than in the HighSR session.

Moreover, in both profitability conditions, lagged earnings return and forecasted

earnings return are not significantly correlated with the current stock return.

Thus, we conclude that in both HighSR and LowSR session traders could acquire
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Table 2.4: Four treatments

LinLow Trading is under the Linear scheme and in the Low Share Return session.
LinHigh Trading is under the Linear scheme and in the High Share Return session.
ThresLow Trading is under the Threshold scheme and in the Low Share Return session.
ThresHigh Trading is under the Threshold scheme and in the High Share Return session.

approximately the same amount of information to predict changes in the share

price in the next round.

Taking bonus scheme and profitability conditions together, the traders were

randomly assigned to one of four treatments: linear bonus scheme and low stock

return session (LinLow); linear bonus scheme and high stock return session

(LinHigh); threshold bonus scheme and low stock return session (ThresLow);

and threshold bonus scheme and high stock return session (ThresHigh; see

Table 2.4). We perform between-subject comparisons of the four treatments to

identify how bonus schemes and share price profitability influence the trading

behavior of traders.

The experiment was programmed using z-Tree software (Fischbacher, 2007) and

all the experimental sessions took place at Tilburg University, the Netherlands.

The traders were undergraduate or graduate students (invited via the university

website) who had previously indicated their interest in participating in paid

experiments. A total of 123 students participated in the experiment: 64 females

and 59 males, with an average age of 23 years, ranging from 18 to 37 years.

2.3 Results

We structure the presentation of our results as follows: we start by analyzing

the impact of the bonus schemes and of the profitability of the traded stock

on trading intensity, which is subsequently dissected into two dimensions:

transaction frequency and transaction size. Next, we turn to a multivariate

analysis of trading intensity, which controls for the impact of trading information

and traders’ characteristics. Finally, we focus on traders’ performance.
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Trading intensity 2.3.1

In every round, we calculate for each trader the maximum number of shares

she can buy and sell. The maximum number for sale, Smax
it , is the number of

shares the trader holds (short selling is not allowed); the maximum number

she can buy, Bmax
it , equals her cash holdings divided by the current share price.

To test Conjecture 1, we create a dependent variable called Trading Intensity,

which is defined as the sum of two ratios: the number of shares bought, Bi t ,

divided by the maximum number of shares that could be bought, Bmax
it , plus

the number of shares sold, Si t , divided by the maximum number of shares that

could be sold, Smax
it :

Trading Intensityi t = Bi t/B
max
it + Si t/S

max
it . (2.1)

If in the current round a trader neither buys nor sells shares then Trading

Intensity is zero 9 (see Appendix 2.B for the detailed definitions of the variables).

We assume that Trading Intensity reflects traders’ beliefs about future share

price development and traders’ readiness to act on their beliefs. For example, if

the trader strongly believes that the share price will go up in the next round,

she is likely to buy as many shares as she can in the current round and her

Trading Intensity would equal 100%. The trader would sell all her shares if she

expects the share price to decrease in the next round with a high probability.

When the trader expects the share price to rise or fall with approximately the

same probability, she will neither buy nor sell shares and will wait until the

next round when more information arrives.10

Table 2.5 compares the four treatments in terms of average Trading Intensity.

On average, 45.66% of the available shares are traded every round. There is no

significant difference in average trading intensity across linear and threshold

bonus schemes when observations from both profitability conditions are pooled

9For those traders who bought and sold shares in the same round, we calculate effective
number of shares bought (effective the number of shares sold) such that Trading Intensity
equals zero when a trader buys and sells the same amount of shares. Out of 123 subjects, 25
subjects simultaneously buy and sell shares more than 2 times within the trading session of 50
rounds. Our results are robust to exclusion of those subjects from the analysis.

10In real life, investors have other reasons to trade including liquidity needs and tax consid-
erations. However, these issues are not relevant in the present experimental setting.
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together (column 2 of Table 2.5, Panel A). The difference becomes marginally

significant only in HighSR session: 2.27% (t = 1.65, p < 0.10; column 4 of

Table 2.5, Panel A). So we can corroborate Conjecture 1 (trading intensity is

higher under the threshold scheme than under the linear one) but only under

the high profitability conditions.

In accordance with Conjecture 4, trading intensity in the HighSR session is

significantly higher than in the LowSR session (diff. = 3.87%; t = 3.82, p <
0.01, see row 2 of Table 2.5, Panel A). This difference also is somewhat larger

under the threshold bonus scheme (diff. =5.22%; t = 3.76, p < 0.01) than

under the linear bonus scheme (diff. = 2.46%; t = 1.67, p < 0.10). However,

an ANOVA reveals no significant interactions between type of bonus scheme and

stock profitability conditions (Table 2.5, Panel B). Thus, we conclude that higher

profitability conditions lead to more intensive trading irrespective of bonus

scheme, while the threshold bonus scheme induces higher trading intensity

only in presence of high profitability opportunities.

Note that two types of trading behavior may cause higher trading intensity:

traders may buy and sell shares more frequently and traders may buy and

sell a higher percentage of shares available for trade. These behaviors are

not mutually exclusive and can be both activated by bonus schemes or/and

profitability conditions. To further investigate what drives the differences in

trading intensity between the treatments, we partition Trading Intensity into

two variables: Transaction and Transaction Size. Transaction is a dummy

variable that equals 1 if a trader buys (Bi t > 0) or sells shares (Si t > 0) in the

current round (i.e., if any transaction takes place) and 0 otherwise:

Transactioni t =







1, if Bi t > 0 or Si t > 0

0, otherwise
(2.2)

Transaction Size is defined only for those rounds in which a trader buys or sells

shares (i.e., when Transaction equals 1):

Transaction Sizei t =







Bi t/B
max
it if Bi t > 0

Si t/S
max
it if Si t > 0

(2.3)
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Table 2.6 compares the four treatments in terms of the average Transaction11 (or

transaction frequency) per trading session of fifty rounds. In total, the traders

sell and purchase shares in more than 78% of the trading rounds. While there

is no difference in transaction frequency between high and low profitability

sessions (row 2 of Table 2.6, Panel A), there is a clear difference between the

linear and threshold bonus schemes. The transaction frequency is significantly

higher under the threshold than under the linear scheme (diff. = 6.40%, t =
6.12, p < 0.01, column 2 of Table 2.6, Panel A), which provides additional

support for Conjecture 1.

Next, we compare transaction frequency between bonus schemes separately

in the LowSR session and the HighSR session. In both cases, transaction

frequency is higher under the threshold than the linear scheme (LowSR: diff.

= 8.72%, t = 5.68, p < 0.01, column 3; HighSR: diff. = 4.40%, t = 3.08, p

< 0.01, column 4). Since the information set is the same under both bonus

schemes, the higher transaction frequency is presumably driven by the pressure

to reach the implicit goals under the threshold scheme.12 This pressure seems

to be especially high when the opportunities for good performance are limited,

i.e., in the LowSR session. An ANOVA analysis (Table 2.6, Panel B) confirms

a significant interaction effect between bonus-scheme type and profitability

conditions. Thus, Table 2.6 provides clear evidence supporting Conjecture 1,

namely that the threshold scheme induces more aggressive trading behavior in

the form of higher transaction frequency. However, contrary to Conjecture 4,

transaction frequency is not affected by profitability conditions.

Table 2.7 compares the average Transaction Size by treatment. On average,

traders traded around 58.23% of the number of shares available (conditional on

a transaction taking place). We unveil that Transaction Size is lower under the

threshold scheme than under the linear scheme but only in the LowSR session

(see columns 2 and 3 of Table 2.7, Panel A). While the effect of the threshold

11While Transaction is a dummy variable, it is logical to refer to its average across the trading
session of fifty rounds as “transaction frequency.” We make the distinction between the two
variables whenever appropriate.

12To test whether bonus scheme type also affects traders’ decision time, we compare the
average times to reach a decision under the Linear and the Threshold bonus schemes. However,
we find no differences: under the Linear bonus scheme traders spent 9.10 sec and under the
Threshold bonus scheme traders spent 9.12 sec to reach a decision to buy or sell shares or to
proceed to the next trading round.
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Table 2.5: Trading intensity by bonus scheme and profitability treat-
ments

The table compares the four treatments (LinLow, ThresLow, LinHigh, and
ThresHigh) in terms of their average Trading Intensity. Trading Intensity equals
the number of shares bought divided by the maximum number that could be
bought plus the number of shares sold divided by the maximum number that
could be sold. Trading Intensity equals zero if a trader does not trade in the
current round.

Panel A. Means for Trading Intensity

Bonus Scheme Session profitability
Low & High Low High Difference between low-

and high- profitability ses-
sions

Linear & Threshold 0.4566 0.4358 0.4745 -0.0387***
(0.3967) (0.3980) (0.3933) {3.82}
[6150] [2850] [3300]

Linear 0.4511 0.4382 0.4628 -0.0246*
(0.4074) (0.4190) (0.3963) {1.67}
[3050] [1450] [1600]

Threshold 0.4619 0.4333 0.4855 -0.0522***
(0.3860) (0.3751) (0.3933) {3.76}
[3100] [1400] [1700]

Difference between linear and threshold schemes
-0.0108 0.0050 -0.0227*
{1.07} {0.33} {1.65}

Note:The cells contain the means, (standard deviations), and [number of observations].
Higher means indicate a higher average trading intensity during the trading session.The
right-hand column and the bottom row give the differences between the means of the
different groups and the {t-statistics}.
* stands for p<0.10, ** for p<0.05, and *** for p<0.01

Panel B. ANOVA for Trading Intensity: Variance measure

Source Sum of
Squares

Df Mean
Square

F p

ThresBS 0.176 1 0.176 0.11 0.738
HighSR 0.461 1 0.461 2.94 0.087
ThresBS x HighSR 0.292 1 0.292 1.86 0.173
Residual 965.09 6146 0.157
Total 967.83 6149 0.157
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Table 2.6: Transaction frequency by bonus scheme and profitability
treatments

The table compares the four treatments (LinLow, ThresLow, LinHigh, and
ThresHigh) in terms of their average transaction frequency (average values
of the Transaction variable). Transaction equals 1 if a trader buys or sells shares
in the current round (i.e. if a transaction takes place) and 0 otherwise.

Panel A. Means for Transaction

Bonus Scheme Session profitability
Low & High Low High Difference between low-

and high- profitability ses-
sions

Linear & Threshold 0.7841 0.7835 0.7845 -0.001
(0.4115) (0.4119) (0.4112) {0.09}
[6150] [2850] [3300]

Linear 0.7518 0.7407 0.7619 -0.0241
(0.4320) (0.4384) (0.4261) {1.35}
[3050] [1450] [1600]

Threshold 0.8158 0.8279 0.8059 0.0220
(0.3877) (0.3776) (0.3956) {1.57}
[3100] [1400] [1700]

Difference between linear and threshold schemes
-0.0640*** -0.0872*** -0.0440***
{6.12} {5.68} {3.08}

Note: The cells contain the means, (standard deviations), and [number of observations].
Higher means indicate a higher transaction frequency (more transactions made) during the
trading session.The right-hand column and the bottom row give the differences between
the means of the different groups and the {t-statistics}.
* stands for p<0.10, ** for p<0.05, and *** for p<0.01

Panel B. ANOVA for Transaction: Variance measure

Source Sum of
Squares

Df Mean
Square

F p

ThresBS 5.412 1 5.412 32.16 0.000
HighSR 0.341 1 0.341 2.03 0.154
ThresBS x HighSR 0.712 1 0.712 4.23 0.040
Residual 1034.22 6146 0.168
Total 1041.24 6149 0.169
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Table 2.7: Transaction size by bonus scheme and profitability treat-
ments

The table compares the four treatments (LinLow, ThresLow, LinHigh, and
ThresHigh) in terms of the average Transaction Size. Transaction Size equals
the number of shares bought (sold) divided by the maximum number of shares
the trader could have bought (sold) if a trader buys (sells) shares in the current
round.

Panel A. Means for Transaction Size

Bonus Scheme Session profitability
Low & High Low High Difference between low-

and high- profitability ses-
sions

Linear & Threshold 0.5823 0.5562 0.6048 -0.0486***
(0.3571) (0.3677) (0.3462) {4.73}
[4822] [2233] [2589]

Linear 0.6001 0.5916 0.6075 -0.0159
(0.3624) (0.3824) (0.3438) {1.05}
[2293] [1074] [1219]

Threshold 0.5662 0.5233 0.6025 -0.0791***
(0.3515) (0.3508) (0.3485) {5.67}
[2529] [1159] [1370]

Difference between linear and threshold schemes
0.0339*** 0.0683*** 0.0050
{3.29} {4.40} {0.36}

Note: The cells contain the means, (standard deviations), and [number of observations].
Higher means indicate a larger transaction size during the trading session.The right-hand
column and the bottom row give the differences between the means of the different groups
and the {t-statistics}.
* stands for p<0.10, ** for p<0.05, and *** for p<0.01

Panel B. ANOVA for Transaction Size: Variance measure

Source Sum of
Squares

Df Mean
Square

F p

ThresBS 2.600 1 2.600 20.56 0.000
HighSR 0.144 1 0.143 1.14 0.286
ThresBS x HighSR 1.196 1 1.196 9.46 0.002
Residual 609.31 4818 0.126
Total 614.77 4821 0.128
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bonus scheme on transaction frequency is positive and stable across profitability

conditions, the effect of threshold scheme type on transaction size is negative

and depends on profitability conditions (confirmed by a significant interaction

between the two factors, Table 2.7, Panel B). In fact, in the LowSR session traders

under the threshold bonus scheme trade more frequently but make transactions

of a smaller size than under the linear bonus scheme. These reversed effects of

the threshold bonus scheme on transaction frequency (positive) and transaction

size (negative) explain why we do not find any significant effect for trading

intensity in the LowSR (see column 3 of Table 2.5, Panel A).

The difference in the average Transaction Size between HighSR and LowSR

session is significant under the threshold bonus scheme only; it amounts to

7.91% (t = 5.67, p < 0.01, row 4 of Table 2.7, Panel B). Thus, under favor-

able profitability conditions, the traders trade a higher percentage of shares

available for trading, but only under the threshold bonus scheme. This result

partially supports Conjecture 4, also suggesting that we primarily find support

for Conjecture 4 in terms of transaction size rather than transaction frequency.

To conclude this section, we find that in our experiment trading activity is

significantly higher under the threshold than under the linear scheme in terms

of transaction frequency and average share turnover (only HighSR session). By

extension, the results suggest that increased trading intensity may be caused not

only by traders’ overconfidence (Barber and Odean (2001)) or past individual

performance (Grinblatt and Keloharju (2001); Statman et al. (2006); Glaser

and Weber (2009); Nicolosi, Peng, and Zhu (2009)) but also by the type of

bonus scheme.

Trading intensity around bonus thresholds 2.3.2

To investigate how trading behavior changes around the thresholds and to test

Conjecture 2, we analyze the average Transaction13 in rounds preceding and

following the round when a threshold is met. First, we define Round 0 as a

13We use average transaction frequency instead of trading intensity because we showed in
the previous section that transaction frequency is affected by the type of bonus scheme but not
by the profitability conditions.
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round when a threshold (25% or 45%) is met for the first time. For instance,

if in Round 13 a trader achieves a return equal to 25.0% or higher, while in

Round 12, her performance was strictly below 25.0%, then we redefine Round

13 as Round 0. On average, the traders reached the 25% threshold at the 28th

round and the 45% threshold at the 37th trading round, leaving a substantial

amount of time till the end of the trading session. Then, if in the next trading

round (and the following ones) the trader’s performance stays above 25%, we

define that round as Round 1 (Round 2, etc.). Once the trader’s performance

drops below 25% in one of the following rounds, we stop counting. The rounds

preceding Round 0 are numbered as Round -1, Round -2, etc. Finally, we

calculate average values for the Transaction and Trader’s Return variables for

every Round for both thresholds (25% and 45%) and for both bonus schemes

(linear and threshold bonus schemes; see Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2.a shows that there are no significant differences in transaction

frequency before and after reaching the 25% threshold under the linear bonus

scheme. The difference in transaction frequency in the rounds preceding Round

0 (when the 25% thresholds is reached) and in the subsequent rounds is only

0.015 (t = 0.62, p > 0.10). In contrast, under the threshold bonus scheme, the

transaction frequency significantly drops after the 25% threshold is reached (diff.

= 0.055, t= 2.37, p< 0.05; see Figure 2.2.b). Moreover, the drop in transaction

frequency is even considerably larger after reaching the 45% threshold under

the threshold bonus scheme (diff. = 0.144, t = 4.32, p < 0.001; see Figure

2.2.d). Note also that the transaction frequency drops even further, once a

certain safety margin (about 5-10%) in Trader’s Return is accumulated. So, in

accordance with Conjecture 2, the traders make significantly fewer transactions

after reaching a threshold. Despite a gradual decrease in trading frequency,

there is no significant drop in transaction frequency after reaching the 45%

threshold under the linear bonus scheme (diff. = 0.027, t = 0.77, p > 0.10;

see Figure 2.2.c). The gradual decrease in trading activity may be explained

by traders’ general tendency to cease trading as their performance improves

and/or as the end of the trading session approaches. To account for these

possibilities as well as for the effect of traders’ characteristics on their trading

behavior, we perform the multivariate analysis in the following section.
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(a) Linear bonus scheme, 25% threshold (b) Threshold bonus scheme, 25% threshold
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(c) Linear bonus scheme, 45% threshold (d) Threshold bonus scheme, 45% threshold

Figure 2.2: Transaction frequency and trader’s return around the
thresholds

The figure shows how transaction frequency (average Transaction) and trader’s
return change with time before and after reaching 25%(45%) threshold under
the linear and the threshold bonus schemes. Traders reach 25%(45%) threshold
at Round 0 for the first time. The bars depict average Transaction (or transaction
frequency; left y-axis) and the line graph depicts average Trader’s Return (right
y-axis) in trading rounds preceding and following Round 0, when the threshold
is attained for the first time.

Trading activity in a multivariate setting 2.3.3

We analyze the influence of bonus schemes and stock-price profitability on

trading behavior by investigating the transaction intensity, frequency, and size
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in a multivariate setting:

Y= α+ β1ThresBS+ β2HighSR+ β3 + ThresBS×HighSR

+
∑

γiThreshold Variablei +
∑

θ jInformation Variable j

+
∑

δkTrader’s Characteristick +
∑

λmTrader’s Performancem + ε

(2.4)

Moreover, Y stands respectively for Trading Intensity, Transaction, and Trans-

action Size. As the main explanatory variables we employ the type of bonus

scheme (the dummy variable ThresBS), the type of stock profitability of the trad-

ing session (the dummy variable HighSR), and their interaction term (ThresBS

×HighSR) to capture the effects of the bonus scheme and stock-return profitabil-

ity on the various dimensions of trading activity. To further test Conjecture 2,

we include several threshold variables, namely dummies for the post-threshold

return intervals, Return [30%, 35%] and Return [50%, 55%], and their interac-

tion terms with ThresBS. For example, Return [30%, 35%] equals 1 if the total

return earned by a trader so far (Trader’s Return) falls into the interval [30%,

35%], i.e. we use a safety margin of 5% to determine the above intervals. In the

above equation, we add the information variables (the most recent stock return

prior to a trade,14 the market return, the earnings return, and the forecasted

earnings’ return; see Appendix 2.B for definitions) as controls.

We control for traders’ performance, such as the total return earned by a trader

from the beginning of the trading session to the current round (Trader’s Return)

and the change in her total return since the last round (Change in Trader’s

Return). We also add trader’s stock holdings in the beginning of the current

round as a control variable; Stock Holdings variable is defined as ratio of trader’s

stock value and her total wealth in the beginning of the trading round. Because

a higher risk aversion is likely to decrease trading intensity,15 we include a

14Stock Return is defined as the most recent change in the stock price in round t (the stock
price in the current round, t versus the stock price in the previous round, t − 1), in percentage

points: Stock Returnt =
Stock Pricet−Stock Pricet−1

Stock Pricet−1
. The same definition is applied to market

index return, earnings return, and forecasted earnings return.
15Though Odean (1998) and Hirshleifer and Luo (2001) mainly consider the effect of

overconfidence on trading behavior, it can be shown that in their models trading volume
decreases with greater risk aversion, after controlling for overconfidence.
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measure of the trader’s risk attitude: the average percentage of her wealth

invested in the stock (Average % in Stock). This variable is a proxy for traders’

risk attitudes since more risk tolerant traders are more likely to invest more

into the risky asset.16 Moreover, we control for traders’ general characteristics

such as gender, age, and educational background as a proxy for the subjects’

familiarity with trading environments.

Trading intensity, propensity, and size

For the dependent variable Trading Intensity, we estimate a Tobit model, because

short selling and borrowing cash are not allowed in our experimental setting

(i.e., Trading Intensity cannot exceed 1). Models (1)-(3) of Table 2.8 estimate

the influence of the type of bonus scheme and stock profitability on trading

intensity. In the multivariate setting, we do not find any significant effect of

bonus scheme type or profitability conditions on trading intensity.

In support of Conjecture 2, we find that the thresholds under the threshold

bonus scheme negatively affect trading intensity once they are achieved with a

sufficient safety margin; see models (2) and (3) of Table 2.8. The coefficients of

the interaction terms Return [30%, 35%] × ThresBS, and Return [50%, 55%]
× ThresBS are both negative and significant (respectively, t = 1.70, p < 0.10

and t = 3.03, p < 0.01). Moreover, trading intensity decreases significantly

more once the second 45% threshold is passed: the coefficient for Return [50%,

55%] × ThresBS is larger in absolute value than the coefficient for Return [30%,

35%] × ThresBS (χ2 = 3.00, p = 0.083). Note that the same intervals under

the linear scheme do not have any significant influence on trading intensity (the

coefficients for Return [30%, 35%] and Return [50%, 55%] are not significant).

To further investigate how bonus-scheme types and profitability conditions

influence trading activity, we dissect trading intensity into the propensity to

trade (the dependent variable is Transaction; see probit models (4)-(6) of Table

2.8) and transaction size (see Tobit models (7)-(9)). In models (4)-(6), the

ThresBS dummy is positive and significant (the ps are below 5%), which upholds

16As an alternative control for risk aversion we also used Holt and Laury (2002) measure,
which turned out to be insignificant.
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Conjecture 1 that the traders are more likely to trade under the threshold

than under the linear bonus scheme. The coefficients for HighSR and for the

interaction term between ThresBS and HighSR variables are not significant,

which implies that profitability conditions do not affect traders’ propensity to

make a transaction. We again find that trading frequency significantly decreases

when a threshold is passed with a 5% safety margin: the coefficients of Return

[30%, 35%] × ThresBS, and Return [50%, 55%] × ThresBS are both negative

and significant at the 10% level.

Tobit regressions with Transaction Size as a dependent variable are presented in

models (7)-(9) of Table 2.8. As before, the threshold bonus scheme negatively

affects the transaction size: the coefficient for ThresBS is negative and significant

at the 1% level. However, for model (9), this effect is significant only under

the low profitability conditions, since we cannot reject the null hypothesis that

the sum of the coefficients for ThresBS and ThresBS × HighSR equals zero

(χ2 = 0.09, p = 0.758). Thus, under the threshold bonus scheme traders are

more likely to make smaller transactions, especially under the low profitability

conditions. Transaction size is also affected by the distance to the last 45%

threshold as the coefficient for the interaction term Return [50%, 55%] ×
ThresBS is negative and significant.

Note that under the linear bonus scheme a trader can secure her bonus in terms

of an absolute amount if she exits the stock market completely. If at some

point, the trader considers the bonus earned to be sufficiently high and does

not want to take further risks, she can sell all available shares and secure the

bonus paid at the end of the trading session. Under the threshold scheme,

this strategy is only feasible if the trader is below a threshold. Because the

trader receives additional cash at the beginning of every round, holding only

cash decreases her total return (expressed as a percentage of the total cash

received) and hence the part of the total profit she receives as a bonus. While

this experimental setup does not punish the trader for inactivity under the

threshold bonus scheme, it penalizes her for holding no stock if her return

is above a threshold.17 Nevertheless, we find no differences across the two

17Traders can hold shares, do nothing, and still stay above a threshold during stock price
growth periods.
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bonus schemes in the way the traders adjust their stock holdings in response to

changes in their performance and over time.

In sum, we find mixed evidence in favor of Conjecture 1 as under the threshold

bonus scheme traders make a larger number of transactions but of a smaller size

(as compared with the linear scheme), such that their total trading turnover

stays unaffected. We provide strong support for Conjecture 2: trading intensity

and both of its dimensions, transaction frequency and size, significantly drop

once a threshold is met with a safety margin (the effect is especially strong for

the last threshold). We find only partial evidence for Conjecture 4: high prof-

itability conditions increased transaction size only under the threshold bonus

scheme. We therefore conclude that trading activity is affected by profitability

conditions only in the presence of specific compensation schemes, at least in

our experimental setting.

Traders’ performance and strategy

The total returns traders earn influence trading intensity via transaction size:

the coefficient for Trader’s Return is negative and significant at the 1% level

in models for Trading Intensity, (1)-(3) and Transaction Size, (7)-(9). More

specifically, if Trader’s Return increases, then trading intensity decreases mostly

because traders start trading at smaller stakes. Moreover, Change in Trader’s

Return also negatively affects trading intensity and its components (see models

(1)-(9)). When traders earned a higher total return in the current round than

in the previous round then they start making transactions of a smaller size.

These results suggest that traders reduce trading activity in response to absolute

improvements in their performance (increase in Trader’s Return) as well as in

response to relative improvements compared to their own previous performance

(increase in Change in Trader’s Return).

The share of a trader’s wealth invested in stocks in the current round (Stock

Holdings) is positively related to trading intensity, transaction frequency, and

transaction size. This variable is likely to capture trading activity in terms of

stock sales total as it directly affects their ability to sell shares in the current

round (short selling is not allowed in our experimental market). We will discuss
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Table 2.8: Trading activity, transaction frequency and transaction size

The table reports regression results for Trading Intensity, Transaction, and Transaction Size. Models (1)-(3) and (7)-(9)
are estimated using a Tobit-regression model; models (4)-(6) are estimated using a probit-regression model. Robust
standard errors are reported in parentheses. *, **, and *** stand for p<0.10, p<0.05, and p<0.01, respectively.

Dependent variable Trading Intensity Transaction Transaction Size

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

ThresBS -0.075 -0.092 -0.121 0.258*** 0.210** 0.188** -0.198** -0.203** -0.223**

(0.091) (0.091) (0.087) (0.089) (0.089) (0.089) (0.095) (0.095) (0.091)

HighSR -0.068 -0.080 -0.108 -0.029 -0.056 -0.093 -0.083 -0.086 -0.098

(0.086) (0.086) (0.085) (0.061) (0.061) (0.063) (0.092) (0.092) (0.091)

ThresBS × HighSR 0.112 0.133 0.182 -0.126* -0.070 -0.033 0.173 0.179 0.215*

(0.118) (0.118) (0.114) (0.074) (0.076) (0.077) (0.127) (0.127) (0.123)

Return [30%, 35%] 0.033 0.032 0.225* 0.229* -0.024 -0.025

(0.051) (0.051) (0.118) (0.118) (0.035) (0.035)

Return [50%, 55%] -0.035 -0.035 -0.098 -0.078 -0.018 -0.017

(0.083) (0.083) (0.179) (0.179) (0.058) (0.058)

Return [30%, 35%] × ThresBS -0.124* -0.124* -0.418** -0.433*** 0.010 0.011

(0.072) (0.072) (0.165) (0.165) (0.049) (0.049)

Return [50%, 55%] × ThresBS -0.304*** -0.301*** -0.584** -0.607** -0.164** -0.162**

(0.114) (0.114) (0.235) (0.236) (0.082) (0.082)

Trader’s performance and strategy

Trader’s Return -0.003*** -0.002*** -0.002*** 0.001 0.001 0.001 -0.003*** -0.002*** -0.002***

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Change in Trader’s Return -0.014*** -0.014*** -0.014*** -0.015*** -0.015*** -0.015*** -0.012*** -0.012*** -0.012***

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Stock Holdings 0.005*** 0.005*** 0.005*** 0.006*** 0.006*** 0.006*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.003***

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Average % in Stock 0.010*** 0.010*** 0.007*** -0.002 -0.002 -0.003** 0.013*** 0.013*** 0.010***

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
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Table 2.8 continues

Stock and market performance

Stock Return 0.010*** 0.010*** 0.010*** 0.012*** 0.011*** 0.011*** 0.008*** 0.008*** 0.008***

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Market Return 0.005** 0.005** 0.005** 0.010* 0.011** 0.011** 0.001 0.001 0.001

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Earnings Return 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.004 0.005 0.005 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Forecasted Earnings Return 0.004** 0.004** 0.004** 0.010** 0.009** 0.009** -0.000 -0.000 -0.000

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Time

Round Number -0.003*** -0.003*** -0.003*** -0.007*** -0.008*** -0.008*** -0.000 -0.000 -0.000

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

ThresBS × Round Number 0.002 0.002** 0.002** 0.001 0.004 0.004 0.001 0.001 0.001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Trader’s characteristics

Female -0.215*** -0.015 -0.229***

(0.061) (0.041) (0.065)

Age 0.002 -0.004 0.007

(0.010) (0.006) (0.011)

Finance & Economics 0.090 0.109*** 0.048

(0.064) (0.042) (0.069)

Constant -0.138 -0.130 0.049 0.647*** 0.659*** 0.765*** 0.043 0.045 0.134

(0.106) (0.106) (0.267) (0.086) (0.087) (0.180) (0.111) (0.111) (0.291)

Obs. 6,027 6,027 6,027 6,027 6,027 6,027 4,721 4,721 4,721

χ2-statistic 549.9 568.9 587.3 213.2 237.9 244.4 359.7 369.8 388.6

p-value 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
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differences in traders’ stock sales and purchases in the next section. Average %

in Stock, which could be seen as a proxy for risk tolerance in the investment

domain, is positively related to trading intensity and transaction size. The

coefficients for the Average % in Stock variable is positive and significant in

models (1)-(3) and positive in models (7)-(9). So traders with higher risk

tolerance are more likely to trade at higher stakes.

Stock and market performance (information variables)

The influence of the information variables is in line with our expectations. It

seems that the participants are using both technical and fundamental infor-

mation: Stock Return has a positive and strongly significant effect on trading

intensity and its two dimensions (frequency and size; see models (1)-(9)), while

Market Return positively affected trading intensity via transaction frequency;

see models (1)-(6)). Past earnings (Earnings Return) do not affect trading

behavior, but their forecasts positively affect trading intensity via transaction

frequency (see models (1)-(6)).

Timing

Trading intensity is lower at later trading rounds than in the beginning of the

trading session, mostly due to a significant decrease in transaction frequency;

the coefficient for Round Number is negative and significant in models (1)-(6).

We also find a small interaction effect between Round Number and ThresBS

variables for the Trading Intensity variable (see models (1)-(3)). Although it

is possible that trading activity decreases somewhat more slowly under the

threshold than under the linear bonus scheme, we cannot reject a null hypothesis

that the sum of the coefficients for the Round Number and Round Number ×
ThresBS variables is zero (χ2 = 0.06, p = 0.805; see models (1)-(3)). Thus,

we do not find enough evidence to conclude that trading intensity declines at

different rates under the threshold and linear bonus schemes.
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Traders’ characteristics

Finally, in models (3), (6), and (9), we consider the effect of traders’ charac-

teristics such as gender, age, and educational background, on trading intensity

and its dimensions. In accordance with Barber and Odean (2001) we find that

women trade less intensively than men (see model (3)). The main difference is

that in our experiment female traders trade at smaller stakes (see model (9)),

but they do not trade less frequently (see model (6)) as Barber and Odean

(2001) reported. We find that the traders’ age is not significantly related to

their trading behavior. To control for the traders’ educational background, we

create a dummy variable Finance & Economics, which equals 1 for subjects

with majors in Economics, Econometrics, Finance, or Accounting, and 0 other-

wise. The Finance & Economics dummy equals 1 for 81 out of 123 students

in our sample. Surprisingly, we find that students with majors in Finance and

Economics traded more frequently18 in our experiment: the coefficient for the

Finance & Economics variable is positive and significant in models (4)-(6).

When do traders buy and sell? 2.3.4

While some factors may influence trading activity in general, many of them are

likely to affect traders’ decisions to buy or sell shares in different directions.

For example, if a large proportion of trader’s wealth is invested in stocks in the

current round, she may be reluctant to increase her exposure to the risky asset

even further and as a result she is more likely to sell than to buy shares. We

now distinguish between traders’ decision to buy and to sell shares and run a

probit regression model, where the dependent variable, Buy vs. Sell equals 1

when a trader buys shares and 0 when she sells shares in the current round.19

The estimation results are reported in models (1)-(3) of Table 2.9. We find

that bonus scheme types as well as profitability conditions do not affect traders’

propensity to buy vs. sell shares. This is a remarkable result because one could

18Though students with majors in Finance and Economics are more likely to derive higher
utility from trading than students with other majors, they are also more likely to be familiar
with empirical evidence that trading is hazardous to investor’s wealth.

19Note that this variable is defined only for those rounds when a trader makes a transaction.
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expect trader to buy more shares and to hold them for longer time periods

under the high than low profitability conditions.

Surprisingly, traders’ present and past performance has a differential impact on

their propensity to buy and sell shares. The higher the trader’s return in the

current round, the less likely she becomes to buy additional shares; the higher

the increase in trader’s return in comparison with the previous round, the more

likely she becomes to buy additional shares. Therefore, traders increase their

stock holdings when they see a positive dynamics in their performance but

they also restrain this growth once they reach higher performance levels. As

expected, traders’ current stock holdings is negatively related to their propensity

to buy shares, whereas their average share of wealth invested in the stock (over

the entire trading session) has a positive impact on their propensity to buy vs.

sell shares.

When it comes to the use of fundamental and technical information given

to the traders in our experiment, it seems that they do pay attention to the

provided data and base their decisions mostly on changes in the share price,

market index, and forecasted earnings. Traders are significantly less likely

to buy shares when the share price goes up, as the coefficient for the Stock

Return variable is negative and significant. In other words, they mostly try

to implement a strategy “Buy low, sell high”, which may be rather hard to

implement via chasing only the last round stock returns, given high positive

autocorrelations in stock price returns (see section 2.2.2 and Table 2.2). Traders’

decisions to buy shares are also affected by increases in market returns and

forecasted earnings returns: the coefficients for both variable are positive and

significant at 1% significance level. Moreover, they tend to buy fewer shares as

the end of the trading session approaches: the coefficient for Round Number is

negative and significant. We document that female traders are more likely to

sell earlier purchased shares than male traders. Indeed, out of all transactions

made by men in our experiment 68.6% are purchases, whereas for women this

number is significantly lower and equals to 58.4% (t = 7.46, p < 0.001).

We also investigate traders’ “to buy vs. to sell or do nothing” type of decisions.

We crease a dummy variable, called Buy vs. Sell or Hold, which equals 1 when

a trader buys shares and 0 sells share or does nothing in the current round, and

run a probit regression model, using explanatory variables, discussed above.
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The results are reported in models (4)-(6) of Table 2.9. Our findings are very

similar to those for the Buy vs. Sell dependent variable, with a few exceptions.

First, under the threshold bonus scheme traders are significantly more likely to

buy shares as opposed to sell them or to do nothing: the coefficient for ThresBS

is positive and significant at 1% significance level in models (4)-(6). Combined

with no effect of the ThresBS variable on Buy vs. Sell in models (1)-(3), this

result suggests that traders are more likely to buy and sell shares at the same

time under the threshold scheme than under the linear scheme. Then, we find

that this effect reverses once the traders reach the final 45% threshold: the

coefficient for Return[50%, 55%] × ThresBS is negative and significant at 5%

significance level in models (5)-(6). Thus, we provide additional evidence for

Conjectures 1 and 2.

We find no relationship between trader’s performance and her propensity to

buy shares as opposed to sell them or to do nothing. Finally, we document that

students with majors in Finance and Economics are slightly more likely to buy

shares in our experiment: the coefficient for Finance & Economics is positive

and significant at 10% significance level in model (6).

Performance 2.3.5

In the previous sections, we have shown that under the threshold bonus scheme

traders trade more frequently (though in smaller quantities) than under the

linear one. On the one hand, there are reasons why one could expect that higher

trading activity under the threshold scheme does not necessarily result in poor

performance. For example, the desire to reach thresholds and to earn more

money may make traders exhibit more effort in estimating market opportunities

and finally make better decisions (Locke and Mann (2009)). On the other hand,

increased transaction frequency may result in lower performance due to higher

transaction costs (Barber and Odean (2000)), mediocre stock picking (Shi and

Wang (2010)), or inferior market timing (Kim and Nofsinger (2007)). Our

experimental market contains only one stock (i.e., does not allow for stock

picking) and does not involve any transaction costs. Hence, our set-up enables

us to study the effect of the bonus scheme type on market timing. To this effect,
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Table 2.9: Trading decisions to buy, sell, and hold shares

The table reports regression results for Buy vs. Sell and Buy vs. Sell or Hold.
Buy vs. Sell is a dummy variable equal 1 when a trader buys shares and 0 when
she sells shares in the current round. Buy vs. Sell or Hold is a dummy variable
equal 1 when a trader buys shares and 0 when she sells share or does nothing
in the current round. Models (1)-(6) are estimated using a probit-regression
model. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. *, **, and *** stand
for p<0.10, p<0.05, and p<0.01, respectively.

Dependent variable Buy vs. Sell Buy vs. Sell or Hold

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

ThresBS -0.027 -0.027 -0.031 0.144*** 0.149*** 0.132***

(0.058) (0.059) (0.059) (0.049) (0.049) (0.050)

HighSR -0.012 -0.020 -0.031 0.003 -0.013 -0.033

(0.068) (0.068) (0.071) (0.056) (0.056) (0.058)

ThresBS × HighSR -0.013 -0.005 0.018 -0.084 -0.056 -0.025

(0.079) (0.081) (0.082) (0.067) (0.068) (0.069)

Return [30%, 35%] 0.052 0.023 0.121 0.107

(0.123) (0.123) (0.107) (0.107)

Return [50%, 55%] -0.062 -0.051 -0.151 -0.145

(0.187) (0.189) (0.171) (0.172)

Return [30%, 35%] × ThresBS 0.045 0.071 -0.123 -0.112

(0.177) (0.177) (0.150) (0.150)

Return [50%, 55%] × ThresBS -0.352 -0.343 -0.521** -0.513**

(0.276) (0.278) (0.238) (0.239)

Trader’s performance and strategy

Trader’s Return -0.004*** -0.004** -0.004** -0.003** -0.002 -0.002

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Change in Trader’s Return 0.020*** 0.020*** 0.020*** -0.003 -0.003 -0.003

(0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005)

Stock Holdings -0.013*** -0.013*** -0.013*** -0.005*** -0.005*** -0.005***

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Average % in Stock 0.027*** 0.027*** 0.025*** 0.017*** 0.017*** 0.015***

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Stock and market performance

Stock Return -0.056*** -0.056*** -0.056*** -0.029*** -0.030*** -0.030***

(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

Market Return 0.018*** 0.019*** 0.019*** 0.019*** 0.020*** 0.020***

(0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005)

Earnings Return 0.007 0.008 0.008 0.008* 0.008* 0.008*

(0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005)

Forecasted Earnings Return 0.044*** 0.044*** 0.045*** 0.038*** 0.038*** 0.038***

(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

Time

Round Number -0.013*** -0.013*** -0.013*** -0.013*** -0.012*** -0.013***

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
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Table 2.9 continues

Dependent variable Buy vs. Sell Buy vs. Sell or Hold

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Trader’s characteristics

Female -0.200*** -0.118***

(0.044) (0.036)

Age 0.011 0.004

(0.007) (0.006)

Finance & Economics 0.063 0.074*

(0.046) (0.039)

Constant 0.033 0.029 -0.014 -0.381*** -0.394*** -0.371**

(0.086) (0.086) (0.194) (0.074) (0.074) (0.164)

Obs. 4,721 4,721 4,721 6,027 6,027 6,027

χ2-statistic 732.3 734.1 758.2 587.5 602.3 612.1

p-value 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

we compare the quality of the trading decisions under the different bonus

schemes.

To maximize their final personal payoff, the traders need to maximize their

return at the end of the trading session of 50 rounds. Since the share does not

pay dividends and short selling is not possible in our experiment, the strategy

“buy low and sell high” is the only strategy that could provide positive returns.

Traders can try to implement this strategy by buying shares before the share

price goes up and by selling them before it declines. To estimate the quality

of the trading decisions, we calculate the difference in the share price returns

after shares are bought and sold. If this difference is positive on average, the

traders make good investment decisions and on average correctly predict/guess

the share price movements.

We calculate the difference in the returns as follows. First, we calculate an

average purchase-based return: for all the rounds in which a trader has bought

shares, we calculate an average next-round stock return, i.e., we sum all the

next-round stock price returns for the rounds in which a trader buys shares and

divide that sum by the total number of rounds in which shares are bought. Then,

using the same procedure, we compute an average sale-based stock price return

and subtract it from the average purchase-based stock return. The deduction
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we call Return Difference:

Return Differencei =
∑

t

�

Stock Returnt+1

�

�Bi t = 1
�

−
∑

t

�

Stock Returnt+1

�

�Bi t = 0
�

(2.5)

where Bi t is 1 when trader i buys shares and 0 when she sells shares.

To test Conjecture 3 that states that under the threshold scheme traders make

poorer investment decisions because of the pressure to reach the targets, we

regress Return Difference on a set of variables, including dummies for the

threshold bonus scheme, high profitability conditions, their interaction term,

and traders’ characteristics:

Return Differencei = α+ β1ThresBS+ β2HighSR+ β3 + ThresBS×HighSR

+
∑

δkTrader’s Characteristick + ε

(2.6)

We also calculate a volume-based difference in returns whereby the next round

return after a purchase (sale) is weighted using the percentage of shares bought

(sold) in the current round divided by the average percentage of shares bought

(sold). The resulting variable is called Size-Weighted Return Difference. As a

robustness check, we re-estimate equation (2.6) with Size-Weighted Return

Difference as a dependent variable.

Models (1)-(3) and models (4)-(6) of Table 2.10 report the results for equation

(2.6), where the dependent variable is Return Difference and Size-Weighted

Return Difference respectively. We find that on average, traders make signifi-

cantly poorer investment decisions under the threshold scheme than under the

linear scheme; the coefficient for ThresBS is negative and significant in models

(1)-(6). Thus, we conclude that under the threshold bonus scheme the traders’

attention to the implicit targets and the pressure to perform well has made

them worse investors, which supports Conjecture 3.
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We also find that the traders make slightly better decisions in the low profitabil-

ity session than in the high profitability session. The coefficient for HighSR is

negative and significant in models (1)-(3); in models (4)-(6) the coefficient

for HighSR is still negative but insignificant. Our results suggest that when

earning money by trading is relatively difficult and requires more active mental

involvement than pure return chasing, the traders are more likely to collect

information about the relationships between the share price and the market

returns, earnings, and earnings forecasts and apply more effort to understand

those relationships. Hence, they perform better. In contrast, under high prof-

itability conditions when the need for learning is rather low as profits come in

anyway and are bad decisions are not punished, the traders seem to merely

chase high past returns. This result is in accordance with the previous litera-

ture, which finds that individual and professional investors build up investment

experience mostly during bad times. Mutual fund managers become successful

stock-pickers specifically in industries, for which they have experienced a period

of severe underperformance (Kempf, Manconi, and Spalt 2014). Individual

investors make inferior investment decisions during bull markets rather than in

bear markets due to both poorer market timing and stock selection (Kim and

Nofsinger 2007; Shi and Wang 2010).

In the previous section, we have shown that the threshold bonus scheme in-

creases transaction frequency, which by itself can cause lower trading decision

quality (Barber and Odean 2001). To verify whether the lower decision quality

under the threshold bonus scheme results only from increased trading, we con-

trol for the total number of transactions made by a trader in the trading session

(Number of Transactions) and the percentage of a trader’s wealth invested in

the stock over the trading session (Average % in Stock); see models (2)-(3)

and (5)-(6). Though both variables have negative coefficients, their inclusion

in the regression does not substantially change the effects of the threshold

bonus scheme and profitability conditions on the decision quality. So lower

trading quality under the threshold bonus scheme cannot be fully explained by

increased transaction frequency and the presence of thresholds and bonuses

remains crucial in distracting traders from their main goal – earning the high-

est possible returns under the current conditions. We also control for traders’
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characteristics such as gender, age, and educational background, though we do

not find significant effects.

The results reported so far are based on the returns calculated after the trade. We

now evaluate the actual performance obtained over the entire trading session.

Do traders under the threshold scheme do better? Are they able to exploit the

different share price profitability conditions? To answer these questions, we

estimate equation (2.6) using Trader’s Final Return as a dependent variable

(see models (7)-(9) of Table 2.10).

First, we confirm that under the threshold bonus scheme the final performance

is significantly worse than under the linear bonus scheme as the coefficient

for the ThresBS variable is negative and significant at 10% level in models

(7)-(9) of Table 2.10. However, the negative effect of the threshold bonus

scheme disappears under high profitability conditions: though the coefficient

for the interaction term ThresBC x HighSR is significant only in model (9), we

cannot reject a null hypothesis that its sum with the coefficient for the ThresBS

variable is zero for models (7)-(9) (the highest F-statistic = 0.35, p = 0.557).

Thus, it seems that the pressure put on the traders to perform well may have

distracted them from efficient information collection under the threshold bonus

scheme and this pressure and its effects on final performance are particularly

pronounced when the opportunities for good performance are limited.

As expected, traders’ returns at the end of 50th round are significantly influenced

by the profitability conditions. The coefficient for HighSR is positive and

significant at 5% significance level; see models (7)-(9). We also find that traders

who invest a higher percentage of their wealth in stock are more likely to achieve

higher performance by the end of the trading session. In our experiment, high

returns can only be obtained via a successful trading strategy and a substantial

amount of wealth invested in this strategy. So a high percentage of wealth

invested in stock should be considered as a necessary but not as a sufficient

condition for good performance since a good trading strategy is of primary

importance.
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Table 2.10: Quality of investment decisions and trader’s performance

The table reports regression results for Return Difference, Size-Weighted Return Difference, and Trader’s Final Return.
Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. *, **, and *** stand for p<0.10, p<0.05, and p<0.01, respectively.

Return Difference Size-Weighted Return Difference Trader’s Final Return
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

ThresBS -1.134** -0.911** -1.088** -1.178** -0.980* -1.130** -5.778* -5.385* -6.076*
(0.489) (0.496) (0.481) (0.499) (0.560) (0.518) (3.139) (3.190) (3.130)

HighSR -1.024** -0.779* -1.116** -0.618 -0.347 -0.598 19.940*** 17.092*** 15.646**
(0.490) (0.456) (0.527) (0.691) (0.711) (0.736) (3.817) (3.156) (3.286)

ThresBS × HighSR -0.093 -0.301 -0.026 -0.029 -0.228 0.025 6.615 7.098 8.083*
(0.947) (0.963) (0.948) (1.014) (1.032) (1.009) (5.184) (4.542) (4.559)

# of Transactions -2.495* -2.700* -2.159 -2.253 -7.547 -8.288
(1.409) (1.446) (1.572) (1.633) (7.622) (7.660)

Average % in Stock -0.018 -0.027* -0.023* -0.033** 0.439*** 0.418***
(0.014) (0.014) (0.014) (0.015) (0.068) (0.075)

Trader’s characteristics
Female -0.487 -0.562 -1.309

(0.462) (0.512) (2.376)
Age -0.123 -0.057 -0.671

(0.079) (0.082) (0.480)
Finance & Economics 0.416 0.457 0.967

(0.523) (0.569) (2.541)
Constant 2.211*** 4.876*** 8.501*** 2.203*** 4.882*** 6.919*** 14.697** -0.568 17.478

(0.508) (1.250) (2.486) (0.584) (1.382) (2.615) (2.263) (6.718) (13.416)

Obs. 122 122 122 122 122 122 123 123 123
Adj. R2 0.069 0.086 0.092 0.035 0.054 0.045 0.384 0.536 0.537

Note: One subject is excluded from the analysis, as he/she only bought shares in the whole trading session but never
sold shares. So we cannot calculate Return Difference or Value-Weighted Return Difference for this subject.
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2.4 Conclusion

To study the impact of different types of bonus schemes on trading intensity

of individual traders, we set up an experimental market in which traders sell

and buy shares without transaction costs. The traders are price takers and are

provided with fundamental and technical information (evolution of the market

index, past share price evolution, realized earnings, and analysts’ earnings

forecasts). We trade off a basic linear bonus scheme against a threshold bonus

scheme, both of which reflect practices used in investment banks and brokerage

houses.

We find that the threshold bonus scheme has an opposite effect on transaction

frequency and transaction size. It induces higher transaction frequency, but at

the same time decreases transaction size in comparison with a linear bonus

scheme. Under the threshold bonus schemes, after reaching a return threshold

that translates into a higher bonus, traders make significantly fewer transactions.

Interestingly, the transaction frequency does not drop immediately after the

thresholds are surpassed: the traders decrease their transaction frequency only

after they build up a 5% safety margin above the threshold.

To estimate the quality of the trading decisions, we examine the difference in

the share price returns immediately after the traders bought and sold shares as

well as their overall performance over the whole trading session of 50 rounds.

Our main finding is that the traders make significantly poorer investment de-

cisions under the threshold than under the linear bonus scheme. Moreover,

inferior decision quality cannot be explained by differences in the trading fre-

quency or traders’ characteristics. As reflected in traders’ final returns by the

end of a trading session, this effect is especially pronounced when earning

money by trading is relatively difficult (in trading sessions with lower prof-

itability conditions). Then, the traders seem to collect more information about

the relationships between the share price and the market returns, earnings,

and earnings forecasts, apply more effort to understand those relationships,

and finally perform better under the linear bonus scheme, whereas under the

threshold bonus scheme they seem to focus more on reaching and maintaining

threshold returns. The negative effects of the bonus scheme on final returns

and quality of investment decisions arise also when controlling for the higher
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trading frequency induced by the threshold scheme. Thus, our data suggest

that bonuses may be detrimental for performance, at least when threshold and

linear compensation schemes are compared and the profitability of markets is

low.

It should be noted that in the setup of this realistic experiment, both the prof-

itability conditions and the bonus schemes have an impact on the total returns

and hence the traders’ bonus. While traders or their employers cannot signifi-

cantly influence the share price and market evolution, the traders’ compensation

schemes are nevertheless under the direct control of the companies.
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2.A Instructions

This experiment will last about 1.5 hours and will consist of:

1. These instructions and a short quiz;

2. 20 rounds training session;

3. Twice a trading session of 50 rounds;

4. Final questionnaire.

Experimental market

You will buy and sell shares on behalf of a trading company “Aurum”, which

will provide you with cash necessary for trading. The amount of cash given to

you is called investment. In the 1st round of each trading session you receive

E$500 (experimental dollars) from Aurum. In each further round of the session

you will get an additional E$100. Your goal is to maximize Aurum’s total return,

the ratio of additional money you earn to the investment. You are free to decide

how many shares to buy or sell. Choose the optimal trading strategy and buy

shares at low prices, sell them at high prices.

Buying and selling shares

Using cash you will be able to buy and sell shares of one company, let’s call it

“Egias”. You can sell/hold previously purchased shares or buy additional ones.

Shares and cash together constitute your holdings in every round. You will start

with 0 shares. So in the first round you cannot sell shares; you can only buy

shares. The maximum number of shares you can buy multiplied by the current

share price cannot exceed your current cash holdings. See Example 1.

Example 1: You have E$119 in cash and the current share price is E$30. The

maximum number of shares you can buy equals 3, as 3 x E$30 = E$90 < E$119.

You cannot buy 4 shares as 4 x E$30 = E$120 > $E119. If you buy 3 shares,

then E$29 is left in your cash holdings.

When you buy shares:

• your cash holdings are reduced by the number of shares bought multiplied

by the current share price;

• your share holdings (or shares’ value) are increased by the same amount;

• the number of shares you own increases by the number of shares bought.
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Your total holdings are E$1450 = E$1000 (cash) + E$450 (shares).

When you sell shares:

• your cash holdings are increased and your share holdings are decreased by

the number of shares sold multiplied by the current share price;

• the number of shares you own decreases by the number of shares sold.

If you do not buy nor sell any shares, then the number of shares you own stays

the same, but the value of your shares may increase or decrease depending on

the share price movement. See example 2.

Example 2: In the beginning of the current round you own 20 shares and

E$1,000 cash. The current share price is E$10. The share holdings are 20xE$10

= E$200 and the total holdings are E$1,200. You buy 10 more shares at the

current price and spend E$100 cash such that you have E$900 left (E$900 =
E$1,000 - E$100).

In the next round the share price rises up to E$15 and your share holdings

equal 30 shares x E$15 = E$450. In the beginning of the next round you will

have E$1000 in cash because you also receive E$100 extra cash from Aurum in

the beginning of each round.

Your total holdings are E$1450 = E$1000 (cash) + E$450 (shares).

Cash holdings Share holdings # of shares owned Total holdings Share price

Beginning of the current round E$1,000 E$200 20 shares E$1,200 E$10
Your decision: +10 shares
End of the current round E$900 E$300 30 shares E$1,200 E$10
In the beginning of the next round, the share price goes up by E$5
Beginning of the next round E$1,000 E$450 30 shares E$1,450 E$15

Trading stage

Every trading round starts with a trading stage, where you can buy and/or

sell shares. The trading stage screen shows the information helpful in your

investment decisions:

• Egias’ share price,

• the market index,

• Egias’ earnings information (past and forecast),

• your current holdings and performance;
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Screenshot of a trading stage

• in the same screen you can make your investment decisions.

The upper right corner of the screen shows the time remaining for your decision

in the current round. The screen will appear for 15 seconds. Within 15 seconds

you must specify your decision whether you want to buy or sell shares. If you

do not reach any decision within 15 sec, you will proceed to the next round

with your share holdings unchanged.

To the left you see past Egias’ earnings and earnings forecast. You also see

percentage changes in earnings and earnings forecasts from the last past round

and the graphs of historical values of earnings and earnings forecasts (up to 12

past rounds), which give you a broader picture and could allow you to identify

a link between earnings and their forecasts.

• Company’s earnings are an after-tax profit (or loss), which a company

produces during a specific time period. For example, Egias calculates and

reports its earnings every three rounds. In some periods companies generate

profit (and their earnings are positive), whereas in other periods companies

can incur losses (earnings are negative). On the screen you see Egias’

earnings per share (earnings divided by the number of shares outstanding,

which is constant throughout all sessions).
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• An earnings forecast is value of earnings expected by analysts for the next

period. Analyst is a person who studies company’s accounts, strategy, and

economic outlook. On the screen you see the average expected value from

many analysts. In the right bottom corner you see the current market index

value, its percentage change from the last past round, and a graph of its

historical values (up to 12 past rounds).

• The market index measures the price changes of the overall stock market,

which consists of all publicly traded companies. Changes in the market

index reflect changes in the whole economy. For example, a recession is

typically accompanied by a drop in the market index and the economic

expansion goes along with an increase in the market index.

The share price may be influenced by past earnings, earnings forecast, and

by the market index movements, but the degree of this relation may in some

time periods be strong or weak and may occasionally be inversed. In the

right upper corner you see the current share price, its percentage change

and the graph of its historical values (up to 12 past rounds).

The central part of the screen contains the following four boxes (down):

1. Round shows the current round and the total number of rounds in the

current trading session.

2. Performance shows your current reward, the total return you earned for

Aurum and the total investment you received from Aurum.

3. Holdings shows your current cash and share holdings, including the number

of shares owned. Total holdings equal the sum of cash and share value.

4. Decision, where you can specify the number of shares you want to buy or

sell.

(a) If you want to buy shares, specify the number you want to buy in the

upper blue box. Leave it blank if you don’t want to buy any shares.

(b) If you want to sell shares, specify the number you want to sell in the

lower blue box. Leave it blank if you don’t want to sell any shares.

(c) If you don’t want to buy nor sell any shares, leave both blue boxes

blank.

(d) Press the button “Do it!” when you are ready with your investment

decisions and you will automatically proceed to the next round. If
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you don’t press the button before the time is over, then your decisions

will not be executed.

The experimental stock market employs real historical share price, earnings,

earnings forecast, and market index data. So it is fully independent from your

decisions/performance or the decisions/performance of other participants.

Reward calculation

For your services you will receive a reward. It depends on your own perfor-

mance: the more you earn for Aurum, the more you get as a reward. Your

reward is calculated at the end of each trading session and constitutes a fixed

percent, 35% of the additional money (additional money = holdings - invest-

ment) you earned for Aurum over the entire 50 rounds.

If total return > 0, then reward = (holdings - investment) x 35%

If total return is negative, then your reward is zero. Total return = (holdings -

investment) / investment
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Example 3: After 50 rounds your

holdings (combined in cash and

shares) equal E$7,400, whereas the

total investment from Aurum was

E$5,400. So you have earned

E$7,400 - E$5,400 = E$2,000 of ad-

ditional money for Aurum and the

total return is E$2,000 / E$5,400 =
32.07% > 0. Your reward is E$2,000

x 35% = E$700 = €14. Below is a

graph of the final reward depending on total return you earn for Aurum at the

end of the trading session.

Performance stage

After the decision stage you will be shown a screen with your performance to

date (resulting from the previous rounds) for 2 sec. Your current reward, the

total return earned for Aurum, and investment will appear in the upper box

of the screen. In the lower box you will see a graphical representation of your

reward depending on the total return earned for Aurum. On the graph the

x-axis is the total return earned for Aurum, and the y-axis is your reward. Two
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arrows show your current performance in terms of reward and the total return

earned for Aurum.

Screenshot of a performance stage

Final payoff

You earn €2 for showing up. The variable part of your payment depends on

your performance during the experiment. Your final payoff will be randomly

chosen from two rewards earned in the two trading sessions. For example,

• E$650 (€13) is your reward in the 1st trading session

• E$800 (€16) is your reward in the 2nd trading session

One trading session will be randomly selected to determine your payment. You

will be paid your total reward in cash and in private at the end of the experiment.

Now you will start with a training session, which aims to familiarize you with

the experimental environment and does not count towards your final payment.
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2.B Variable definitions

Variable name Description

# of Transactions Number of transactions made by a trader in the trading session.

Age Trader’s age, in years.

Average % in Stock Average percentage of a trader’s wealth invested in the stock over the trading session.

Buy vs. Sell Dummy variable, which equals 1 when a trader buys shares and 0 when she sells

shares in the current round.

Buy vs. Sell or Hold Dummy variable, which equals 1 when a trader buys shares and 0 when she sells share

or does nothing in the current round.

Change in Trader’s Return Difference between trader’s return earned by a trader from the beginning of the trad-

ing session to the beginning of the current round (Trader’s Return) and total return

earned from the beginning of the trading session to the previous round (Trader’s Re-

turn lagged), in percentage points.

Earnings Return Most recent return in earnings relative to the previous round (current versus previous

round), in percentage points.

Female Dummy variable, which equals 1 for female traders and 0 for male traders.

Finance & Economics Dummy variable, equals 1 for students with major in Economics, Econometrics, Fi-

nance or Accounting and 0 otherwise.

Forecasted Earnings Return Most recent forecasted earnings return to the previous round (current versus previous

round), in percentage points.

HighSR Dummy for the high-stock-return session, which equals 1 if the current trading session

has high-profitability conditions and 0 otherwise.

Market Return The most recent return of the market index (the market index in the current round

versus market index in the previous round), in percentage points.

Return [X%, Y%] Dummy variable, which equals 1 when Trader’s Return is between X% and Y%.

Return Difference Average share price return for the rounds after purchases minus average share price

return for the rounds after sales.

Round Number Number of the current trading round.

Size-Weighted Return Differ-

ence

Average share price return multiplied by a percentage of shares bought for the rounds

after purchases minus average share price return multiplied by a percentage of shares

sold for the rounds after sales.

Stock Holdings Ratio of trader’s stock value and her total wealth in the beginning of the trading round,

in percentage points

Stock Return The most recent stock return (the stock price in the current round versus the stock

price in the previous round), in percentage points.

ThresBS Dummy for the threshold bonus scheme, which equals 1 if in the current trading

session a trader operates under the threshold scheme and zero for the linear bonus

scheme.

Trader’s Final Return Return earned by a trader at the end of the trading session, which equals Trader’s

Return at the beginning of 51st round.

Trader’s Return Total return earned by a trader from the beginning of the trading session to the begin-

ning of the current round, in percentage points.

Trading Intensity The number of shares bought divided by the maximum number that could be bought

plus the number of shares sold divided by the maximum number that could be sold,

in percentage points.

Transaction Dummy variable, which equals 1 if a trader buys or sells shares in the current round

(i.e., if a transaction takes place) and 0 otherwise.

Transaction Size Number of shares bought (sold) divided by the maximum number of shares the trader

could have bought (sold) if a trader buys (sells) shares in the current round, in per-

centage points.
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Abstract

We study the impact of contractual incentives on the behavior of mutual fund managers
in annual tournaments. We show that linear contracts as opposed to concave ones
induce managers to make larger risk adjustments in response to their relative perfor-
mance ranks. We argue that contracts with linear fee structure directly translate the
convex relationship between past fund returns and fund size into a convex relationship
between past performance and managerial pay, whereas concave contracts distort
this relationship and make it less convex. We also demonstrate that higher fee rates
encourage fund managers to engage into annual tournaments, as they strengthen the
connection between fund size and managerial pay in comparison with lower fee rates.
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3.1 Introduction

We analyze mutual fund managers’ risk taking decisions in response to the com-

pensation and tournament incentives they face. Because new money flows into

the fund are convexly related to its past performance, mutual fund managers

compete against each other in annual tournaments for the largest increase in

fund size. We show that the extent to which fund managers engage in annual

tournaments strongly depends on the relationship between their compensa-

tion and fund size. In particular, linear relationship (as opposed to concave)

between managerial pay and fund size and the higher percentage of assets

under management (AUM) paid as managers’ remuneration lead to the larger

managerial engagement into annual tournaments.

Brown, Harlow, and Starks (1996) are the first ones to examine the risk shifting

behavior of mutual fund managers in annual tournaments and show that fund

managers adjust their funds’ risk exposure depending on their midyear perfor-

mance rank. More specifically, by manipulating their funds’ risk, managers of

funds with good interim performance try to preserve their superior position and

fund managers of midyear “losers” attempt to catch up with the “winners.” One

of the key assumptions generating this effect is that an increase in fund size

results in a proportional increase in managerial pay.1 Whereas in the majority

of the US mutual funds incentive contracts are indeed based on the total assets

managed by fund managers, the characteristics of those contracts substantially

vary across funds, which may in turn affect the behavior of fund managers.

This study extends the previous literature, by showing that heterogeneity of

incentive contracts explains the tournament behavior of mutual funds.

We focus on actively managed mutual funds in the United States, in which

advisory/ managerial compensation is defined as a function of the total assets

under management. There are two fee structures in our sample. Around 60

percent of funds have a linear fee structure. The remaining 40 percent of funds

have a concave fee structure, under which the marginal advisory fee decreases

with fund size. Managers of mutual funds with a concave fee structure have a

lower incentive to increase the AUM than managers of funds with a linear fee

1We assume that the compensation contract of the fund manager tracks – at least in the
contract shape that one of the investment advisor.
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structure. In addition to having a linear versus a concave fee structure, funds

also differ in the % of AUM they pay their managers. Lower fee rates lead to

smaller incentives to increase the fund size due to a lower increase in absolute

managerial pay. Thus, we hypothesize that managers of mutual funds with a

linear fee structure and higher fee rates are more likely to participate in annual

tournaments and to adjust their risk trying to beat the competing funds in terms

of performance.

We test the above hypotheses using the data on the advisory fee structure from

the N-SAR filings for actively managed funds for the period from 2002 to 2011

and obtain the following results: First, we show that fund managers with linear

contracts are significantly more likely to chase new money flows and engage

in annual fund tournaments than managers with concave contracts. The risk

adjustments made by fund managers under linear contracts are almost twice as

high as those made by fund managers under concave contracts; we define risk

adjustments as changes in fund’s total volatility in the second part of a year

as compared to the first part of a year. We find that once the effects of both

contract shape and contract slope are taken into account, in funds with linear

contracts risk-shifting is 39% higher than in funds with concave contracts.

Second, we show that funds with higher fee rates tend to engage more inten-

sively in yearly fund tournaments and alter their risk more in response to their

relative performance. A one-standard deviation increase in the fee rate raises

the risk change to performance rank sensitivity by 33.5%. This effect is higher

in bear markets, when expected returns are negative and managers of funds

with high effective rates face larger payment decrease than managers of funds

with low effective rates. It is also significantly more pronounced when mutual

funds with extremely high and low performance are compared, for example

the top and bottom deciles in terms of style-adjusted performance.

Third, we demonstrate that the above results are robust to controlling for funds

characteristics, such as fund size, age, turnover, and management style (team-

vs. single-managed) as well as year- and style-fixed effects. We also show

that the effect of fund size on managerial appetite for annual tournaments

decreases once we control for contractual characteristics. On the contrary,

turnover significantly affects risk adjustments for top- and bottom-performing
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funds and results in greater engagement in yearly tournaments only for midyear

winners and midyear losers, not for funds, with average performance.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 3.2 presents the intuition,

develops the hypotheses and describes the literature contribution. The data

used in the empirical analysis are described in Section 3.3, and the methodology

is discussed in Section 3.4. In Section 3.5 we present and discuss the results,

and Section 3.6 concludes.

3.2 Advisory contracts and mutual fund tournaments

3.2.1 Intuition and hypotheses

Mutual fund investors chase high returns and disproportionally invest into

the top-performing funds, which results in a convex relationship between

past performance and consecutive fund growth (Chevalier and Ellison (1997);

Sirri and Tufano (1998); Fant and O’Neal (2000); Lynch and Musto (2003),

and Huang, Wei, and Yan (2007)). Funds which earn the highest returns by

the end of a calendar year experience the largest new money inflow during

the subsequent year, whereas poorly performing funds does not appear to be

penalized with an equivalent money outflow. This convex relationship creates

tournament incentives for mutual fund managers, where the winners get the

largest increase in the assets under management.

The theoretical literature shows that in such tournament context, the optimal

response of a fund manager to its interim performance is an adjustment of

the portfolio risk (Taylor (2003); Acker and Duck (2006); Basak and Makarov

(2012)). More specifically, by manipulating their funds risk, managers of funds

with good interim performance try to preserve their superior position and fund

managers of midyear losers try to catch up with the winners. One of the key as-

sumptions here is that an increase in fund size results in a considerable increase

in managerial pay such that mutual fund managers have a strong incentive to

attract new money flows and increase their assets under management.
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We argue that managerial willingness to participate in annual tournaments

strongly depends on the shape of the relationship between fund size and man-

agerial compensation. While the previous literature implicitly assumes that

fund managers are compensated with a fixed fee based on the assets under

management, there is significant variation in contractual arrangements between

funds and their managers/advisors in the US mutual fund industry. In particular,

the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 allows two types of contracts between

mutual funds and their investment advisors: (i) a linear contract with a constant

marginal fee rate and (ii) a concave contract with a marginal fee rate decreasing

in the fund’s total net assets. A linear advisory contract directly translates the

convex relationship between past fund returns and fund size into a convex

relationship between past performance and managerial pay, whereas a concave

contract distorts that relationship and makes it less convex. Moreover, the

higher the contract concavity, the more it distorts the relationship between the

past fund performance and managerial compensation and the more it restrains

the tournament participation.

The strength of the relationship between the fund size and the managerial

compensation directly affects managers’ willingness to compete in annual tour-

naments. Fee rates are important incentives along with the contract shape:

even under linear contracts lower fee rates result in a lower increase in absolute

pay in case of growing fund size. Lower fee rates decrease managerial incen-

tives to achieve good performance and to increase the fund size. Consequently,

managers of funds with lower fee rates are less likely to participate in yearly

tournaments and to adjust their risk in order to beat the competing funds in

terms of performance. In the most extreme case, the compensation does not

depend on the fund size. Then, managers have no reason to attract additional

flows, especially in presence of diseconomies of scale, which may erode future

returns (Chen, Hong, Huang, and Kubik (2004)) or if they expect only a limited

number of stocks to achieve high expected returns and it is costly to scale up

their portfolios without affecting security prices.

Based on the above intuition we formulate the two main hypotheses.

H1. Linear contracts, as opposed to concave contracts, encourage mutual fund

managers participation in annual tournaments.
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H2. Higher effective rates induce greater engagement of mutual funds into

annual tournaments.

3.2.2 Related literature

Our research is related to three strands of literature. First, we extend the litera-

ture on tournaments in the mutual-fund industry (Brown et al. (1996); Koski

and Pontiff (1999); Busse (2001); Taylor (2003); Chen and Pennacchi (2009);

Acker and Duck (2006); Basak and Makarov (2012)). The empirical literature

mostly attributes the differences in tournament behavior of mutual funds to the

differences in flows to performance sensitivity, affected by fund characteristics,

such as age and size (see also Chevalier and Ellison (1997)). Several papers

consider employment and reputation incentives of fund managers as one of the

reasons to participate in annual tournaments (Kempf et al. (2009); Bär et al.

(2011)). Furthermore, theoretical papers assume that fund managers are paid a

fixed percentage of the assets under management such that their pay is directly

linked to the fund performance (Taylor (2003); Chen and Pennacchi (2009);

Basak and Makarov (2012)). However, in the real world the relationship be-

tween mutual fund size and managerial pay is not always linear, the percentage

of the assets under management paid as managerial compensation varies across

funds, and managers with different contracts compete against each other in

annual tournaments. Here we contribute to the literature by showing that fund

managers’ engagement in these tournaments depends on their compensation

contracts.

Second, this study also contributes to the literature on the advisory contracts

in the mutual fund industry (Coles, Suay, and Woodbury (2000); Deli (2002);

Deli and Varma (2002); Kuhnen (2004); Warner and Wu (2011)) and their

effects on the managerial decision making (Almazan et al. (2004); Dass, Massa,

and Patgiri (2008); Massa and Patgiri (2009)). Coles et al. (2000) were the

first ones to use advisory contract characteristics as a proxy for incentives in the

mutual fund industry. They analyze the determinants of the premium of closed-

end funds, and find that the fund premium is positively related to the advisory

fee rate but not affected by the concavity of the advisory contract. Massa and
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Patgiri (2009) demonstrate that in comparison with concave contracts and low

fee rates, linear contracts and high fee rates induce fund managers to take more

risk, resulting in lower survival probability and higher risk-adjusted returns.

Moreover, by analyzing funds holdings, Dass et al. (2008) show that higher

incentives help mutual fund managers to overcome their tendency to herd.

While the above papers suggest positive effects of high incentives contracts on

the shareholder wealth, we demonstrate that these contracts can be detrimental

as they aggravate fund risk shifting in annual tournaments, which harms fund

performance (Huang et al. (2011)).

Third, this study contributes to the literature on incentives and risk taking.

While many studies (Carpenter (2000); Rajgopal and Shevlin (2002); Ross

(2004); Coles et al. (2006); Chen et al. (2006); Kadan and Swinkels (2008))

investigate whether different incentive schedules (linear vs. non-linear) induce

agents to take more or less risk, only few focus on the effect of incentives on

risk changes (Eisdorfer (2008); Low (2009)). Low (2009) studies the decrease

in firm risk after an increase in takeover protection and finds that managers

with low share of equity-based compensation are more likely to decrease firm

risk and harm shareholders value than managers with high share of equity-

based compensation. Eisdorfer (2008) studies the risk shifting in financially

distressed firms and shows that higher ownership induces managers to invest

in risk-increasing negative-NPV projects beneficial for shareholders due to

limited liability. These papers consider the effect of rare and pronounced events

on risk shifting in corporations, while we study the routine annual behavior

of mutual funds. Moreover, while the previous literature mostly shows that

tighter alignment of managerial incentives to those of shareholders increases

shareholder wealth, our results suggest that it is not always the case for mutual

funds.

Data 3.3

The data come from two main sources: the fund advisory contract data are from

the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) Electronic Data Gathering,

Analysis, and Retrieval (EDGAR) database, whereas the fund characteristics and
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performance data are from the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP)

Survivor Bias Free US Mutual Fund database. The latter includes information

on funds’ monthly net returns, total net assets under management, investment

objectives, and fund name (which is used to match the two databases as there

is no common indicator variable). Only funds mostly investing in US equity and

funds with investment styles “Growth”, “Growth and Income”, and “Small Cap”

(following the CRSP Style code for funds’ investment objectives) are included

in this analysis. As CRSP separately reports data for each share class within a

single fund, the total net assets of a fund are computed by summing the total

net assets in each share class. The value-weighted averages across all the share

classes are calculated for the net returns and turnover.

Fund advisory contract data are from the NSAR forms, which provide detailed

information on contractual arrangements between the regulated investment

companies and their advisors. As all regulated investment companies, mutual

funds are required to file two NSAR forms annually: NSAR-A, which covers the

first six months of a fund’s fiscal year and NSAR-B, covering the whole fiscal

year. To minimize loss of information due to incomplete or erroneous filing, we

have downloaded both the NSAR-A and B filings,2 filled in by mutual funds

over the period 2002 to 2011. This yields a total of 232,272 filings. Then, the

detailed information on advisory compensation contracts is combined into one

database.3

We consider only those advisory contracts in which advisory compensation

is based on total net assets of a fund. As not all investment companies have

an advisory contract and some contracts contain mistakes and missing values,

the number of contracts for which adviser compensation can be identified is

145,532 (which is much smaller than the total number of filings that can be

downloaded). Finally, the advisory database is matched by fund name with

the Survivor Bias Free US Mutual Fund database.4 For the investment styles

2Previous literature uses only NSAR-B forms (Coles et al. (2000); Deli (2002); Deli and
Varma (2002); Almazan et al. (2004); Kuhnen (2004); Warner and Wu (2011); Dass et al.
(2008); Massa and Patgiri (2009))

3More specifically, we wrote two Python scripts: one to download the data from the EDGAR
website and another one to extract and combine the information from separate files into the
final database.

4As in the CRSP database fund names consist of two parts: actual fund name and share
class names which precedes it. Share class names are removed before matching.
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Table 3.1: Fund characteristics

The table presents the summary statistics of the sample funds for the period 2002
to 2011. The sample consists of US equity funds with these styles: “Growth”,
“Growth and Income”, “Income”, “Medium Cap”, and “Small Cap”. It contains ob-
servations after matching the CRSP Survivor-Bias Free US Mutual Fund Database
and the N-SARA and N-SARB filings from the US SEC EDGAR database. For
each sample year, we show fund counts, the average age, the mean total net
assets (TNA), the mean turnover ratio, the median annual return, and the funds’
median annual return volatility.

Year # of funds Average age Mean TNA Mean turnover Median return Median st.
(in years) (in $m) (in %) (in %) deviation (in %)

2002 1,517 10.19 648.17 106.80 −22.18 19.96
2003 1,532 10.72 892.39 98.91 31.23 12.74
2004 1,540 11.21 1,046.13 87.17 12.22 10.23
2005 1,560 11.44 1,047.75 90.00 6.63 10.48
2006 1,603 11.93 1,100.02 86.06 13.43 8.98
2007 1,658 12.02 1,293.38 93.12 6.07 10.72
2008 1,618 12.32 794.52 106.93 −37.75 24.87
2009 1,564 12.59 1,005.22 83.70 30.77 22.29
2010 1,467 13.40 1,155.49 75.00 17.50 20.33
2011 1,246 13.95 1,049.18 72.67 −1.91 18.69

Total 15,305 11.94 1,025.57 90.50 9.62 15.37

“Growth”, “Growth and Income”, “Income”, “Medium Cap”, and “Small Cap”5,

68.3 percent of the funds are matched with their advisory contracts. The total

number of exact matches obtained amounts to 26,055, which in many cases

includes two matches per year for both NSAR-A and NSAR-B forms. Due to

absence of return data for some funds, the final sample contains 15,305 yearly

observations of mutual fund data (or 2,824 distinct funds) starting in 2002.

Table 3.1 exhibits the summary statistics of the sample.

The total number of funds increases from 1,517 in 2002 to 1,658 in 2007 and

then decreases to 1,246 in 2011. The drop in the number of funds is largely

due to the crisis period when many funds disappeared or changed their names

as a result of a merger. As the name changes are reported at different times

and in different forms in the CRSP database and the NSAR forms, the number

of fund name-based matches between the two databases slightly decreases as

of 2008. It should be noted that our main results do not change if we exclude

the period 2008-2011 from the analysis.

5We consider only actively managed funds and use Strategic Insight Objective Code
(si_obj_cd) objective classification from CRSP to form investment styles.
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The average age of the funds gradually increases over the sample period, prob-

ably because young funds are more likely to close down during the crisis. From

2002 to 2007, the mean TNA per fund rises from $648.2 to $1,293.4 million

and then decreases to $1,049.2 million in 2011. The average turnover is slightly

lower in recent years of our sample period than in earlier years. The last two

columns of Table 3.1 document that there is significant cross-year variation in

the median fund’s cumulative annual return and volatility, measured as the

annualized standard deviation of monthly returns.

Advisory contracts

Typical contracts for fund advisors define advisory fee as a percentage of the

market value of the fund’s total net assets. Depending on the relation between

the fund’s total net asset and the fee rate paid as advisory compensation, two

main types of advisory contracts are defined: linear and concave in funds assets.

Under a linear contract the marginal fee rate stays constant, whereas under

a concave contract the marginal fee rate decreases with fund size. A typical

description of a concave advisory contract is provided in the American Mutual

Fund annual report for the year that ended on October 31, 2012:

“CRMC, the fund’s investment advisor, is the parent company of American Funds

Distributors, R© Inc. (“AFD”), the principal underwriter of the fund’s shares, and Ameri-

can Funds Service Company R© (“AFS”), the fund’s transfer agent.

Investment advisory services – The fund has an investment advisory and service

agreement with CRMC that provides for monthly fees accrued daily. These fees are

based on a series of decreasing annual rates beginning with 0.384% on the first $1

billion of daily net assets and decreasing to 0.225% on such assets in excess of $21

billion. For the year ended October 31, 2012, the investment advisory services fee was

$53,283,000, which was equivalent to an annualized rate of 0.254% of average daily

net assets.”

Many funds do not provide any information in their annual reports or prospec-

tuses about the contractual arrangements between the fund and its advisor.

However, even the above example conceals many details. For example, the

American Mutual Fund’s NSAR filings for 2012 show that this advisor’s contract
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Figure 3.1: An example of a concave advisory contract

The figure shows the concave relationship between fund size and advisor’s fee,
based on the advisory contract between American Mutual Fund and CRMC, the
fund’s investment advisor, 2012. The contract has seven thresholds equal to $1,
$2, $3, $5, $8, $13, and $21 billion and eight matching fee rates equal to 0.384%,
0.330%, 0.294%, 0.270%, 0.252%, 0.240%, 0.230%, and 0.225% respectively.

had seven thresholds and eight matching marginal fee rates, as illustrated in

Figure 3.1.

Table 3.2 describes the characteristics of advisory contracts. In the final sample

60% of all funds have linear contracts, which is somewhat smaller than the

percentage reported in the literature (Warner and Wu (2011)). But apparently

this lower number reflects the situation in a later time period: we show that the

proportion of funds with linear contract has decreased over time: from 68.5%

in 2002 to 56.5% in 2011. The effective rate, or the applicable marginal fee

rate paid by funds to their advisors, is higher under linear contracts than under

concave contracts: on average advisors receive 0.723% of AUM under a linear

contract and 0.700% under a concave one. This difference is most profound in

the early years but almost disappears in the later years of the sample period.

The mean number of thresholds specified under concave contracts is close to

3 (the median number of thresholds is 2), so the majority of the funds with

concave contracts have 3 or less thresholds.
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Table 3.2: Contract characteristics

The table presents the summary statistics of the fund contracts for the sample
period 2002 to 2011. For each sample year, we show fund counts, the percentage
of funds with linear advisory contracts, the mean effective rate in basis points
(for linear and concave contracts separately), and the mean number of thresholds
for concave contracts.

Year # of funds Funds with linear Linear contract Concave contract

Effective rate, in bp Effective rate, in bp Mean # of thresholds

2002 1,517 68.49 77.29 67.18 2.85
2003 1,532 66.91 75.46 68.15 2.94
2004 1,540 59.87 74.54 71.30 2.97
2005 1,560 56.22 72.51 70.45 2.99
2006 1,603 56.33 71.87 70.17 3.01
2007 1,658 55.97 70.62 69.72 3.13
2008 1,618 55.75 68.84 70.38 3.08
2009 1,564 57.48 69.20 70.79 3.07
2010 1,467 56.58 70.76 70.60 3.05
2011 1,246 56.50 70.22 70.58 3.11

Total 15,305 58.99 72.31 70.04 3.03

While the difference in the average effective fee rates between funds with linear

and concave contracts is only 2.27pb, it is significant (t-statistic = 5.02, p-value

= 0.0000). Moreover, this difference is comparable to the average changes

in fee rates under concave contracts. Under concave contracts, the average

decrease in fee rate is 4.74bp when a fund reaches its next threshold in terms

of AUM (on average, the fee rate drops from 70.04bp to 65.30bp). Given the

median distance between thresholds of $500 million, this fee reduction results

in $3.3 million loss in compensation. In our sample, we observe that funds with

concave contracts beat a threshold in about 5% of all the observations. So on

average, as their assets under management grow, mutual fund managers may

expect their compensation to grow by $165,000 less under concave contracts

than under linear contracts.

3.4 Methodology

To define a fund i as a midyear loser or winner, the rank R1
i t of its performance in

the first half of year t is calculated as compared to the other funds with the same

investment style. The performance ranks are based on the fund’s net cumulative

fund returns achieved by funds by the end of the first half of the year. The ranks
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are calculated for each investment style and each year separately to control

for different incentives and market conditions faced by mutual funds within

investment styles and at different points in time. The ranks are normalized to

be equally distributed between 0 and 1, and the best-performing fund within

its investment style is assigned the rank number one. Funds with a R1
i t below

0.5 are classified as midyear losers, while funds whose R1
i t is equal to or above

0.5 are classified as midyear winners.

Mutual funds are assumed to engage in yearly tournaments and to adjust their

risk taking depending on their performance rank R1
i t within their investment

style. According to hypothesis 1, funds with linear contracts are expected to

exhibit a higher sensitivity to their performance rank than funds with concave

contracts. To test this hypothesis the fund’s rank is interacted with a dummy,

which equals one if the fund has a linear advisory contract and zero otherwise.

The empirical model is specified the following way:

∆σi t = a+ b ·R1
i t + c1 · DLin

i t + c2 · DLin
i t ·R

1
i t +h1 ·σ1

i t +h2 ·∆σm
it + εi t (3.1)

The dependent variable, ∆σi t := σ2
i t −σ

1
i t , is the change in volatility of the

fund’s return from the first to the second part of the year, where σ1
i t (σ2

i t) is the

annualized standard deviation of monthly returns of fund i in the first (second)

part of year t. The same measure of the fund risk adjustment was previously

used in the literature (see Koski and Pontiff (1999); Kempf and Ruenzi (2008);

Kempf et al. (2009)). R1
i t is the rank of fund i in its investment style based on

the fund’s net cumulative returns in the first half of year t. The dummy variable

DLin
i t takes the value one if fund i has a linear advisory contract in year t, and 0

otherwise. σ1
i t is the risk of fund i in the first part of year t. The median change

in the standard deviation is calculated for each investment style and each year

separately and is denoted by ∆σm
it := (σ2

i t −σ
1
i t)

m.6

While our main measure of contract linearity is a dummy for a linear contract

vs. a concave contract, we also employ two other measures: Coles’ linearity

measure and conditional linearity. Coles’ linearity measure, C LMi t , is taken

6Alternatively, the respective mean in the changes in the investment style risk can be
calculated (instead of the median), but the results are not affected by this substitution.
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from the study by Coles et al. (2000) and it is equal to the difference between the

last (lowest) and the first (highest) marginal fee rates divided by the effective

marginal fee rate. C LMi t is zero for linear contracts and negative for concave

contracts, increasing in absolute value as the difference between the last and

the first marginal fee rates increases. Conditional linearity, C Li t , is equal to the

ratio of the last (lowest) marginal fee rate and the effective marginal fee rate;

C Li t is equal to one for funds with linear contracts or for funds with concave

contracts and fund size above the last threshold, when the effective rate is

equal to the last marginal fee rate; C Li t is between zero and one otherwise.

It captures the expected decrease in managerial compensation conditional on

fund growth, whereas the Coles’ linearity measure characterizes the shape of

the contract in general. When the above two measures are employed, as well

as their interaction terms with the performance rank, equation 3.1 becomes:

∆σi t = a+ b · R1
i t + c1 · C LMi t + c2 · C LMi t · R1

i t + h1 ·σ1
i t + h2 ·∆σm

it + εi t

(3.2a)

∆σi t = a+ b · R1
i t + c1 · C Li t + c2 · C Li t · R1

i t + h1 ·σ1
i t + h2 ·∆σm

it + εi t

(3.2b)

To test whether funds with a higher fee rate are more sensitive to their perfor-

mance rank (hypothesis 2), the fund’s rank is interacted with fund’s effective

rate. The effective rate is equal to the applicable marginal fee rate at the end of

the first half of the year; it is constant for linear contracts and decreases with

the fund size for concave contracts. The empirical model 3.3 is then:

∆σi t = a+ b · R1
i t + c1 · DLin

i t + c2 · DLin
i t · R

1
i t

+ d1 · ER1
i t + d2 · ER1

i t · R
1
i t + h1 ·σ1

i t + h2 ·∆σm
it + εi t

(3.3)

The dependent variable, ∆σi t , and control variables R1
i t , DLin

i t , σ1
i t , and ∆σm

it

are the same as in model 3.1. ER1
i t is fund’s i effective rate at the end of the

first half of year t.

The main explanatory variable of interest in models 3.1 and 3.3 is the fund’s

performance rank R1
i t . Significant coefficients b would suggest (in both models
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3.1 and 3.3) that funds engage in yearly tournaments and subsequently adjust

their risk taking. If midyear losers increase risk more than midyear winners,

then both coefficients are expected to be negative. This behavior is expected to

be more pronounced in (i) funds with linear advisory contracts than in funds

with concave advisory contracts and (ii) in funds with a high effective rate than

in funds with low effective rate, so c2 < 0 and d2 < 0.

Adding∆σm
it controls for the changes in the volatility within different investment

styles. If the volatility of the fund’s investment style changes for some exogenous

reason, this will also affect the fund’s risk taking. To control for potential mean

reversion in funds’ risk taking (Koski and Pontiff (1999); Kempf and Ruenzi

(2008)) and implicit risk restrictions (Almazan et al. (2004)), the standard

deviation in the first part of the year, σ1
i t , is included as a control variable into

the regressions.

Results 3.5

The central question of this paper is whether funds with different advisory

contracts respond differently to their midyear performance rank. Table 3.3

compares funds with linear and concave advisory contracts in terms of their

midyear cumulative net returns, midyear performance ranks, effective rates,

fund size, age, turnover, and management style. All variables are measured at

the end of the first half of the year, i.e. at the same time when performance

ranks are calculated. The first two lines of Table 3.3 demonstrate that funds

with linear and concave contracts are not significantly different in terms of

midyear cumulative net returns and in terms of performance ranks.7 So unlike

Massa and Patgiri (2009), in our sample we do not find consistent evidence

that the funds with linear contracts deliver superior performance in comparison

with the funds with concave advisory contracts. Note that in contrast with net

returns, return ranks provide better grounds for comparing fund performance.

When return ranks are employed, the comparison results are more precise,

7Note that the difference in mid-year performance rank medians is only slightly significant;
see the second line of Table 3.3.
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because return ranks are calculated within the same investment styles and for

the same market conditions and they are less affected by outliers.

Whereas funds with linear advisory contracts do not achieve a higher perfor-

mance, they are still very different from those with concave advisory contracts.

According to Table 3.3, funds with linear contracts tend to have higher effective

rates, be smaller and younger, and have higher turnover in comparison with

funds with concave advisory contracts. These observations are in line with the

previous literature (Deli (2002); Massa and Patgiri (2009); Warner and Wu

(2011)). Funds with linear contracts are also less likely to be team-managed

than funds with concave contracts. As a fund’s age, size, turnover, and man-

agement style are likely to affect its risk-taking behavior in yearly tournaments

(Chevalier and Ellison (1997); Kempf et al. (2009)), it is important to include

these control variables.

3.5.1 The impact of contract shape

The estimation results of equation 3.1 are presented in Table 3.4. In Panel A,

we consider the first six months as the first part of the year, whereas in Panel B

we take the first seven months. As it may take some time for fund managers

to learn their interim rankings and to adjust their portfolios subsequently, we

employ the 7-5 months-specification as a robustness check. During the second

part of the year (six or five months respectively), fund managers can then adjust

the riskiness of their portfolios. The (6, 6 months) and (7, 5 months)-partitions

are the most commonly used in the literature since Brown et al. (1996).

To isolate the effect of the fund performance rank on the changes in the fund’s

risk, we first estimate equation 3.1 while excluding the DLin
i t and R1

i t ·D
Lin
i t terms

and using a pooled regression approach. The results are reported in Table 3.4,

Panel A, column (1): we find that the coefficient b is negative and significant

which confirms that mutual funds engage in annual tournaments and that

midyear winners increase in the second part of the year their risk to a lesser

extent than midyear losers. The coefficient is also economically meaningful:

the best fund managers increase risk by 0.22% points less than the worst fund

managers. Given the average risk change ∆σi t of 0.49%, the best fund mana-
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Table 3.3: Funds with linear and concave advisory contracts

The table compares the funds with linear advisory contracts and those with concave ones in terms of their midyear
performance, midyear performance rank, effective rate, fund size, age, and turnover. Fund midyear return is the net
cumulative fund return achieved by fund i by the end of the first half of year t. The performance rank R1

i t is based on
the fund’s midyear return and calculated for each investment style and each year separately. The ranks are normalized
to be equally distributed between 0 and 1, with a fund performing the best within its investment style being assigned
the rank number one. ER1

i t is fund’s i effective rate at the end of the first half of year t. tnai t is fund total net assets,
in $m; agei t is fund age, in years; turnoveri t is turnover of fund i, in%; singlei t is a dummy variable, which equals 1
for single-managed funds and 0 for team-managed funds. Sd stands for standard deviation. ∗∗∗, ∗∗, and ∗ indicate
significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

Linear contract, 9,029 obs. Concave contract, 6,276 obs. t-test on the equality
of means

Non-parametric test on
the equality of medians

Variable mean median sd mean median sd t-statistic p-value χ2 p-value

Midyear return, in % 4.58 6.30 19.13 4.27 5.87 17.87 1.04 0.301 1.50 0.220
R1

i t 0.510 0.511 0.290 0.500 0.499 0.283 1.59 0.112 3.30∗ 0.096
ER1

i t 0.723 0.750 0.302 0.700 0.700 0.230 5.02∗∗∗ 0.000 128.29∗∗∗ 0.000
tnai t 515.9 105.6 1879.1 1681.7 336.8 6921.0 15.23∗∗∗ 0.000 825.48∗∗∗ 0.000
agei t 9.39 7.00 8.89 15.60 11.00 15.62 31.21∗∗∗ 0.000 609.37∗∗∗ 0.000
turnoveri t 103.2 61.0 235.3 82.0 63.0 75.4 6.90∗∗∗ 0.000 2.83∗ 0.093
singlei t 0.314 0.000 0.464 0.282 0.000 0.450 4.23∗∗∗ 0.000 - -
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gers increase risk by 45% less than the worst fund managers. So the difference

in risk shifting between the best- and worst-performing funds is significant in

both statistical and economical terms.

To isolate the effect of the fund performance rank on the changes in the fund’s

risk, we first estimate equation 3.1 while excluding the DLin
i t and R1

i t ·D
Lin
i t terms

and using a pooled regression approach. The results are reported in Table 3.4,

Panel A, column (1): we find that the coefficient b is negative and significant

which confirms that mutual funds engage in annual tournaments and that

midyear winners increase in the second part of the year their risk to a lesser

extent than midyear losers. The coefficient is also economically meaningful:

the best fund managers increase risk by 0.22% points less than the worst fund

managers. Given that the average risk change, ∆σi t , is equal to 0.49%, the

best fund managers increase risk by 45% less than the worst fund managers.

So the difference in risk shifting between the best- and worst-performing funds

is significant in both statistical and economical terms.

The coefficients for the control variables, h1 and h2, have the expected signs.

The significantly negative coefficient h1 indicates that mean reversion occurs in

the funds’ volatility and that funds with relatively high (low) risk in the first

part a year tend to decreases (increase) their risk in the second part of the year.

The positive coefficient h2 indicates that the individual risk change of a fund

positively depends on the risk change of all the funds in the same investment

style. These results are in line with those of Koski and Pontiff (1999) and Kempf

and Ruenzi (2008).

Column (2) presents the estimation results of equation 3.1 which includes a

dummy for linear advisory contract, DLin
i t , and the interaction term R1

i t · D
Lin
i t .

The coefficient c1 is not different from zero, which implies that linear contracts

per se do not force fund managers to take more or less risk in the second half

of the year. In contrast, the interaction term’s coefficient, c2, is statistically

significant at the 1% level and equals -0.11% points. Moreover, the coefficient

for the performance rank, b, decreases in absolute value, down to -0.0016. We

find that in funds with linear contracts risk-shifting is almost 70% higher than in

funds with concave contracts.8 Therefore, linear advisory contracts encourage

8In funds with concave contracts, the best fund managers (R1
i t = 1) increase their funds’

risk by 0.16 percentage points less than the worst fund managers (R1
i t = 0). In contrast, in
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fund managers to participate in yearly tournaments and change their risk to a

greater extent in response to the fund’s midyear relative performance.

In columns (3) and (4), time and investment style fixed effects are added to

the model, which slightly increases coefficient c2 in absolute value, but does

not affect the main findings. Column (5) presents the results for the panel

regressions with random effects and column (6) shows the estimation results

of equation 3.1 for the panel regression with fixed effects. In both models

the error term εi t is decomposed into two parts: an unobservable individual

fund effect, αi and a random part, ui t , uncorrelated with explanatory variables.

Under the null hypothesis of the Hausman test, the unobservable individual

fund effects, αi, are not correlated with the explanatory variables. Then, both

fixed- and random-effects models are consistent, but the random-effects model

is asymptotically more efficient. When individual effects, αi, are correlated

with the explanatory variables, then only the fixed-effects model is consistent.

The Hausman’s χ2-statistic equals 2090.2, which confidently rejects the null

hypothesis at 1% level (p-value = 0.0000) and indicates that the preferred

model is fixed-effects model.9

In the fixed-effects panel model presented in column (6), the coefficient c2 is

negative and significant. Though the coefficient c2 is larger in absolute value

than that the one in the pooled regression model presented in column (4),

the economic effect slightly decreases due to the coefficient b inflation. In

funds with linear contracts risk-shifting is almost 58% higher than in funds

with concave contracts.10 Thus, the risk change to performance rank sensitivity

of funds with linear advisory contracts is significantly higher than that of funds

with concave advisory contracts.

Columns (7) and (8) present estimation results of equations 3.2a and 3.2b,

where alternative measures of contract linearity, Coles’ linearity measure, C LM1
i t ,

and conditional linearity, C L1
i t , are used. Both equations are estimated using a

funds with linear contracts, the best fund managers increase their funds’ risk by 0.27 percentage
points less than the worst fund managers.

9Fixed-effects model also allows us to address potential omitted variable bias.
10In funds with linear advisory contracts, the best fund managers (R1

i t = 1) increase risk by
0.52 percentage points less than the worst fund managers (R1

i t = 0), whereas in funds with
concave advisory contracts, the best fund managers increase risk by 0.33 percentage points less
than the worst fund managers.
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Table 3.4: Fund risk shifting and advisory contract shape

The table presents the estimation results for equations 3.1 (columns (1)-(6)), 3.2a (column (7)) and 3.2b (column
(8)). The dependent variable ∆σ1

i t is change in risk taking by fund i in the second part of year t in comparison with
the first part of the year. R1

i t is the rank of fund i in its style based on the fund’s net cumulative returns in the first
half of year t. DLin

i t is a dummy variable, which equals 1 if fund i has a linear contract in year t and 0 otherwise. In
columns (7) and (8) C LMi t and C Li t are used as alternative measures of contract linearity. C LMi t is Coles’ linearity
measure equal to the difference between the last (lowest) and the first (highest) marginal fee rates divided by the
effective marginal fee rate. C Li t is conditional linearity and it equals the ratio of the last (lowest) marginal fee rate
and the effective marginal fee rate. σ1

i t is risk of fund i in the first part of year t. ∆σm
it is median change in style

volatility. Columns (1)-(4) present the results for the pooled regressions; columns (6)-(8) present the results for the
panel regressions. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. ∗∗∗, ∗∗, and ∗ indicate significance at 1%, 5%,
and 10% levels, respectively.
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Panel A. The dependent variable, σ66

i t , is change in risk taking by fund i in the last 6 months in comparison with the first 6 months

of year t.

Pooled regression Panel regression

Independent variables (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

R1
i t -0.0022∗∗∗ -0.0016∗∗∗ -0.0016∗∗∗ -0.0018∗∗∗ -0.0026∗∗∗ -0.0033∗∗∗ -0.0049∗∗∗ 0.0035

(0.0004) (0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0028)

DLin
i t 0.0004 0.0007∗ 0.0006∗ 0.0006 0.0000

(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0005)

DLin
i t · R

1
i t -0.0011∗ -0.0014∗∗ -0.0015∗∗∗ -0.0017∗∗∗ -0.0019∗∗∗

(0.0006) (0.0006) (0.0006) (0.0006) (0.0006)

C LMi t 0.0028∗

(0.0015)

C LMi t · R1
i t -0.0053∗∗∗

(0.0017)

C Li t 0.0070∗∗∗

(0.0023)

C Li t · R1
i t -0.0084∗∗∗

(0.0030)

σ1
i t -0.1799∗∗∗ -0.1800∗∗∗ -0.3948∗∗∗ -0.4614∗∗∗ -0.5963∗∗∗ -0.7555∗∗∗ -0.7552∗∗∗ -0.7552∗∗∗

(0.0131) (0.0131) (0.0214) (0.0224) (0.0177) (0.0170) (0.0170) (0.0170)

∆σm
it 0.9304∗∗∗ 0.9304∗∗∗ 0.8576∗∗∗ 0.6872∗∗∗ 0.6141∗∗∗ 0.5119∗∗∗ 0.5115∗∗∗ 0.5117∗∗∗

(0.0072) (0.0072) (0.0203) (0.0237) (0.0223) (0.0215) (0.0216) (0.0215)

Time-Fixed Effects No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Style-Fixed Effects No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Fund-Fixed Effects No No No No No Yes Yes Yes

R2 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.87 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91

Obs. 15,305 15,305 15,305 15,305 15,305 15,305 15,305 15,305
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Panel B. The dependent variable, σ75
i t , is change in risk taking by fund i in the last 5 months in comparison with the first 7 months

of year t.

Pooled regression Panel regression

Independent variables (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

R1
i t -0.0014∗∗∗ -0.0000 -0.0001 -0.0003 -0.0011∗∗ -0.0018∗∗∗ -0.0041∗∗∗ 0.0067∗∗

(0.0004) (0.0006) (0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0031)

DLin
i t 0.0009∗∗ 0.0012∗∗∗ 0.0011∗∗ 0.0011∗∗ 0.0004

(0.0005) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0006)

DLin
i t · R

1
i t -0.0024∗∗∗ -0.0026∗∗∗ -0.0026∗∗∗ -0.0027∗∗∗ -0.0027∗∗∗

(0.0008) (0.0008) (0.0008) (0.0007) (0.0007)

C LMi t 0.0024

(0.0019)

C LMi t · R1
i t -0.0070∗∗∗

(0.0021)

C Li t 0.0072∗∗∗

(0.0026)

C Li t · R1
i t -0.0107∗∗∗

(0.0034)

σ1
i t -0.1809∗∗∗ -0.1809∗∗∗ -0.4207∗∗∗ -0.5033∗∗∗ -0.6662∗∗∗ -0.8405∗∗∗ -0.8400∗∗∗ -0.8402∗∗∗

(0.0120) (0.0119) (0.0195) (0.0211) (0.0160) (0.0160) (0.0160) (0.0159)

∆σm
it 0.9498∗∗∗ 0.9499∗∗∗ 0.7539∗∗∗ 0.7537∗∗∗ 0.7015∗∗∗ 0.6351∗∗∗ 0.6349∗∗∗ 0.6346∗∗∗

(0.0055) (0.0055) (0.0216) (0.0213) (0.0212) (0.0214) (0.0215) (0.0215)

Time-Fixed Effects No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Style-Fixed Effects No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Fund-Fixed Effects No No No No No Yes Yes Yes

R2 0.84 0.84 0.85 0.86 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90

Obs. 15,305 15,305 15,305 15,305 15,305 15,305 15,305 15,305
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fixed-effects panel regression model (in both cases, the fixed-effects model is

preferred by Hausman test to a random-effects model). The interaction terms

in both models are negative and significant, suggesting that as contract linearity

increases, fund managers’ participation in annual tournaments also increases.

We repeat the above analysis using the (7, 5 months) specification, where the

first seven months are chosen as the first part of the year and during the last five

months fund managers can adjust their risk. It may take fund managers/advisors

some time to learn their relative ratings and to react accordingly. Performance

ranks are still calculated in the middle of the year to mimic the ranks calculated

by the rating agencies and available to the public and fund managers/advisors.

Panel B of Table 3.4 presents the estimation results of equations 3.1 in (7, 5

months) specification, where σ1
i t (σ2

i t) is the annualized standard deviation of

monthly returns of fund i in the first seven (last five) months of year t. The

main results stay virtually the same as in the (6, 6 month) specification. The

coefficient c2 is negative and significant in columns (2)-(6), which indicates a

higher risk change to performance rank sensitivity of funds with linear advisory

contracts. Inclusion of time- and investment style-fixed effects does not affect

the coefficients of interest (see columns (3) and (4)).

Finally, columns (5) and (6) present the results for the panel regressions with

random and fixed effects, respectively. Hausman test gives χ2-statistic equal to

1555.36 (p-value = 0.0000), which indicates that a fixed-effects model ought

to be used. So, according to the final model for the (7, 5 months) specification

(see column (6)) in funds with linear contracts, risk-shifting is 2.5 times higher

than in funds with concave contracts.11 Columns (7) and (8) present the

estimation results for equations 3.2a and 3.2b with alternative measures of

contract linearity. In general, the results are similar to those for the (6, 6

months) specification.

11In funds with linear contracts, the best fund managers increase risk by 0.45 percentage
points less than the worst fund managers, in contrast with 0.18 percentage points in funds with
concave contracts.
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Table 3.5: Fund risk shifting and effective rate

The table presents the coefficients for equation 3.3, estimated using a panel model with fixed effects. The dependent
variable ∆σ1

i t is change in risk taking by fund i in the second part of year t in comparison with the first part of the
year. R1

i t is the rank of fund i in its style based on the fund’s net cumulative returns in the first half of year t. DLin
i t

is a dummy variable, which equals 1 if fund i has a linear contract in year t and 0 otherwise. In columns (1)-(4),
ER1

i t is fund’s i effective rate at the end of the first part of year t; in columns (5)-(8), ER1
i t is the rank of fund i in

its investment style based on the fund’s effective rate at the end of the first part of year t. In columns (3), (4), (7),
and (8) C LMi t and C Li t are used as alternative measures of contract linearity. C LMi t is Coles’ linearity measure
equal to the difference between the last (lowest) and the first (highest) marginal fee rates divided by the effective
marginal fee rate. C Li t is conditional linearity and it equals the ratio of the last (lowest) marginal fee rate and the
effective marginal fee rate. σ1

i t is risk of fund i in the first part of year t. ∆σm
it is median change in style volatility.

Time- and style-fixed effects are included in all models. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. ∗∗∗, ∗∗,
and ∗ indicate significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.
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Panel A. The dependent variable, σ66

i t , is change in risk taking by fund i in the last 6 months in comparison with the first 6 months

of year t.

ER1
i t is effective rate ER1

i t is effective rate rank

Independent variables (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

R1
i t 0.0002 0.0009 -0.0004 0.0077∗∗ -0.0019∗∗∗ -0.0012 -0.0025∗∗∗ 0.0058∗

(0.0011) (0.0012) (0.0011) (0.0032) (0.0006) (0.0007) (0.0007) (0.0030)

DLin
i t -0.0001 -0.0001

(0.0005) (0.0005)

DLin
i t · R

1
i t -0.0015∗∗ -0.0016∗∗

(0.0006) (0.0006)

ER1
i t 0.0028 0.0027 0.0025 0.0032 0.0016 0.0017 0.0014 0.0018

(0.0020) (0.0020) (0.0020) (0.0020) (0.0013) (0.0013) (0.0013) (0.0013)

ER1
i t · R

1
i t -0.0061∗∗∗ -0.0058∗∗∗ -0.0057∗∗∗ -0.0060∗∗∗ -0.0047∗∗∗ -0.0043∗∗∗ -0.0042∗∗∗ -0.0046∗∗∗

(0.0016) (0.0015) (0.0016) (0.0015) (0.0013) (0.0013) (0.0013) (0.0013)

C LMi t 0.0017 0.0020

(0.0016) (0.0016)

C LMi t · R1
i t -0.0030∗ -0.0035∗∗

(0.0017) (0.0017)

C Li t 0.0068∗∗∗ 0.0066∗∗∗

(0.0023) (0.0023)

C Li t · R1
i t -0.0080∗∗∗ -0.0082∗∗∗

(0.0030) (0.0030)

σ1
i t -0.7535∗∗∗ -0.7539∗∗∗ -0.7536∗∗∗ -0.7536∗∗∗ -0.7532∗∗∗ -0.7536∗∗∗ -0.7533∗∗∗ -0.7533∗∗∗

(0.0167) (0.0167) (0.0167) (0.0167) (0.0168) (0.0168) (0.0168) (0.0168)

∆σm
it 0.5119∗∗∗ 0.5117∗∗∗ 0.5115∗∗∗ 0.5114∗∗∗ 0.5132∗∗∗ 0.5130∗∗∗ 0.5128∗∗∗ 0.5129∗∗∗

(0.0215) (0.0215) (0.0215) (0.0215) (0.0216) (0.0215) (0.0216) (0.0216)

R2 0.91 0.92 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91

Obs. 15,305 15,305 15,305 15,305 15,295 15,295 15,295 15,295
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Panel B. The dependent variable, σ75
i t , is change in risk taking by fund i in the last 5 months in comparison with the first 7 months

of year t.

ER1
i t is effective rate ER1

i t is effective rate rank

Independent variables (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

R1
i t 0.0016 0.0026∗∗ 0.0006 0.0112∗∗∗ -0.0004 0.0007 -0.0012 0.0095∗∗∗

(0.0012) (0.0013) (0.0012) (0.0035) (0.0007) (0.0008) (0.0008) (0.0033)

DLin
i t 0.0003 0.0003

(0.0006) (0.0006)

·DLin
i t · R

1
i t -0.0024∗∗∗ -0.0024∗∗∗

(0.0007) (0.0007)

ER1
i t 0.0024 0.0022 0.0022 0.0026 0.0017 0.0017 0.0015 0.0018

(0.0020) (0.0020) (0.0020) (0.0021) (0.0014) (0.0014) (0.0014) (0.0014)

ER1
i t · R

1
i t -0.0065∗∗∗ -0.0060∗∗∗ -0.0058∗∗∗ -0.0064∗∗∗ -0.0056∗∗∗ -0.0050∗∗∗ -0.0049∗∗∗ -0.0055∗∗∗

(0.0017) (0.0016) (0.0017) (0.0017) (0.0015) (0.0014) (0.0015) (0.0014)

C LMi t 0.0014 0.0015

(0.0020) (0.0020)

C LMi t · R1
i t -0.0047∗∗ -0.0050∗∗

(0.0021) (0.0021)

C Li t 0.0067∗∗ 0.0068∗∗∗

(0.0027) (0.0026)

C Li t · R1
i t -0.0102∗∗∗ -0.0105∗∗∗

(0.0034) (0.0034)

σ1
i t -0.8381∗∗∗ -0.8387∗∗∗ -0.8383∗∗∗ -0.8382∗∗∗ -0.8376∗∗∗ -0.8382∗∗∗ -0.8378∗∗∗ -0.8377∗∗∗

(0.0158) (0.0158) (0.0158) (0.0158) (0.0158) (0.0158) (0.0158) (0.0158)

∆σm
it 0.6353∗∗∗ 0.6354∗∗∗ 0.6352∗∗∗ 0.6349∗∗∗ 0.6365∗∗∗ 0.6365∗∗∗ 0.6364∗∗∗ 0.6362∗∗∗

(0.0214) (0.0214) (0.0214) (0.0214) (0.0215) (0.0214) (0.0215) (0.0214)

R2 0.91 0.92 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91

Obs. 15,305 15,305 15,305 15,305 15,295 15,295 15,295 15,295
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The impact of contract slope 3.5.2

The estimation results of equation 3.3 are presented in Table 3.5; Panels A

and B show the results for the (6, 6 months) and (7, 5 months) specifications

respectively. The main explanatory variables are fund’s i effective rate at the

end of the first half of year t, ER1
i t , and the interaction term R1

i t ·ER1
i t . In column

(1) only R1
i t , ER1

i t , and R1
i t · ER1

i t are included in the estimation model. The

coefficient for the interaction term R1
i t · ER1

i t is negative and significant at 1%

level in both (6, 6 months) and (7, 5 months) specifications, indicating that

funds with different effective rates exhibit a different risk change to performance

rank sensitivity. More specifically, one standard deviation increase in effective

rate increases risk shifting by 40%.12

In columns (2)-(4) different measures of contract linearity are added to the

regression: the dummy for the linear contract, the Coles’ linearity measure, and

the conditional linearity, and their interaction terms with the performance rank.

We find that the coefficient for the effective rate stays almost the same. Moreover,

the effect of contract linearity on fund managers risk shifting is similar to the

one found above. To calculate the marginal effect of the performance rank,

R1
i t , for funds with linear and concave advisory contracts, we take into account

the difference in average effective rates between the two groups of funds (see

column (2), Panel A). We find that once the effects of both contract shape and

contract slope are taken into account, in funds with linear contracts risk-shifting

is 39% higher than in funds with concave contracts.13 A one standard deviation

increase in effective rate raises the risk change to performance rank sensitivity

by 33.5% for all funds. Thus, a one standard deviation increase in effective

rate and switch from a concave contract to a linear one cause approximately

12Given the average effective rate of 0.71%, the average risk shifting equals 0.43 percentage
points. If the effective rate increases by one standard deviation to 0.99%, then risk shifting
becomes 0.60 percentage points which implies a 39.5% increase.

13In funds with concave contracts, midyear winners increase their risk by 0.40 percentage
points less than midyear losers, because the marginal effect is calculated at the mean value of
effective rate for funds with concave advisory contracts: c2 × DLin

i t + d2 × ERMean
it = −0.15×

0− 0.58× 0.700= −0.40. In funds with linear advisory contracts, midyear winners increase
their risk by 0.57 percentage points less than midyear losers, because the marginal effect
is calculated at the mean value of effective rate for funds with concave advisory contracts:
c2 × DLin

i t + d2 × ERMean
it = −0.15× 1− 0.58× 0.723= −0.57.
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the same shift in risk change to performance rank sensitivity, both in terms of

the direction and magnitude.

If in some investment style groups, all funds have higher effective rates and

at the same time exhibit higher risk change to performance rank sensitivity,

then the above analysis may reflect spurious correlation between effective rate

and risk sensitivity. To address this potential problem, we repeat the above

analysis using the effective rate rank as the main explanatory variable instead

of mere effective rate. The results are reported in columns (5)-(8) of Table

3.5, where ER1
i t is the rank of fund i in its investment style based on the fund’s

effective rate at the end of the first half of year t. The main findings are not

affected by this substitution: the coefficient for the interaction term between

the performance rank and the effective rate rank is negative and significant. So

higher effective rates induce fund managers to engage into annual tournaments

to a greater extent.

3.5.3 The impact of fund characteristics

As we demonstrated in Table 3.3 that funds with linear and concave advisory

contracts are different, we control for those differences in order to test the

robustness of the above findings. We conduct a multivariate analysis of fund

manager risk-shifting behavior and extend equation 3.3 by adding several

potentially relevant fund characteristics and their interaction terms with the

fund performance rank:

∆σi t = a+ b · R1
i t + c1 · DLin

i t + c2 · DLin
i t · R

1
i t + d1 · ER1

i t + d2 · ER1
i t · R

1
i t

+ e1 · ln(tna)i t + e2 · ln(tna)i t · R1
i t

+ f1 · agei t + f2 · agei t · R1
i t

+ g1 · turnoveri t + g2 · turnoveri t · R1
i t

+ k1 · singlei t + k2 · singlei t · R1
i t

+ h1 ·σ1
i t + h2 ·∆σm

it + εi t

(3.4)

where ln(tna)i t is the natural logarithm of fund i total net assets; agei t and

turnoveri t are the age and turnover of fund i; singlei t is a dummy variable,
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which equals 1 for single-managed funds and 0 for team-managed funds. We

include interaction terms of the funds’ features with their performance ranks in

order to control for a potential possibility that funds with different characteristics

exhibit different risk changes to performance rank sensitivity. The estimation

results of model 3.4 are summarized in Table 3.6.

Small funds may be more responsive to their performance ranks because the

market costs of risk adjustments are lower: they can rebalance their portfolios

with a lower price impact in comparison with large funds (Chen et al. (2004),

Pollet and Wilson (2008)). Chevalier and Ellison (1997) find that younger

funds benefit more from their recent superior performance in terms of new

money inflow than older funds. Moreover, Almazan et al. (2004) show that

younger funds are less likely to be constrained in their investment practices,

such as borrowing of money, short selling, investing in derivatives, etc. In this

way, young funds have higher incentives and broader possibilities to participate

in annual tournaments in comparison with older funds. Bär et al. (2011) find

that teams of fund manager are less likely deviate from their funds investment

style and to have high industry concentration within their portfolios than single

managers. In other words, management teams follow less extreme investment

strategies than single managers do. So we expect funds with a single manager

to engage in annual tournaments to a greater extent than funds with a team

of managers. Finally, fund managers who revise and rebalance their portfolios

more frequently may find it easier to change their risk exposure, than fund

managers who follow a relatively passive strategy. Moreover, active changes in

risk unavoidably trigger an increase in turnover, which would be easier to hide

when the initial turnover level is already high. So funds with higher turnover,

signle-managed funds, smaller, and younger funds are more likely to adjust

their risk in response to their performance rank.

To test the above predictions, we first estimate a curtailed version of equation

3.4 with the natural logarithm of fund’s TNA, fund age, fund turnover, the

single dummy and their interaction terms with the performance rank and no

controls for contractual characteristics. The estimation results are reported

column (1), where we do not control for the contractual characteristics. We find

that in accordance with the results of (Brown et al. (1996); Goriaev, Palomino,

and Prat (2001); Chen and Pennacchi (2009)), smaller funds and funds with
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Table 3.6: Fund risk shifting and fund characteristics

The table presents the coefficients for equation 3.4, estimated using a panel
model with fixed effects. The dependent variable ∆σ1

i t is change in risk taking
by fund i in the second part of year t in comparison with the first part of the
year. R1

i t is the rank of fund i in its style based on the fund’s net cumulative
returns in the first half of year t. DLin

i t is a dummy variable, which equals 1 if
fund i has a linear contract in year t and 0 otherwise. In columns (1)-(4), ER1

i t
is fund’s i effective rate at the end of the first part of year t; in columns (5)-(7),
ER1

i t is the rank of fund i in its investment style based on the fund’s effective
rate at the end of the first part of year t. C LMi t is Coles’ linearity measure equal
to the difference between the last (lowest) and the first (highest) marginal fee
rates divided by the effective marginal fee rate. C Li t is conditional linearity
and it equals the ratio of the last (lowest) marginal fee rate and the effective
marginal fee rate. ln(tna)i t is natural logarithm of fund total net assets. agei t
and turnoveri t is the age and turnover of fund i. single is a dummy variable,
which equals 1 for single-managed funds and 0 for team-managed funds. σ1

i t is
risk of fund i in the first part of year t. ∆σm

it is median change in style volatility.
Time- and style-fixed effects are included in all models. Robust standard errors
are reported in parentheses. ∗∗∗, ∗∗, and ∗ indicate significance at 1%, 5%, and
10% levels, respectively.
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Panel A. The dependent variable, σ66
i t , is change in risk taking by fund i in the last 6 months in

comparison with the first 6 months of year t.

ER1
i t is effective rate ER1

i t is effective rate rank

Variables (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

R1
i t -0.0134∗∗∗ -0.0051 -0.0068∗∗ -0.0002 -0.0075∗∗ -0.0090∗∗∗ -0.0023

(0.0029) (0.0034) (0.0033) (0.0043) (0.0033) (0.0031) (0.0042)

DLin
i t -0.0003 -0.0003

(0.0005) (0.0005)

DLin
i t · R

1
i t -0.0013∗∗ -0.0012∗∗

(0.0006) (0.0006)

ER1
i t 0.0020 0.0019 0.0025 0.0011 0.0011 0.0012

(0.0015) (0.0015) (0.0016) (0.0013) (0.0013) (0.0013)

ER1
i t · R

1
i t -0.0046∗∗∗ -0.0044∗∗∗ -0.0046∗∗∗ -0.0033∗∗∗ -0.0032∗∗∗ -0.0034∗∗∗

(0.0011) (0.0012) (0.0011) (0.0011) (0.0011) (0.0011)

C LMi t 0.0014 0.0015

(0.0019) (0.0019)

C LMi t · R1
i t -0.0026 -0.0029

(0.0020) (0.0020)

C Li t 0.0066∗∗∗ 0.0064∗∗∗

(0.0024) (0.0024)

C Li t · R1
i t -0.0075∗∗ -0.0076∗∗

(0.0030) (0.0030)

ln(tna)i t -0.0003∗∗ -0.0002 -0.0002 -0.0003∗ -0.0002 -0.0002 -0.0003∗

(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001)

ln(tna)i t · R1
i t 0.0006∗∗∗ 0.0004∗∗ 0.0004∗∗ 0.0004∗∗ 0.0004∗∗ 0.0004∗∗ 0.0005∗∗

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002)

agei t -0.0001 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000

(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001)

agei t · R1
i t -0.0000 -0.0001∗∗ -0.0001∗∗ -0.0001∗∗ -0.0001∗∗ -0.0001∗∗ -0.0001∗∗

(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)

turnoveri t 0.0004∗∗∗ 0.0003∗∗∗ 0.0003∗∗∗ 0.0003∗∗∗ 0.0003∗∗∗ 0.0003∗∗∗ 0.0003∗∗∗

(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001)

turnoveri t · R1
i t -0.0010∗∗∗ -0.0009∗∗∗ -0.0009∗∗∗ -0.0009∗∗∗ -0.0009∗∗∗ -0.0009∗∗∗ -0.0009∗∗∗

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002)

singlei t -0.0001 -0.0002 -0.0002 -0.0001 -0.0002 -0.0002 -0.0001

(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004)

singlei t · R1
i t 0.0002 0.0003 0.0003 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002

(0.0006) (0.0006) (0.0006) (0.0006) (0.0006) (0.0006) (0.0006)

σ1
i t -0.7513∗∗∗ -0.7509∗∗∗ -0.7505∗∗∗ -0.7505∗∗∗ -0.7504∗∗∗ -0.7500∗∗∗ -0.7500∗∗∗

(0.0080) (0.0080) (0.0080) (0.0080) (0.0080) (0.0080) (0.0080)

∆σm
it 0.5118∗∗∗ 0.5116∗∗∗ 0.5115∗∗∗ 0.5112∗∗∗ 0.5128∗∗∗ 0.5126∗∗∗ 0.5125∗∗∗

(0.0177) (0.0177) (0.0177) (0.0177) (0.0177) (0.0177) (0.0177)

R2 0.91 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92

Obs. 15,305 15,305 15,305 15,305 15,295 15,295 15,295
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Panel B. The dependent variable, σ75
i t , is change in risk taking by fund i in the last 5 months in

comparison with the first 7 months of year t.

ER1
i t is effective rate ER1

i t is effective rate rank

Variables (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

R1
i t -0.0130∗∗∗ -0.0031 -0.0059 0.0026 -0.0049 -0.0075∗∗ 0.0012

(0.0033) (0.0039) (0.0037) (0.0049) (0.0037) (0.0036) (0.0048)

DLin
i t 0.0001 0.0001

(0.0006) (0.0006)

R1
i t · D

Lin
i t -0.0021∗∗∗ -0.0020∗∗∗

(0.0007) (0.0007)

ER1
i t 0.0015 0.0014 0.0018 0.0011 0.0009 0.0009

(0.0017) (0.0017) (0.0018) (0.0015) (0.0015) (0.0015)

ER1
i t · R

1
i t -0.0048∗∗∗ -0.0045∗∗∗ -0.0048∗∗∗ -0.0040∗∗∗ -0.0038∗∗∗ -0.0041∗∗∗

(0.0013) (0.0013) (0.0013) (0.0012) (0.0012) (0.0012)

C LMi t 0.0009 0.0010

(0.0021) (0.0021)

C LMi t · R1
i t -0.0042∗ -0.0043∗

(0.0023) (0.0023)

C Li t 0.0066∗∗ 0.0066∗∗

(0.0028) (0.0027)

C Li t · ER1
i t -0.0097∗∗∗ -0.0099∗∗∗

(0.0034) (0.0035)

ln(tna)i t -0.0003∗∗ -0.0002 -0.0002 -0.0003∗ -0.0002 -0.0002 -0.0003∗

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002)

ln(tna)i t · R1
i t 0.0006∗∗∗ 0.0003∗ 0.0004∗ 0.0004∗∗ 0.0003∗ 0.0004∗∗ 0.0004∗∗

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002)

agei t -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001

(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001)

agei t · R1
i t -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000

(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)

turnoveri t 0.0004∗∗∗ 0.0004∗∗∗ 0.0004∗∗∗ 0.0004∗∗∗ 0.0004∗∗∗ 0.0004∗∗∗ 0.0004∗∗∗

(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001)

turnoveri t · R1
i t -0.0010∗∗∗ -0.0009∗∗∗ -0.0009∗∗∗ -0.0009∗∗∗ -0.0009∗∗∗ -0.0010∗∗∗ -0.0009∗∗∗

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002)

singlei t 0.0007 0.0006 0.0006 0.0007 0.0006 0.0007 0.0007

(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004)

single · R1
i t -0.0004 -0.0003 -0.0004 -0.0004 -0.0004 -0.0004 -0.0005

(0.0007) (0.0007) (0.0007) (0.0007) (0.0007) (0.0007) (0.0007)

σ1
i t -0.8364∗∗∗ -0.8359∗∗∗ -0.8354∗∗∗ -0.8353∗∗∗ -0.8352∗∗∗ -0.8347∗∗∗ -0.8347∗∗∗

(0.0097) (0.0097) (0.0097) (0.0097) (0.0097) (0.0097) (0.0097)

∆σm
it 0.6357∗∗∗ 0.6361∗∗∗ 0.6361∗∗∗ 0.6355∗∗∗ 0.6372∗∗∗ 0.6370∗∗∗ 0.6366∗∗∗

(0.0141) (0.0140) (0.0141) (0.0140) (0.0141) (0.0141) (0.0141)

R2 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90

Obs. 15,305 15,305 15,305 15,305 15,295 15,295 15,295
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higher turnover tend to engage more in yearly tournaments: coefficient e2 is

positive and significant, and coefficient g2 is negative and significant. However,

we do not find support for the above-mentioned hypotheses that younger funds

and single-managed funds tend to risk shift more than older and team-managed

funds.

The estimation results of a full version of equation 3.4 are presented in columns

(2)-(7). The effects of advisory contract shape and slope stay essentially the

same and their economical significance is close to that one found above. Panel B

of Table 3.6 presents the estimation results of equation 3.4 in the (7, 5 months)

specification. The main findings stay virtually the same. Thus, the difference

in risk change to performance rank sensitivity between funds with linear and

concave contracts remains significant even in the presence of control variables

capturing the funds’ characteristics.

When contractual characteristics are accounted for, the effect of fund size on risk

shifting behavior decreases: the coefficient e2 is smaller in models (2)-(7) than

that one in model (1) with no controls for contractual characteristics. However,

the effect of fund turnover does not change when we control for contractual

characteristics. Both coefficients for turnover, g1 and the interaction term, g2 are

significant, but have different signs: g1 is positive and g2 is negative. Moreover,

the coefficient for the interaction term is about twice as large in absolute value

as the coefficient for the turnover itself, which indicates that for the funds with

an average midyear performance, there is almost no effect of turnover on the

risk change. However, for midyear losers and midyear winners the effect of

turnover is much more pronounced and has opposite signs. For midyear losers

higher turnover results in higher risk, whereas for midyear winners higher

turnover leads to a risk decrease in the second half of the year. In other words,

turnover significantly affects risk adjustments only in cases of remarkably high

or low fund midyear performance and results in greater engagement in yearly

tournaments only for midyear winners and midyear losers, not for average

performing funds.
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3.5.4 Temporal stability of the results

We run yearly regressions as well as two-year subsample regressions (in order

to reduce the noise in the estimates). Panel A of Table 3.7 report the estimation

results of two-year subsample regressions. The coefficients c2 and d2 of the

interaction terms between fund advisory contracts shape and slope and fund’s

performance rank, DLin
i t · R

1
i t and ERi t · R1

i t , are almost always negative and

significant (see Panel A). In the individual year regressions (see Panel B), the

coefficients c2 and d2 mostly stay negative but become insignificant in some

cases. To test the simultaneous significance of the coefficients, we use a test from

Fisher (1925) and combine the results from N=10 different t-tests into one test

statistic. Under the null hypothesis, the p-values from the individual tests are

equally distributed on the (0,1) interval. Then, the test statistic −2 ·
∑N

n=1 ln(pn)
has a χ2 distribution with 2N degrees of freedom. The null that the coefficient

c2 in column (4) is greater than zero can be rejected at the 5% significance

level (χ2
(d f=20) = 33.30; p-value = 0.0313) and the null the coefficient d2

in column 6 is greater than zero can be rejected at the 1% significance level

(χ2
(d f=20) = 72.73; p-value = 0.0000). We run the same analysis for the effective

rate rank, Coles’ linearity measure, and conditional linearity as explanatory

variables and also for the (7, 5 months) specification and obtain very similar

results (not reported here for the sake of brevity).

3.5.5 Contractual incentives over business cycles

The effect of contractual incentives on manager risk-taking behavior is likely

to depend on the market conditions and available investment opportunities.

During bull markets, the aggregate flows into the mutual fund industry are high

(Karceski (2002)) and mutual fund managers can expect a substantial increase

in their pay if they reach top performance and subsequently attract a large

portion of the new aggregate flows. This potential increase in compensation

is larger for managers of funds with linear contracts and high effective rates,

so in up markets they are more likely to engage in annual tournaments than

managers of funds with concave contracts and low effective rates.
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Table 3.7: Stability of the results over time

The table presents the coefficients for equation 3.1, estimated on two-year and one-year subsamples. The dependent
variable ∆σi t is change in risk taking by fund i in the second part of year t in comparison with the first part of the
year. R1

i t is the rank of fund i in its investment style based on the fund’s net cumulative returns in the first part of year
t. DLin

i t is a dummy variable, which equals 1 if fund i has a linear contract in year t and 0 otherwise. ER1
i t is fund’s i

effective rate at the end of the first half of year t. Controls include natural logarithm of fund total net assets, fund age,
turnover and a dummy variable for single-managed funds, as well as their interaction terms with the performance
rank R1

i t . σ
1
i t is risk of fund i in the first part of year t. ∆σm

it is median change in style volatility. Robust standard
errors are reported in parentheses. ∗∗∗, ∗∗, and ∗ indicate significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

Panel A. Two-year subsample regressions

Year R1
i t DLin

i t DLin
i t · R

1
i t ER1

i t ER1
i t · R

1
i t σ1

i t ∆σm
it N Adj. R2

2002-2003 -0.0094 0.0020∗ -0.0042∗∗ 0.0088∗∗∗ -0.0167∗∗∗ -0.3096∗∗∗ 0.9781∗∗∗ 3,049 0.742

(0.0096) (0.0011) (0.0019) (0.0019) (0.0032) (0.0169) (0.0191)

2004-2005 -0.0046 0.0009 -0.0022∗∗ 0.0024 -0.0022∗ -0.2481∗∗∗ 0.9182∗∗∗ 3,100 0.689

(0.0055) (0.0006) (0.0010) (0.0015) (0.0012) (0.0125) (0.0146)

2006-2007 -0.0002 -0.0001 0.0001 0.0023∗ 0.0006 -0.3372∗∗∗ 0.8625∗∗∗ 3,261 0.744

(0.0053) (0.0006) (0.0010) (0.0012) (0.0019) (0.0136) (0.0123)

2008-2009 -0.0015∗ -0.0012 -0.0012 0.0021∗∗∗ -0.0125∗∗∗ -0.5948∗∗∗ 0.7564∗∗∗ 3,182 0.924

(0.0084) (0.0009) (0.0009) (0.0006) (0.0027) (0.0118) (0.0073)

2010-2011 0.0161∗∗ -0.0018∗∗ 0.0027∗∗ 0.0022 0.0004 -0.1046∗∗∗ 0.9496∗∗∗ 2,713 0.897

(0.0076) (0.0008) (0.0014) (0.0014) (0.0025) (0.0194) (0.0131)
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Panel B. Yearly regressions

Year R1
i t DLin

i t DLin
i t · R

1
i t ER1

i t ER1
i t · R

1
i t σ1

i t ∆σm
it N Adj. R2

2002 0.0169∗∗∗ 0.0031∗ -0.0065∗∗ 0.0104∗∗∗ -0.0250∗∗∗ -0.2196∗∗∗ 0.7796∗∗∗ 1,517 0.126

(0.0044) (0.0017) (0.003) (0.0031) (0.0051) (0.0291) (0.0935)

2003 0.0020 -0.0004 -0.0015 0.0034∗ -0.0042∗∗∗ -0.5857∗∗∗ 0.7368∗∗∗ 1,532 0.378

(0.0027) (0.0011) (0.0019) (0.0018) (0.0032) (0.0214) (0.1501)

2004 -0.0003 0.0014 -0.0038∗∗ 0.0003 0.0011 -0.1864∗∗∗ 1.1468∗∗∗ 1,540 0.214

(0.0024) (0.0009) (0.0016) (0.0017) (0.0029) (0.0236) (0.0601)

2005 0.0022 0.0007 -0.0007 0.0021∗∗∗ -0.0044∗∗ -0.4661∗∗∗ -0.1522∗∗∗ 1,560 0.479

(0.0015) (0.0006) (0.0010) (0.010) (0.0018) (0.0145) (0.0574)

2006 -0.0099∗∗∗ 0.0001 -0.0020 0.0004 0.0028 -0.3519∗∗∗ 0.0267 1,603 0.398

(0.0019) (0.0007) (0.0012) (0.0015) (0.0024) (0.0144) (0.0775)

2007 0.0048∗∗ -0.0003 0.0009 0.0006 0.0013 -0.609∗∗∗ 0.7161∗∗∗ 1,658 0.405

(0.0021) (0.0008) (0.0013) (0.0014) (0.0025) (0.0388) (0.0361)

2008 0.0064∗ 0.0031∗∗ -0.0056∗∗ 0.0076∗∗∗ -0.0091∗∗ -0.3716∗∗∗ 1.0014∗∗∗ 1,618 0.292

(0.0036) (0.0014) (0.0023) (0.0026) (0.0042) (0.0342) (0.0439)

2009 0.0088∗∗∗ 0.0001 0.0017 0.0117∗∗∗ -0.0117∗∗∗ -0.6796∗∗∗ 0.2266∗∗∗ 1,564 0.761

(0.0024) (0.0010) (0.0016) (0.0017) (0.0029) (0.0103) (0.0709)

2010 -0.0059∗∗∗ -0.0005 0.0006 -0.0012 -0.0048∗∗ -0.2048∗∗∗ 0.4018∗∗∗ 1,467 0.151

(0.0017) (0.0006) (0.0011) (0.0012) (0.002) (0.0158) (0.0899)

2011 -0.0054 -0.0048∗∗∗ 0.0078∗∗∗ 0.0024 0.0006 0.4274∗∗∗ 0.7386∗∗∗ 1,246 0.300

(0.0038) (0.0015) (0.0025) (0.0026) (0.0046) (0.0703) (0.0459)
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During bear markets, the aggregate flows into the mutual fund market are

low14; therefore even for top-performing funds, the increase in fund manager

compensation is likely to be low. Moreover, on average managers can expect

to have negative returns, which directly reduce fund size and diminish their

compensation. When fund size shrinks, fund manager compensation decreases

faster for funds with concave contracts than for funds with linear ones, given

the same effective rate. In other words, while under linear contracts, fund

managers face a constant rate of payment reduction in case of money outflow

and/or negative returns, under concave contracts, they are punished by an

increasing rate of payment reduction. Moreover, higher effective rates also lead

to larger managerial compensation decreases in case of negative returns or

money outflows. Therefore, linear contracts and high effective rates are more

likely to induce midyear winners to decrease their risk in down markets than in

up markets.

To test the above-mentioned predictions, we use the same definitions of bull

and bear markets as Kempf et al. (2009). The proxy for the stock market return

is the value-weighted index of all securities traded at the NYSE, Amex, and

Nasdaq stock exchanges. If the midyear cumulative market return is positive,

then the market state is defined as a bull market; if the midyear market return

is negative, the market state is defined as a bear market. According to this

definition, our sample years 2005, 2008, and 2010 are years with bear market

performance, for which DBear
t = 1 , and 2002-2004, 2006, 2007, 2009, and

2011 are years with bull market performance, DBull
t = 1. To examine how

advisory contract characteristics affect fund risk-shifting behavior over business

cycles, we take the interaction of funds’ rank performance during bear and

14During tough market conditions fund managers are more likely to work harder and
accumulate experience faster than during favorable market conditions (see chapter 2 and
also Kempf, Manconi, and Spalt (2013) for a detailed discussion). Urgency to concentrate
on securing positive returns is also likely to divert managers’ attention from their relative
performance rankings and to discourage tournament participation.
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bull markets with dummies for a linear contract and with effective rate. The

equation 3.1 then becomes:

∆σi t = a+ b1 · R1
i t · D

Bull
t + b2 · R1

i t · D
Bear
t

+ c1 · DLin
i t + c2 · DLin

i t · R
1
i t · D

Bull
t + c3 · DLin

i t · R
1
i t · D

Bear
t

+ d1 · ER1
i t + d2 · ER1

i t · R
1
i t · D

Bull
t + d3 · ER1

i t · R
1
i t · D

Bear
t

+ h1 ·σ1
i t + h2 ·∆σm

it + εi t

(3.5)

The estimation results are presented in Table 3.8. First, we interact the perfor-

mance ranks with dummies for bull and bear markets to test whether market

conditions affect fund risk-shifting behavior in general (see column (1)). We

find that during bull markets fund risk-shifting is significantly more pronounced

than during bear markets: coefficient b1 is significantly larger in absolute value

than coefficient b2 (F-statistic(1,12467) = 673.03, p-value = 0.0000). These find-

ings are in line with the results of Kempf et al. (2009), who argue that relative

importance of compensation and employment incentives drives the difference

in risk-shifting behavior in bull and bear markets. In down markets, midyear

losers decrease their risk relative to midyear winners in the second half of the

year in order to prevent a further deterioration of the fund’s performance and

their potential job loss. In up markets, the employment risk is low and the

compensation incentives become more relevant. In this case, midyear losers

are likely to increase their risk relative to midyear winners in order to catch up

with performance.

For the funds with linear advisory contracts and high effective rate, the compen-

sation incentives are always more important, even during bear markets, than for

the funds with concave advisory contracts and low effective rate. So, we expect

that during bear market periods the effect of linear contracts and high effective

rate will be more pronounced than during the bull market periods. Column (2)

presents the estimation results for these predictions: although the coefficient c3

is larger in absolute value than coefficient c2, they are not statistically different

from each other (c2 = −0.0017, c3 = −0.0021, F-statistic(1,12461) = 0.34, and

p-value = 0.56). The effect of Coles’ linearity measure on risk shifting has si-
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Table 3.8: Risk shifting over business cycle

The table presents the coefficients for equation 3.5, estimated using a panel
model with fixed effects. The dependent variable ∆σ66

i t is change in risk taking
by fund i in the last 6 months in comparison with the first 6 months of year t. R1

i t
is the rank of fund i in its style based on the fund’s net cumulative returns in the
first half of year t. DBull

t (DBear
t ) is a dummy variable if the market return over

the first half a year is positive (negative) and zero otherwise. DLin
i t is a dummy

variable, which equals 1 if fund i has a linear contract in year t and 0 otherwise.
In columns (2)-(4), ER1

i t is fund’s i effective rate at the end of the first part of
year t; in columns (5)-(7), ER1

i t is the rank of fund i in its investment style based
on the fund’s effective rate at the end of the first part of year t. C LMi t is Coles’
linearity measure equal to the difference between the last (lowest) and the first
(highest) marginal fee rates divided by the effective marginal fee rate. C Li t is
conditional linearity and it equals the ratio of the last (lowest) marginal fee rate
and the effective marginal fee rate. σ1

i t is risk of fund i in the first part of year
t. ∆σm

it is median change in style volatility. Time- and style-fixed effects are
included in all models. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. ∗∗∗,
∗∗, and ∗∗ indicate significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

ER1
i t , effective rate ER1

i t , effective rate rank

Variables (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

R1
i t · D

Bull
t -0.0191∗∗∗ -0.0094∗∗ -0.0116∗∗∗ -0.0025 -0.0113∗∗∗ -0.0134∗∗∗ -0.0042

(0.0034) (0.0040) (0.0039) (0.0052) (0.0039) (0.0037) (0.0051)

R1
i t · D

Bear
t -0.0083∗∗ 0.0047 0.0022 0.0072 0.0020 -0.0003 0.0049

(0.0034) (0.0041) (0.0039) (0.0057) (0.0039) (0.0037) (0.0056)

DLin
i t 0.0012∗∗ 0.0012∗∗

(0.0006) (0.0006)

DLin
i t · R

1
i t · D

Bull
t -0.0017∗∗ -0.0017∗∗

(0.0007) (0.0007)

DLin
i t · R

1
i t · D

Bear
t -0.0021∗∗ -0.0021∗∗

(0.0009) (0.0009)

ER1
i t 0.0022 0.0018 0.0034∗ 0.0028∗ 0.0024 0.0034∗∗

(0.0018) (0.0018) (0.0018) (0.0016) (0.0016) (0.0016)

ER1
i t · R

1
i t · D

Bull
t -0.0045∗∗∗ -0.0041∗∗∗ -0.0044∗∗∗ -0.0034∗∗∗ -0.0031∗∗ -0.0035∗∗∗

(0.0014) (0.0014) (0.0014) (0.0016) (0.0016) (0.0016)

ER1
i t · R

1
i t · D

Bear
t -0.0084∗∗∗ -0.0081∗∗∗ -0.0085∗∗∗ -0.0077∗∗∗ -0.0074∗∗∗ -0.0078∗∗

(0.0015) (0.0016) (0.0015) (0.0015) (0.0015) (0.0015)

C LMi t 0.0049∗∗ 0.0047∗∗

(0.0022) (0.0022)

C LMi t · R1
i t · D

Bull
t -0.0044∗ -0.0046∗

(0.0024) (0.0024)

C LMi t · R1
i t · D

Bear
t -0.0045 -0.0046

(0.0028) (0.0028)

C Li t 0.0108∗∗∗ 0.0107∗∗∗

(0.0029) (0.0028)

C Li t · R1
i t · D

Bull
t -0.0105∗∗∗ -0.0107∗∗∗

(0.0037) (0.0037)

C Li t · R1
i t · D

Bear
t -0.0062 -0.0065

(0.0044) (0.0044)
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Table 3.8 continues.

ER1
i t , effective rate ER1

i t , effective rate rank

Variables (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

σ1
i t -0.3253∗∗∗ -0.3263∗∗∗ -0.3261∗∗∗ -0.3261∗∗∗ -0.3260∗∗∗ -0.3258∗∗∗ -0.3258∗∗∗

(0.0060) (0.0060) (0.0060) (0.0060) (0.0060) (0.0060) (0.0060)

∆σm
it 0.8300∗∗∗ 0.8290∗∗∗ 0.8290∗∗∗ 0.8288∗∗∗ 0.8289∗∗∗ 0.8290∗∗∗ 0.8287∗∗∗

(0.0049) (0.0049) (0.0049) (0.0049) (0.0049) (0.0049) (0.0049)

R2 0.87 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88

Obs. 15,305 15,305 15,305 15,305 15,295 15,295 15,295

milar magnitude during bull and bear markets, though only the coefficient

for C LMi t · R1
i t · D

Bull
t is significant (see column (3)). Thus, the difference in

risk shifting between managers of funds with linear and concave contracts

is relatively stable over business cycles. The conditional linearity affects risk

change to performance sensitivity only under bull market conditions (see column

(4)), because it captures only expected decrease in marginal fee rate when a

fund grows, not when it shrinks.

The estimation results in columns (2)-(4) also indicate that the difference in

risk change to performance rank sensitivity between funds with high and low

effective rate is larger during bear markets than during bull markets. Coefficients

d2 and d3 are negative and significant, and d3 is greater in absolute value than

d2 and the coefficients are statistically different from each other in all models

(the lowest F-statistic(1,12461) is 10.48, p-value is 0.0012, see columns (2)-(4)).

In columns (5)-(7), instead of effective rate, effective rate rank is used as one of

the key explanatory variables; this substitution does not affect the main findings.

Hence, while the effect of contract shape on mutual fund manager tournament

participation is relatively stables over business cycles, the effect of contract

slope (effective rate) is more pronounced in down market than in up markets.

Note also that once controls for the contractual incentives are introduced into

the regression model (starting from model (2)), we do not find evidence for

risk-shifting behavior during bear markets anymore; the coefficient for R1
i t ·D

Bear
t

decreases in absolute value and becomes insignificant.This result suggests that

it is mostly funds with linear contracts and funds with high effective fee rates

which still engage in annual tournaments in times of down markets, whereas
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funds with concave contracts and relatively low effective fee rates shy away

from tournament competition.

Effects of extreme performance 3.5.6

In this section we consider a discrete alternative to a continuous measure of

fund’s performance rank R1
i t , used in the previous sections. As we are mostly

interested in risk-shifting behavior of mid-year winners and mid-year losers, we

introduce dummy variables for extreme fund performance. Dtop25%
i t (Dtop10%

i t )

equals 1 for 25% (10%) best performing funds within their investment style,

based on their net cumulative returns in the first half of year t , and 0 otherwise.

Dummy variables Dbot tom25%
i t and Dbot tom10%

i t are defined in the same way for

25% and 10% worst performing funds within their investment style. In equation

3.3 we substitute R1
i t variable with a pair of dummy variables to obtain the

following equation:

∆σi t = a+ b1 · Dbot tomX%
i t + b2 · D

topX%
i t

+ c1 · DLin
i t + c2 · DLin

i t · D
bot tomX%
i t + c3 · DLin

i t · D
topX%
i t

+ d1 · ER1
i t + d2 · ER1

i t · D
bot tomX%
i t + d3 · ER1

i t · D
topX%
i t

+ h1 ·σ1
i t + h2 ·∆σm

it + εi t

(3.6)

Table 3.9 presents the estimation results for equation 3.6, where X = 25 in

models (1) and (2) and X = 10 in models (3) and (4). In columns (1) and (3)

we include only dummy variables for the best and worst performing funds. We

find that funds with poor performance tend to increase their risk taking in the

second half of the year (the coefficient for Dbot tomX%
i t is positive and significant)

and funds with good performance tend to decrease their risk taking in the

second half of the year (the coefficient for DtopX%
i t negative and significant)

in comparison with the other funds. Note also that funds with more extreme

performance (both good and bad) tend to engage in risk shifting to a greater

extent than funds with moderately high and low net cumulative mid-year

returns: coefficients b1 and b2 are larger in absolute value in model (3) than in

model (1)
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Table 3.9: Risk shifting and extreme performance

The table presents the coefficients for equation 3.6, estimated using a panel
model with fixed effects. The dependent variable ∆σ66

i t is change in risk taking
by fund i in the last 6 months in comparison with the first 6 months of year t.
Dtop25%

i t (Dtop10%
i t ) equals 1 for 25% (10%) top performing funds within their

investment style, based on net cumulative returns in the first half of year t, and 0
otherwise. Dummy variable Dbot tom25%

i t (Dbot tom10%
i t ) is defined in the same way

for 25% (10%) worst performing funds. DLin
i t is a dummy variable, which equals

1 if fund i has a linear contract in year t and 0 otherwise. ER1
i t is fund’s i effective

rate at the end of the first part of year t. σ1
i t is risk of fund i in the first part of

year t. ∆σm
it is median change in style volatility. Time- and style-fixed effects

are included in all models. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses.
***, **, and * indicate significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Dbot tom25%
i t 0.0018*** 0.0002

(0.0002) (0.0007)

Dtop25%
i t -0.0015*** 0.0005

(0.0002) (0.0006)

Dbot tom10%
i t 0.0033*** -0.0001

(0.0003) (0.0009)

Dtop10%
i t -0.0020*** 0.0014

(0.0003) (0.0009)

DLin
i t -0.0009** -0.0008**

(0.0004) (0.0004)

DLin
i t · D

bot tom25%
i t 0.0007

(0.0004)

DLin
i t · D

top25%
i t -0.0004

(0.0004)

DLin
i t · D

bot tom10%
i t 0.0012**

(0.0006)

DLin
i t · D

top10%
i t -0.0020***

(0.0006)

ER1
i t -0.0001 -0.0003

(0.0014) (0.0014)

ER1
i t · D

bot tom25%
i t 0.0016**

(0.0008)

ER1
i t · D

top25%
i t -0.0024***

(0.0008)

ER1
i t · D

bot tom10%
i t 0.0034***

(0.0011)

ER1
i t · D

top10%
i t -0.0026**

(0.0011)

σ1
i t -0.7539*** -0.7530*** -0.7513*** -0.7507***

(0.0080) (0.0080) (0.0080) (0.0080)

∆σm
it 0.5121*** 0.5116*** 0.5131*** 0.5138***

(0.0178) (0.0178) (0.0178) (0.0177)

R2 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91

Obs. 15,305 15,305 15,305 15,305
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In models (2) and (4) we compare risk shifting behavior of extreme mid-year

winners and extreme losers under linear and concave contracts, and under high

and low effective fee rates. The coefficient for DLin
i t · D

bot tomX%
i t is positive and

the coefficient for DLin
i t · D

topX%
i t is negative,15 suggesting that extreme mid-year

winners decrease their risk taking more and extreme mid-year losers increase

their risk taking more under linear contracts than under concave contracts. We

observe a similar effect for the effective fee rate: the coefficient ER1
i t ·D

bot tomX%
i t

is positive and significant and the coefficient for ER1
i t · D

topX%
i t is negative and

significant in both model (2) and (4). Thus, funds with extreme mid-year

performance tend to risk-shift more under high effective fee rates than under

low effective fee rates. Note also that the effect of extreme performance per se

becomes insignificant (coefficients b1 and b2 decrease in absolute value and

become insignificant in models (2) and (4)) once we add controls for funds’

contractual characteristics, contract shape and slope.

Conclusion 3.6

We test how advisory contracts affect the manager behavior in yearly tourna-

ments in the US mutual fund industry. Yearly tournaments among mutual funds

arise because fund manager compensation is directly linked to the fund size and

a convex relationship between past fund performance and future money inflow

exists. However, the way this convex relationship is translated into managerial

pay depends on the characteristics of the contracts between mutual funds and

their advisors/managers. We show that funds with linear advisory contracts are

more likely to participate in yearly tournaments and change their risk exposure

in response to their midyear performance than their counterparts with concave

advisory contracts. The reason is that because linear contracts preserve con-

vexity while concave contracts distort it. Furthermore, we demonstrate that

advisory contracts with higher effective rates increase funds’ tendency to engage

in yearly tournaments because they strengthen the connection between fund

size and managerial compensation in comparison with lower effective rates.

15The coefficients are significant only in model (4)
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The effect of contractual characteristics on mutual fund manager tournament

participation is more pronounced during bear markets than during bull markets.

It persists in the presence of fund characteristics controls, such as fund size,

age, turnover, and management style.



4Overconfidence, Effort,
and Investment

Abstract

A positive relation between confidence and effort/investment provision has been theo-
retically justified and practically assumed in the literature, but has not been thoroughly
investigated. We test and confirm this positive relation between direct measures of
confidence and choice of effort or investment. More precisely, strong overconfidence
results in excess investment of effort and money, underconfidence induces insuffi-
cient effort provision and underinvestment, and moderate overconfidence leads to
accurate decisions. Our experimental results can be generalized as they are based
on different subject pools (financial professionals and students), media (computer-,
paper-, and web-based), and types of effort (real mental effort and monetary effort, i.e.
investment).
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4.1 Introduction

Self-confidence or believing in one’s own abilities is celebrated as a prerequisite

for success. Society has always been emphasizing national and individual self-

confidence in many ways: from a temperate Henry Ford’s “Whether you think

you can or think you can’t – you are right” to a more spirited “Yes, we can!” used

by Barack Obama in his presidential campaign in 2008. Self-confidence keeps

a person happier and more satisfied with her life; it helps to persuade potential

employees, business partners, or life companions that this person possesses

positive characteristics and high abilities (Reuben, Rey-Biel, Sapienza, and

Zingales (2012)). Moreover, self-confidence boosts motivation to undertake

new projects or continue old ones in the face of obstacles, failures, or lack of

willpower (Bénabou and Tirole (2002)). However, one can also be too self-

confident and many negative effects of overconfidence have been proposed in

the literature.1 It is conceivable that the beneficial effects of self-confidence can

be traded off against the detrimental ones, such that confidence levels are kept

at optimum levels.

In this study, we investigate the potentially beneficial effects of moderate over-

confidence on effort provision and investments. Our experimental design

enables us not only to measure directly individuals’ confidence (and overconfi-

dence) in their abilities in a specific domain, but also to assess separately their

abilities in the same domain (in our case, financial knowledge). We define

confidence as a person’s belief about her competence in the financial domain,

and overconfidence as a positive difference between that belief and her actual

competence. Note that although most people generally tend to be overconfident,

our definition also allows for underconfidence: when people’s beliefs about

their skill level are lower than their actual skill level.

We measure overconfidence in two different ways: overestimation (or optimism,

when subjects estimate their ability, achievements, level of control, or probabil-

ity of success to be higher than they actually are; see Moore and Healy (2008))

and better-than-average (aka overplacement, when subjects believe themselves to

1See for example, studies by Barber and Odean (2001), Fenton-O’Creevy, Nicholson, Soane,
and Willman (2003), Malmendier and Tate (2005a), Malmendier and Tate (2005b), Malmendier
and Tate (2008), Liu and Taffler (2008), Aktas, Bodt, Bollaert, and Roll (2011), Deshmukh,
Goel, and Howe (2013), Schrand and Zechman (2012), Hribar and Yang (2010).
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be better than others). We do not consider overprecision (when subjects express

excess certainty in their beliefs and give too narrow intervals for possible real-

izations of future events). Overprecision refers to a tendency to underestimate

the variability of phenomena (e.g., volatility of future market returns), whereas

overestimation and overplacement refer to an inclination to overestimate levels

of phenomena (e.g. the number of correct answers a person gives in a quiz

or future market index returns) either in comparison with actual levels or in

comparison with the levels of others.

We contribute to the overconfidence literature in the following ways. First,

following Malmendier and Tate (2005a), Malmendier and Tate (2005b), many

studies in the finance literature use personal managerial investments, specifi-

cally stock-option holdings, as a proxy for managerial confidence. This measure

is likely to reflect a mixture of different manifestations of overconfidence, such

as overestimation, overprecision, and illusion of control. In our experiment,

we are able to separate those measures and we use overestimation and better-

than-average. Moreover, a positive relation between overestimation and chosen

investment has not been thoroughly investigated and corroborated in the em-

pirical literature. The impact of accurate confidence or being underconfident

on effort and investment provision has received even less attention. We confirm

that there is a positive relation between overestimation and better-than-average,

on the one hand, and choice of effort level (in a real-effort task) and investment

choice (monetary effort) on the other hand. Moreover, strong overestimation

leads to both excessive effort and investment levels chosen by subjects, whereas

underestimation is related to underprovision of effort and investment. Only the

subjects with moderate levels of overconfidence are well calibrated in terms of

their decisions and choose accurate effort and investment levels.

The lack of empirical corroboration in the literature of a relation between con-

fidence and effort can be explained by practical difficulties in distinguishing

between confidence and actual ability, and in finding adequate measures for

effort. Moreover, without a proper reference point (a person’s actual ability),

it is impossible to identify whether that person overestimates or underesti-

mates her skill in a specific domain. For example, Ben-David, Graham, and

Harvey (2013) use forecasts of S&P500 made by financial professionals and

compare those forecasts with historical and realized S&P500 performance to
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obtain measures for professionals’ optimism and miscalibration. Still, those

measures are unrelated to individuals’ beliefs about their own ability. Thus, our

second contribution consists of the fact that our experimental design enables

us to measure an individual’s skill separately from her confidence in her skill,

which allows us to pinpoint underconfidence as well as moderate and strong

overconfidence.

Third, we show that our results hold for different types of subjects: financial

laymen with a bona-fide affinity for finance as indicated by the fact that they are

students enrolled in business or economics university programs, and financial

professionals proper, such as financial managers, bankers, and financial consul-

tants. Our study is in accordance with the literature showing that professionals

and students make decisions along similar lines (Glaser, Langer, and Weber

(2007), Glaser, Langer, and Weber (2013); Menkhoff, Schmeling, and Schmidt

(2013)). Fréchette (2011) gives an overview of the differences in professionals’

and students’ behavior. Professionals are defined as people working in a field

closely related to the economic “game” in question. Remarkably, only in 1 study

out of 13 under consideration, the behavior of professionals is closer to the

theoretical predictions than that of students. In all other cases, the professionals

suffer from behavioral biases to the same extent or even more than laymen do.

Finally, we test whether our results differ across media, by performing the

experiment on a computer in a lab, on paper in a classroom, and by means

of a web-based tool. While lab studies have become the standard, the appro-

priateness of web-based experiments is still subject to an intense debate2. We

contribute to the above debate by demonstrating that the positive effects of

confidence on effort choice can arise irrespective of whether they are assessed

in lab-, paper- or web-based situations.

The remainder of the chapter proceeds as follows. The next section describes a

model which motivates the research question and introduces the empirical pre-

dictions. Section 4.3 details the experimental design. The results are provided

2The results of internet-based experiments are mostly found to be similar to those from
lab experiments (see also Amir and Rand (2012); Duersch, Oechssler, and Schipper (2009);
Horton, Rand, and Zeckhauser (2011); Chesney, Chuah, and Hoffmann (2009); Gosling, Vazire,
Srivastava, and John (2004); Anderhub, Müller, and Schmidt (2001)
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in Section 4.4 and discussed in Section 4.5, which also describes some caveats

of the study. Section 4.6 concludes.

Motivating model and empirical predictions 4.2

To motivate our empirical predictions, we develop a simple model that provides

the intuition on why higher confidence leads to higher effort and why under- and

overconfidence may result in under- and overprovision of effort. We consider a

one-period managerial utility maximizing problem whereby a manager decides

how much effort (investment) to put into a specific project. We assume that

the production functions of both effort and investment have decreasing returns

to scale. Without loss of generality, we refer to the managerial problem as a

choice of effort level rather than choice of investment level.

The manager chooses her optimal effort level e∗ in a project, where the project

value is defined by manager’s production function p(e, s). The production

function depends on effort level e and managerial skill level s, with the following

properties p(0, s) = 0, pe > 0, pee < 0, ps > 0, pes > 0, and lime→0 (pe(e, s)) =
+∞, which guarantee that a strictly positive effort level is always optimal for

any skill level s > 0.

As the manager does not know her ability s, her optimal choice is determined

by her beliefs about her personal skill. To model potential biases in a manager’s

beliefs, we assume that she perceives her skill level as s̃, where s̃ = s corre-

sponds to unbiased beliefs, s̃ > s corresponds to overconfidence and s̃ < s to

underconfidence.

For every effort level e, the manager bears effort cost c(e), and the cost function

c(.) has the following properties: c(0) = 0, ce > 0, and cee ≥ 0. For simplifica-

tion, we assume that the manager is risk neutral and receives the total project

value as her compensation.3 The manager’s problem is to maximize her utility

3If the manager is risk-averse, the model’s predictions do not change as the manager’s
problem does not involve any risky decisions. However, two extensions are possible. Output can
be a noisy function of manager’s effort or the manager can hold probabilistic beliefs about her
skill level. In both cases, a risk-averse manager exerts insufficiently low effort, and moderate
overconfidence brings her effort choice closer to the optimal level.
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function given her beliefs about her skill level s̃, and her utility equals the

difference between her compensation and her effort cost. Thus, the manager’s

problem can be written as follows:

max
e

p(e, s̃)− c(e), (4.1)

with the first order condition of

pe(e
∗, s̃) = ce(e

∗). (4.2)

Thus, belief s̃ determines a manager’s effort choice: a manager with a higher

belief s̃h chooses a higher effort level than her peer with a lower belief s̃l ,

irrespective of the actual skill levels of both managers.

Lemma 4.1

Consider two managers with the same productivity functions and the same effort

cost functions, but different beliefs about their skill levels s̃h and s̃l , where s̃h > s̃l .

Then, the manager with the higher belief s̃h chooses higher effort level, e∗h > e∗l .

Proof. Using e∗(s̃) as an implicit function, equation (4.2) can be rewritten as

follows: pe(e∗(s̃), s̃) = ce(e∗(s̃)). We differentiate the previous equation with

respect to s̃ to calculate whether e∗(s̃) increases or decreases in s̃:

pee(e∗(s̃), s̃) · e∗s̃ + pes̃(e∗(s̃), s̃) = cee(e∗(s̃)) · e∗s̃ .

Then e∗s̃ =
pes̃

cee−pee
> 0 as pes > 0, cee ≥ 0 and pee < 0. So the effort level chosen

by a manager increases in her belief s̃ about her skill level and a manager with

a higher belief s̃h about her skill level would choose a higher effort level e∗h > e∗l
than her peer with a lower skill estimation, s̃l .

Lemma 4.1 implies that if a manager’s belief does not accurately reflect her

actual skill level, s̃ 6= s, then her effort choice does not maximize her objec-

tive function. Overconfident managers s̃oc > s exert excess effort and bear

unnecessary costs that decrease their final compensation; whereas underconfi-

dent managers s̃uc < s choose effort levels lower than optimal and suffer from

underproduction. Figure 4.1 illustrates both situations.
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p(e,sh)

p(e,s)
c(e)

p(e,sl)

e*(sl) e* e*(sh) Effort, e

Figure 4.1: Production and Effort Cost Functions.

The figure depicts how effort cost and project value depend on managerial effort e.
A manager’s productivity is also positively related to her skill level s, sl < s < sh.
An overconfident manager s̃oc = sh chooses higher than optimal effort level,
e∗(sh)> e∗ and bears unnecessary costs that decrease her final utility; whereas an
underconfident manager s̃uc = sl chooses sub-optimally low effort level e∗(sl)< e∗

and suffers from underproduction.
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Our model predicts that the effort level increases in a manager’s confidence

about her skill and this effect is symmetric for both under- and overconfident

managers. Moreover, overconfident managers exercise higher effort and un-

derconfident managers exercise lower effort than would be optimal given their

actual skill level. In other words, our model yields the following predictions.

Prediction 1: A manager’s higher confidence in her ability leads to higher effort

irrespective of her actual skill level.

Prediction 2: The above effect holds for both under- and overconfidence,

i.e. underconfidence results in insufficient effort and overconfidence leads to

excessive effort.

In our model, an overconfident manager chooses a higher effort level because

she believes that a higher skill level makes her effort more productive than it

is in reality, and not because she believes that a higher skill level decreases

the effort cost.4 In the experiment, we impose that skill level only increases

productivity and does not affect effort costs.

4.3 Experimental Design

The participants act as managers who choose how much to invest in a project,

depending on their skill level and the project characteristics. Each experiment

consists of two parts. In Part 1, we assess the subjects’ skill and confidence

in the finance domain. In Part 2, subjects make incentivized effort provision

decisions for several projects, whereby we distinguish between the Investment

treatment (effort is exerted in terms of a monetary investment) and the Real-

effort treatment (subjects perform a real-effort task). Subjects are not told about

their performance in Part 1 so their decisions in Part 2 are based on their beliefs

about their skill level. We use their confidence in their financial knowledge in

Part 1 as a proxy for their beliefs about their skill level and compare it with the

actual or average skill level to obtain overestimation and better-than-average

4If skill simultaneously increases productivity and decreases marginal costs of effort, then
overconfident individuals should increase their effort even more compared to their unbiased
peers.
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measure. Finally, we relate these measures to effort and investment level choice

in Part 2. See Appendix 4.A for the instructions.

Measures of skill and confidence (Part 1) 4.3.1

The subjects answer 20 financial knowledge questions (see Appendix 5.A)

to measure their skill level, which corresponds to the level of their financial

knowledge.5 For each question, the subjects are asked to choose the correct

answer from two alternatives. After making their choice for each question,

they assign a probability that the choice is correct (between 50% and 100%).

A subject’s average probability that she has correctly answered the questions

corresponds to her subjective confidence in her financial knowledge. We expect

that subjects with higher confidence levels will choose higher effort/investment

levels in Part 2.

Table 4.1: Number of Correct Answers and Skill Level.

Number of correct answers 11 or less 12 or 13 14 or 15 16 or 17 18 or more

Skill level 1 2 3 4 5

Effort/Investment (Part 2) 4.3.2

At the beginning of Part 2, subjects decide on their personal skill level according

to Table 4.1.6 They are told that their skill level is constant during Part 2 and

is defined only by the number of correct answers given in Part 1. Subjects are

not told about their performance in Part 1, so they have to form an expectation

about the number of correct answers they gave and the resulting skill level.

After subjects form an expectation about their skill level, they are randomly

assigned to either the Investment or the Real-effort treatment. We employ a

5Among others, our questions include those proposed by Van Rooij, Lusardi, and Alessie
(2011). We also include three questions from the cognitive reflection task by Frederick (2005).

6The number of correct answers required for a certain skill level was defined in a pre-
experimental pilot study and in such a way that the proportion of subjects in each skill group is
approximately the same. None of the subjects from the pilot study participated in the subsequent
main experiment.
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between-subject experimental design such that each subject participates only in

one treatment. In the Investment treatment, subjects decide on an investment

level, whereas in the Real-effort treatment they decide how much effort to

apply by choosing a difficulty level of the specific task. In both treatments, the

resulting performance depends on subject’s effort (investment) level and her

actual skill, not on her beliefs about her skill level.

4.3.3 Investment treatment

To insure that all subjects face an identical cost function, we proxy effort costs

by monetary expenditures, which is in line with a long-standing experimental

tradition. In our experimental task, subjects choose an investment level to

maximize their earnings in different projects (see below). In each project,

subjects’ earnings are equal to the realized revenues plus an initial endowment

of 500 cent7 minus the cost of investment. The cost of investment depends only

on the chosen investment level and grows from 60 cent for investment level

1 up to 500 cent for investment level 5 (see the last column of Table 4.2, all

Panels).

Basic Project

In the Basic Project,8 the cost function and the revenue function for each skill

level are discrete approximations of the cost and production functions discussed

in the model Section 4.2. For each skill level, the revenue function is concave

and the cost function is convex in investment level (see Table 4.2, Panel A).

Without loss of generality and to guarantee a unique optimal investment level

for each skill level, the revenue function is constructed in a way that earnings

(revenues plus endowment minus cost of investment) are the highest only when

the chosen investment level equals a subject’s actual skill level. Both under-

and overestimation of skill lead to suboptimal investment choices. So, in order

71 Euro was about $1.32 at the time of the experiment.
8In the experiment, projects are referred to using ordinal numbers to avoid any framing

effects.
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Table 4.2: Projects within the Investment Treatment.

The table presents the revenues and investment cost (both in cents) depending
on a subject’s actual skill level and chosen investment level by project in the
Investment treatment. The realized revenues are determined by the subject’s
choice of investment level and her actual skill level. The investment cost (last
column) depends only on the chosen investment level and does not depend on
the subject’s skill level. In each project, the subject’s final earnings are equal to
revenues plus an endowment (of 500 cent) minus the investment cost.

Investment level Skill 1 Skill 2 Skill 3 Skill 4 Skill 5 Cost of investment

Panel A: Basic Project

1 400 490 530 550 565 60
2 440 600 690 750 765 130
3 475 650 850 950 980 220
4 505 700 900 1150 1220 340
5 530 750 950 1230 1500 500

Panel B: Strong Incentives Project

1 400 0 0 0 0 60
2 0 600 0 0 0 130
3 0 0 850 0 0 220
4 0 0 0 1150 0 340
5 0 0 0 0 1500 500

Panel C: Loss Aversion Control Project

1 850 0 0 0 0 220
2 0 850 0 0 0 220
3 0 0 850 0 0 220
4 0 0 0 850 0 220
5 0 0 0 0 850 220

Panel D: Risky Project

1 350-450 440-540 480-580 500-600 515-615 60
2 390-490 550-650 640-740 700-800 715-815 130
3 425-525 600-700 800-900 900-1000 930-1130 220
4 455-555 650-750 850-950 1100-1220 1170-1270 340
5 480-580 700-800 900-1000 1180-1280 1450-1550 500
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to maximize their earnings, subjects with skill level 1 should choose investment

level 1, subjects with skill level 2 should choose investment level 2, etc.

Strong Incentives Project

Whereas the Basic Project has realistic productivity and cost functions, it may

fail to provide subjects with sufficiently strong incentives to form unbiased

beliefs about their personal skill level. Consider a subject with skill level

3. If she estimates her skill level correctly, she chooses investment level 3

and receives 1130 cent.9 If she believes that her skill level is 4 and wrongly

chooses investment level 4, she receives 1060 cent in earnings. Thus, by being

overconfident and by choosing excessively high investment level, the subject

loses only 70 cent. If, in addition, she extracts some positive utility from thinking

that her ability (in this case, financial knowledge) is higher than it is in reality,

then it is conceivable that the incentives in the Basic Project are not strong

enough to ensure unbiased skill assessment.

To provide subjects with stronger incentives, we introduce another project,

which is called the Strong Incentives Project (see Table 4.2, Panel B). In this

project, subjects’ revenues are positive only when they correctly choose an

investment level equal to their actual skill level, and zero otherwise. In other

words, it is not possible to achieve higher revenues by choosing a higher invest-

ment level as it was in the Basic Project. So in the Strong Incentives Project,

it is not possible to substitute skill with investment/effort. The subjects still

bear the costs of the chosen investment, which are independent of the realized

revenues and are the same as in the Basic Project.

Loss Aversion Control Project

If subjects are loss averse and set a reference point at their initial endowment

of 500 cent then, while making their investment choice in the Strong Incentives

9Earnings equal revenues plus endowment minus cost of investment. When skill level is 3
and chosen investment level is 3, earnings are 850+ 500− 220= 1130 cent.
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Project, they may become more conservative in their skill level estimation

and may even become underconfident. Consider the following example. A

subject believes that her skill level equals 4 with probability p > 0.5 and 3 with

probability 1− p. If she chooses investment level 4, then with probability 1− p

she incurs a loss of 340 cent and if she chooses investment level 3, then with

probability p she loses only 220 cent. If the subject is loss averse, then she may

choose investment level 3 even if she assigns a higher probability to skill level

4. To insure that subjects’ choices are not affected by their loss aversion, we

introduce the Loss Aversion Control Project (see Table 4.2, Panel C).

The Loss Aversion Control Project provides subjects with identical incentives to

estimate their skill level correctly irrespective of their actual or believed skill

level and of their loss aversion. In this project, the costs of every investment

level are the same and equal 220 cent. Thus, if a subject chooses the investment

level corresponding to her actual skill level, then she receives 1130 cent in

earnings; otherwise she receives zero.

Risky Project

In reality, the investment output is often affected by random shocks that do

not depend on a manager’s skill or investment and cannot be predicted. To

explore whether risk changes subjects’ choice of investment level, we set up

the Risky Project, in which revenues are subject to random shocks (see Table

4.2, Panel D). The shock takes values of -50, -40, -30, -20, -10, 0, 10, 20, 30,

40, or 50 cents with equal probability. The expected revenues value for every

investment-skill combination in the Risky Project is equal to the revenues value

for the corresponding investment-skill combination in the Basic Project (Table

4.2, Panel A).

Real-effort treatment 4.3.4

In the Real-effort treatment, subjects exert real mental effort in the Strong

Incentives and Loss Aversion Control Projects (Table 4.3 Panels A-B). We ex-
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Table 4.3: Projects within the Real-Effort Treatment.

The table presents the rewards (in cents) which depend on the subjectâĂŹs actual
skill level and the chosen effort level by project within the Real-effort treatment.
The realized revenues are determined by the subjectâĂŹs choice of effort level
and her actual skill level.

Effort level Skill 1 Skill 2 Skill 3 Skill 4 Skill 5

Panel A: Strong Incentives Project

20% 900 0 0 0 0
40% 0 1100 0 0 0
60% 0 0 1350 0 0
80% 0 0 0 1650 0
100% 0 0 0 0 2000

Panel B: Loss Aversion Control Project

20% 1350 0 0 0 0
40% 0 1350 0 0 0
60% 0 0 1350 0 0
80% 0 0 0 1350 0
100% 0 0 0 0 1350

clude the Basic project from the analysis because we can no longer control for

subjective effort cost as we do in the Investment treatment via the monetary

cost of investment. Different subjects are likely to derive different disutility

from the same real-effort levels and subjects with lower disutility are likely to

choose higher effort levels. In other words, we would not be able to distinguish

subjects with low real-effort disutility from those who overestimate their skill

level since intrinsic subjective real-effort disutility levels are unobservable.

In the Real-effort treatment, subjects choose how much effort they want to exert

by selecting a difficulty level of a decoding task, see Appendix 4.C. Subjects

need to decode a list of 30 long numbers and partition them into 10 different

groups. Subjects choose difficulty levels corresponding to the number of groups

from which to decode, while the length of the list stays the same. The easiest

effort level of 20% corresponds to a list of 30 long codes from 2 groups; whereas

in the effort level of 100% subjects need to decode a list of 30 long codes from

10 groups. Irrespective of difficulty level, all subjects have the same amount of

time (150 s).10

10The time constraint is rigid in the sense that subjects cannot gain more time by performing
the task faster and they are penalized for exceeding the time limit. To insure deliberate choices,
subjects are familiarized with different difficulty levels before making their choices. Moreover,
subjects cannot proceed until they perform the task 100% correctly.
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The decoding task is boring, demands concentration, and does not require any

specific prior knowledge or skill. This task nature guarantees that subjects do

not choose higher effort levels because they enjoy doing the task or because

they assign any intrinsic value to the accomplished work. Finally, the task does

not require any specific skill, insuring that subjects have equal capabilities to

complete it and that the choice of effort level is not driven by their talent or

ability.

Final payment 4.3.5

The payment procedure is the same in both the Investment and Real-effort

treatments. Before subjects receive any feedback about their performance,

we collect their risk-preferences, social characteristics, as well as their beliefs

about their own skill level and those of their peers. Then, subjects can see

their realized earnings in each project and one project is randomly drawn to

determine their final earnings. Finally, subjects write down their final earnings

and their bank account number on a receipt, privately hand in their receipts to

an experimenter, and leave the lab.

Results 4.4

To assess the generalizability of the effects of overconfidence on effort provision,

the experiment was conducted with three different media and repeated with two

different subject samples. The first subject sample consisted of 201 graduate

and undergraduate students (111 in the Investment and 90 in the Real-effort

treatment) with majors predominantly in Business or Economics. They took

part in a Z-tree-based experiment (Fischbacher (2007)) at the CentERLab of

Tilburg University, the Netherlands. The second subject sample consisted of 147

financial professionals (only the Investment treatment). Of these, 33 financial

professionals participated in a paper version of the experiment at the Tias School

for Business and Society, Tilburg University; and 114 financial professionals

performed an on-line Qualtrics version (Qualtrics Labs Inc., Provo, UT) of the
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experiment.1112 Whereas students were provided with real monetary incentives

(average final earnings were 12.84 Euro), the professionals in both cases made

hypothetical choices. Henceforth, we label BSc/MSc students and financial

professionals as ‘students’ and ‘professionals’, respectively. Depending on the

treatment and medium, we also refer to Investment treatment student sample,

Real-effort treatment student sample, paper-based professional sample, and

web-based professional sample.

4.4.1 Subject characteristics

Our subject samples are characterized by the following features (see Table

4.4). First, the student sample is more heterogeneous in terms of gender

and nationality than the professional sample. While there are 43.3% women

among the students, there are only 11.6% women in the professional sample.

There is also more variation in the nationalities among students (European and

Asian subjects),13 whereas the professional pool is dominated by Europeans,

mostly Dutch. Then, our samples are relatively homogeneous in terms of

major as both students (with current degrees in Economics and Business)

and professionals have (had) financial economics in their university training.

Moreover, a finance affinity is present in virtually all professionals’ CVs: banking,

financial consulting, and financial management are their occupations in almost

equal parts. Finally, as would be expected, work experience varies across the

subject samples. The students have little or no experience in the financial

industry,14 whereas the professionals report extensive working experience: 104

out of 147 professionals (71%) have gained work experience of 12 years or

11Financial professionals in our sample are financial managers, bankers, financial consultants,
etc., who followed an executive education at Tias School of Business and Society (and are
alumni of the Executive Master in Finance or Executive Master in Business Valuation). For
the on-line version, we invited Tias alumni via private phone calls (and email). To insure
single-time individual participation, they received a personal link to login into the Qualtrics
software, valid for 6 weeks.

12We personally contacted (via a phone call or an e-mail) 214 professionals; from those,
156 started the survey and 114 finished it.

13All the experiments were conducted in English and all participants had had finance courses
in English at university level.

14Though our final questionnaire did not have a direct question about students’ working
experience, we believe that this assumption is plausible as 90% of the students in our sample
are 25 years old or younger.
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more. Thus, our combined subject sample comprises participants with different

personal characteristics and professional experience, who have a strong affinity

to finance and economics through education and/or their professional activities.

Financial knowledge and (over)confidence 4.4.2

To quantify actual skill, we use performance in the financial knowledge ques-

tionnaire (Table 4.5). On average, students give 13.75 correct answers, which

is 1.73 and 3.36 fewer correct answers than professionals give in the paper-

and web-based samples respectively (see column 1). Higher professionals’

performance reasonably results in higher average confidence in their financial

knowledge (see column 2). In the web-based professional sample, the sub-

jects believe that on average 89.03% of their answers are correct, whereas the

students estimate that only 85.37% of their answers are correct. In spite of a

significant difference in the number of correct answers, the professionals in the

paper- and web-based sample display similar levels of confidence.

The difference in performance between the student and professional samples is

likely due to the professionals’ superior knowledge and practical experience in

finance. Although they have little bearing on the primary focus of the paper

(relation between confidence and effort choice), other points that may be

worthy of brief consideration are the following. The difference between the

paper- and web-based professional samples could result from relaxed time

constraints and from a difference in education (as the latter had completed

the executive finance programs whereas the former were only half-way). The

subjects participating in the lab and paper-based experiments were given only

a limited amount of time to answer 20 financial knowledge questions and to

indicate their confidence levels. On the contrary, the subjects of the web-based

version could spend as much time as they wanted.15 The professionals took

longer to fill in the questionnaire than the students in the lab experiment (see

column 3). However, the time spent to fill in the questionnaire did not increase

15For the computerized (lab- and web-based) versions, individual response time is recorded.
In the paper-based version, time was constant across subjects as they all received and handed
in their questionnaires simultaneously, which obviously does not exclude some unobservable
variation in response time.
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Table 4.4: Subjects’ Characteristics.

We collect the following information about the subjects during the final ques-
tionnaire: Age, gender (Female equals 1 for female subjects and 0 otherwise),
Nationality, education (Graduate equals to 1 for students studying for a Master
degree and 0 otherwise; University degree equals to 1 for professionals who
have received a university degree (prior to their executive degree – at univer-
sity) and 0 otherwise (a vocational degree); current Degree for students, where
Finance, Econometrics/Operations Research, Accounting, Marketing, and Orga-
nization and Strategy majors are classified as ‘Business’, and Occupation and
Working Experience for professionals.

Panel A: Students
Investment treatment Real-Effort Treatment
Value as % Value as %

Number of subjects 111 100 90 100
Average age (years) 22 22
Female 45 40.5 42 46.7
Graduate 55 49.6 43 47.9
Nationality

European / Dutch 60 / 47 54.1 / 42.3 62 / 46 68.9 / 51.1
Asian / Chinese 46 / 44 41.4 / 39.6 26 / 23 28.9 / 25.6
Other 5 4.5 2 2.2

Degree
Business 34 30.6 36 40.0
Economics 51 46.0 35 38.9
Other 26 23.4 19 21.1

Panel B: Professional
Paper-based Web-based

Value as % Value as %

Number of subjects 33 100 114 100
Female 7 21.2 10 8.8
Age

Below 35 years old 10 30.3 23 20.2
Between 35 and 45 years old 12 36.4 58 50.9
Above 45 year old 11 33.3 33 28.9

Nationality
European / Dutch 32 / 30 97.0/90.9 113 / 101 99.1 / 88.6
Asian 1 3 0 0
Other 0 0 1 0.9

University degree 26 78.8 110 96.4
Working experience

Less than 8 years 6 18.2 15 13.2
8-11 years 7 21.2 15 13.2

12-16 years 7 21.2 41 36.0
More than 16 years 13 39.4 43 37.6

Occupation
Banking 9 27.3 24 11.1
Consulting 6 18.2 30 26.3
Finance 6 18.2 35 30.7
Management 4 12.1 14 12.3
Self-Employed 6 18.2 7 6.1
Other 2 6.1 4 3.5
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subjects’ performance. The correlation between response time and number of

correct answers is not different from zero in both samples: for the students the

correlation coefficient is 0.04 (p = 0.63) and for the professionals (web-based)

it is -0.04 (p = 0.67).

To investigate whether subjective confidence levels accurately reflect their per-

formance, we follow the psychology literature and calculate a calibration-based

overconfidence measure, CBO. CBO is the difference between a subject’s aver-

age confidence in her answers (Confidence) and the actual number of correct

answers she gave, divided by 20 (the total number of questions). Positive values

of CBO indicate that the subjects’ confidence in their financial knowledge is

higher than their actual performance and that they believed that they gave more

correct answers than they actually did, i.e. they are overconfident. Negative

CBO values imply that the subjects underestimate their financial knowledge.16

As expected, on average subjects are significantly overconfident, see column 4 of

Table 4.5. The students overestimate their financial knowledge by 16.64%, the

professionals by 13.67% and by 3.46% in the paper- and web-based experiment

versions, respectively. In the lab environment (computerized or paper-based),

both the students and professionals demonstrate similarly high levels of over-

confidence (the diff. = 2.97, t = 1.15, p > 0.10). Although in the web-based

version professionals appear to be better calibrated due to better performance,

their average CBO of 3.46% is still significantly above zero (t = 3.91, p <
0.001). Here again, the time spent to answer the questions is not significantly

correlated with CBO.

We also analyze whether subjects consider their financial knowledge to be

above the average financial knowledge. In the final questionnaire, subjects

report their beliefs about the number of correct answers they and their peers

gave in the financial knowledge questionnaire. We set a dummy variable BtA

(better-than-average) equal 1 for those subjects who believe to give more correct

answers than their peers, and 0 otherwise; see Table 4.5, column 5. Despite

the fact that on average subjects are well calibrated (half of them believe

16We also repeat all our analysis using an alternative measure of overconfidence, which
is the difference between the number of correct answers the subject believes to give and the
actual number of correct answers she gave. The results essentially are the same. We use CBO
in the paper because it is the measure most-often used in the literature.
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to have above-average financial knowledge), only 63 percent estimate their

performance correctly relative to the others.

Panel C of Table 4.5 explores the effect of subject characteristics on their per-

formance in the financial knowledge questionnaire, their confidence in their

financial knowledge, the amount of time they spent to answer the questions, as

well as on their overconfidence, both in terms of CBO and BtA measures. We

perform this comparison for the student sample only, as we do not find enough

variation in gender, cultural and educational background among professionals

(see Table 4.4).

In line with the previous literature (Van Rooij, Lusardi, and Alessie (2011)), we

find that in our experiment men perform significantly better and also express

high confidence in their performance than women do. In this case, male and

female students demonstrate similar levels of overconfidence as measured by

the CBO measure: though the difference in CBO between two groups equals

3.24, it is not significant (t-statistic = 1.61, p=0.11). Nevertheless, men are

also more likely to perceive their performance to be above average, whereas

women tend to underestimate their financial knowledge when compared to

others.

In our experiment, the Dutch subjects tend to be slightly less confident in their

financial knowledge when compared to the Chinese and other subjects. The

difference in average confidence levels between the Dutch and Chinese is 3.23

and between the Dutch and other subjects is 3.63; both are significant at 5%

significance level. We also document that Dutch subjects spend significantly less

time to answer the financial knowledge questions, which probably reflects their

superior knowledge of English. Nevertheless, the differences in the amount of

time spent to answer the questions do not result in differences in performance

as reflected in almost identical performance levels across the three groups

(see number of correct answers in column (1)). Finally, we find that students

with majors in Business perform significantly better than those with majors in

Economics (the diff. = 1.27, t-statistic = 2.82, p < 0.01) and those with other

majors (the diff. 2.09, t-statistic = 3.87, p < 0.001).
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Table 4.5: Number of Correct Answers, Confidence, and Overconfi-
dence.

Panel A presents the summary statistics of the number of correct answers given by
the subjects, their time spent answering the financial knowledge questions, the
calibration-based (CBO), and better-than-average (BtA) overconfidence measures.
Panel B presents the results of a t-test, non-parametric median test, and non-
parametric Mann-Whitney test (H0: distributions are equal). Panel C reports
subjects performance and (over)confindence across different groups, for the
student sample only. We use standard t-tests to compare men and women, Dutch
and Chinese subjects as well as those with majors in Business and Economics.
Confidence is the average subject’s confidence in her answers across 20 financial
knowledge questions. Time spent is the number of seconds spent by subjects to
answer 20 financial knowledge questions in the lab or web-based versions of the
experiment. CBO is the difference between the average subject’s confidence in
her answers (Confidence) and the actual number of correct answers she gave
divided by 20 (the total number of questions). BtA equals 1 for those subjects who
believe that they gave more correct answers than their peers, and 0 otherwise. *
stands for p<0.10, ** for p<0.05, and *** for p<0.01.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

# of Cor. Answers Confidence, % Time Spent, sec. CBO, % BtA

Panel A: Summary statistics

All subjects, 348 observations

Mean 15.01 87.07 937.5 12.04 0.50

Median 15.00 88.25 781.0 9.40 0.00

Students, 201 obs.

Mean 13.75 85.37 743.5 16.64 0.52

Median 14.00 86.25 738.0 14.00 1.00

Professionals, paper-based, 33 obs.

Mean 15.48 91.09 - 13.67 0.27

Median 16.00 92.50 - 12.50 0.00

Professionals, web-based, 114 obs.

Mean 17.11 89.03 1279.5 3.46 0.52

Median 17.00 90.25 1133.6 2.50 1.00

Panel B: Tests

Students vs. Professionals, web-based

Difference in means 3.36 3.66 536 -13.18 0.00

t-statistic 11.06*** 3.83*** 7.61*** 8.86*** 0.08

Difference in medians 2.00 4.00 395.6 -11.50 0.00

Chi2-statistic 65.00*** 12.22*** 19.19*** 46.56*** -

z-score Mann-Whitney test 9.68*** 4.05*** 5.96*** 8.14*** -

Professionals, paper-based vs. Professionals, web-based

Difference in means 1.63 -2.06 - -10.20 0.25

t-statistic 4.00*** 1.39 5.29*** 2.52**

Difference in medians 1.00 -2.25 - -10.00 1.00

Chi2-statistic 10.04*** 0.66 17.33*** 6.17**

z-score Mann-Whitney test 3.45*** 1.67 - 4.63*** 2.48**
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Table 4.5 continues

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

# of Cor. Answers Confidence, % Time Spent, sec. CBO, % BtA

Panel C: Effect of Students’ Characteristics, 201 obs.

Male 14.32** 86.86*** 732.2 15.23 0.61**

Female 12.99 83.42 758.4 18.47 0.40

Dutch 13.74 83.55** 696.9*** 14.84 0.46

Chinese 13.75 86.78 815.1 18.05 0.58

Other 13.76 87.18 732.1 18.40 0.56

Business 14.76*** 87.74*** 752.0 13.96 0.61

Economics 13.49 84.22 744.6 16.78 0.51

Other 12.67 83.87 728.2 20.54 0.40

4.4.3 Skill and effort/investment choice

Before analyzing the the relationship between confidence and effort/investment

choice, we compare subjective investment and effort choice across different

projects (see Table 4.6, Panel A). In the experimental design section 4.3.2, we

indicate that in the presence of overconfident subjects, the incentives in the

Basic Project may be not strong enough to ensure unbiased skill assessment.

To account for this potential issue, we introduce the Strong Incentives Project.

In the Investment treatment the subjects on average choose higher investment

levels in the Basic Project than in the Strong Incentives Project (the diff. =
0.15, t = 2.02, p < 0.05), which is in accordance with our conjecture. We

also hypothesize that in the Strong Incentives Project subjects may become

relatively conservative in their skill estimation due to their loss aversion (see

section 4.3.2). While in the Investment treatment, the subjects choose lower

investment levels in the Strong Incentives Project than in the Loss Aversion

Control Project (the diff. = -0.14, t = 1.85, p < 0.10), we cannot confirm the

same pattern for the rest of our samples. In the Real-Effort treatment and in

the paper-based professional sample,17 the difference between the subjects’

effort/investment choice in the Strong Incentives and in the Loss Aversion

Control Project is not significantly different from zero, while in the web-based

17Note that in the paper-based professional sample, all 33 subjects chose exactly same
investment levels in the Strong Incentives Project and in the Loss Aversion Control Project.
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professional sample it has a positive sign (the diff. = 0.44, t = 3.19, p < 0.001).

Finally, in the Investment treatment we find no significant difference in the

subjective investment level choice between the Basic and Risky Projects (the

diff. = -0.05, t = 0.65, p > 0.10). Taken together, our results suggest that the

differences in subjective effort and investment choices across different projects

are moderate and we can consider the subjects’ average effort/investment

choice across all projects as our main variable of interest.

We also compare subjective average effort/investment level choice with the

subjects’ actual skill level (see Table 4.6, Panel B). As expected, the professionals

have significantly higher skill level than the students do. For example, the

students in the Investment treatment on average achieve skill level of 2.88,

whereas the professionals in the web-based experiment version attain skill level

of 3.82 (the diff. = -0.94, t = 5.85, p < 0.001). In the previous section, we

found that while all subjects overestimate their financial knowledge according to

our CBO measure, the students do so to a greater extent than the professionals

do. On average this results in excessive effort/investment levels for the students

samples and accurate investment choice for the professionals samples. In the

Investment and Real-Effort student samples, the subjects choose effort and

investment levels, which are 0.56 higher than the subjects’ actual skill levels (t

= 4.27; t = 4.08, both ps are less than 0.001). On the contrary, in the paper-

and web-based professional samples, the subjects on average choose investment

levels corresponding to their actual skill levels. Note, that an adequate average

effort/investment choice exhibited by the subjects in the professional sample

does not exclude a situation where overconfidence subjects exert excessive

effort and provide redundant investment and underconfident subjects choose

insufficient effort and investment levels. In the next section, we directly test

the relationship between confidence and effort/investment choice.
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Table 4.6: Skill Level and Subjective Investment and Effort Choice.

The table reports subjects’ average choices of effort/investment in different
Projects (Panel A) and compares those choices with subjects’ actual skill level
(Panel B). Actual Skill is defined in accordance with Table 4.1 and equals 1 if a
subject gives 11 or less correct answers in the financial knowledge questionnaire,
2 if she gives 12 or 13 correct answers, 3 if 14 or 15, 4 if 16 or 17, and 5 if
the subject answers 18, 19, or 20 questions correctly. Average Choice (average
investment/effort level choice across all available projects) and investment/effort
levels in each individual project.* stands for p<0.10, ** for p<0.05, and *** for
p<0.01.

Variable Students Sample Professionals Sample
Investment Real-Effort Paper-based Web-based

Panel A: Separate Projects
Basic Project 3.45
Strong Incentives Project 3.30 3.13 3.00 3.99
Loss Aversion Control Project 3.43 3.01 3.00 3.55
Risky Project 3.50

Panel B: Average Choice
Actual Skill 2.88 2.51 3.03 3.82
Average Choice, all Projects 3.42 3.07 3.00 3.77
Difference -0.56*** -0.56*** 0.03 0.05
t-statistic 4.27 4.08 0.14 0.42

4.4.4 (Over)confidence, investment, and effort

Confidence and effort/investment choice

To test prediction 1, we partitioned the subjects of each sample into four

confidence-based quartiles with subjective confidence increasing by quartile.

As the subjects’ effort/investment choices do not significantly vary from one

project to another, we calculate for every subject the Average Choice variable as

his/her average effort/investment choice across the projects. For the Investment

treatment student sample, we take the average investment level chosen by the

subjects in the four projects (Basic, Strong Incentives, Loss Aversion Control,

and Risky); for the Real-effort treatment student sample and both professional

samples we use the average effort/investment level choice in the two projects

(Strong Incentives and Loss Aversion Control). We compare the difference in

the subjects’ Average Choice across four Confidence-quartiles (see Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2 provides strong support for prediction 1 and shows that in all samples,

the chosen effort/investment level increases with Confidence. For instance,
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Figure 4.2: Investment and Effort Choices across Confidence Quar-
tiles.

This figure presents the subjects’ average investment and effort choice across
Confidence quartiles, whereby the top quartile consists of the subjects with
the highest level of confidence. Confidence is the subject’s average confidence
in her answers across 20 financial questions. Average Choice is the average
investment/effort level choice across all available projects.
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in the Investment treatment student sample (Figure 4.2a), the subjects in the

bottom quartile have the lowest Confidence and choose the lowest investment

level of 2.68, whereas in the 2nd quartile, they choose an investment level of

3.20 (the diff. = 0.52, t = 2.11, p < 0.05). In the 3rd and top quartiles, the

students choose investment levels of 3.63 and 4.11 (the diff. = 0.48, t = 2.00, p

= 0.05). According to Figures 4.2b, 4.2c, and 4.2d, the same pattern holds for

the Real-effort student and both professional samples: chosen effort/investment

grows with Confidence.18

Overconfidence and effort/investment choice

To test prediction 2, we divide the subjects in each sample into four CBO-

based quartiles with subjective overconfidence increasing by quartile. We

refer to the difference between Average Choice and Actual Skill19 as Excess

Effort/Investment and compare it across the four CBO-quartiles for the student

and professional samples (see Figure 4.3).

In the Investment treatment, the students’ excess investment significantly varies

across CBO quartiles (see Figure 4.3a). Despite the fact that the students in the

bottom CBO quartile appear to be unbiased (CBO equals to -0.15%, t = 0.17,

p > 0.10), they systematically underinvest: Excess Investment is significantly

negative (t = 3.60, p < 0.001). The subjects in the 2nd CBO quartile, with a

moderately positive but significant CBO of 9.56% (t = 17.80, p < 0.001), select

accurate investment levels: Excess Investment is zero. The highly overconfident

subjects in the 3rd and top CBO quartiles choose excessively high investment

levels: Excess Investment equals 1.00 and 1.78 respectively (t = 4.20 and

t = 9.12 respectively, both ps are less than 0.001). Thus, subjective under-

and overconfidence result in under- and overinvestment, whereas moderate

overconfidence leads to accurate decisions.

18In the paper-based professional sample, the relationship is non-monotonic, most likely
due to a small number of observations.

19Actual Skill is defined in accordance with Table 4.1 and equals 1 if a subject gives 11 or
less correct answers in the financial knowledge questionnaire, 2 if she gives 12 or 13 correct
answers, 3 if 14 or 15, 4 if 16 or 17, and 5 if the subject answers 18, 19, or 20 questions
correctly.
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Figure 4.3: Excess Investment and Effort across CBO Quartiles.

This figure shows subjects’ average Excess Investment and Excess Effort across
CBO quartiles, whereby the top quartile consists of the subjects with the highest
level of overconfidence. Excess Investment/Effort is defined as the difference
between Average Choice and Actual Skill. Average Choice is the average invest-
ment/effort level choice across all available projects. Actual Skill level equals 1
if a subject gives 11 or less correct answers in the financial knowledge question-
naire, 2 if she gives 12 or 13 correct answers, 3 if 14 or 15, 4 if 16 or 17, and 5 if
the subject answers 18, 19, or 20 questions correctly. CBO (Calibration-based
overconfidence) is the difference between the average subject’s confidence in
her answers and the actual number of correct answers she gave, divided by 20
(the total number of questions). * stands for p<0.10, ** for p<0.05, and *** for
p<0.01 of two-tailed t-test.
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In the Real-effort treatment, we find the same pattern as in the Investment

treatment (see Figure 4.3b). In real life, the positive effect of overconfidence

on effort is likely to be stronger for actually exerted effort than for monetary

investments because individuals are likely to derive a certain utility from per-

forming a task (see Brüggen and Strobel (2007)). For example, people dedicate

time and real effort to voluntary work, but at the same time may be reluctant

to provide an equivalent amount of money for the same purposes (Van Dijk

et al. (2001)). Moreover, unlike in our design, in the real world skill generally

can be substituted with effort at least to some extent and real job assignments

tend to be more fun than our artificial task.20

Figures 4.3c and 4.3d present Excess Investment across CBO quartiles for the

paper- and web-based professional samples. In line with our previous findings,

the subjects in the bottom CBO quartile substantially underinvest: Excess

Investment is -0.89 and -0.81 respectively (t = 2.29; t = 4.61, both ps are less

than 0.10). In the 2nd and 3rd CBO quartiles, the subjects are on average slightly

overconfident and are well calibrated in their choice of investment levels: the

Excess Investment is not statistically different from zero. In the top CBO quartile,

professionals are significantly overconfident and choose inappropriately high

investment levels in both paper- and web-based samples.

Thus, our results demonstrate that subjective confidence leads to higher ef-

fort/investment levels in both the incentivized investment and real-effort do-

mains (prediction 1). Moreover, despite the fact that real monetary rewards are

at stake, both underconfidence and extreme overconfidence lead to suboptimal

effort/investment choices and substantial losses (prediction 2). Taken together,

moderately overconfident subjects (with a CBO of about 5-15% for the student

sample and about 3-10% for the professional sample) tend to choose accurate

investment levels, whereas those with higher/lower overconfidence choose

inappropriately high/low investment levels. Out data suggest that professional

experience and better financial knowledge does not affect the positive relation

between confidence and chosen investment level.

One may argue that the above positive relation between confidence and chosen

investment is mechanical and mostly driven by subjects’ skill. For example,

20Although we did not directly ask the subjects about their perception of the task, several of
them said after the experiment that the task was boring and a “complete waste of time.”
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more skilled subjects can be rightfully more confident and therefore choose

higher effort/investment levels. Moreover, according to our CBO measure, high-

skilled subjects have less scope to be overconfident: given a fixed confidence

level, a subject’s CBO decreases with the number of correct answers given by

the subject. To address this issue, we conduct a multivariate analysis, where

we control for the subjects’ actual skill and personal characteristics.

Regression analysis 4.4.5

Our main dependent variable is Average Choice; but we also repeat the anal-

ysis using subjects’ effort/investment choice in each individual project. Our

explanatory variables include Confidence, Actual Skill, and subjects’ personal

characteristics: gender, age, education, nationality, work experience, and occu-

pation (the last two only apply to the professionals).21 The results are reported

in Table 4.7.

We find that the coefficient of Confidence is positive and significant in all subject

samples and in all specifications, including those for individual projects. Thus,

we confirm the results found in the previous section: the higher the subjects’

confidence in their financial knowledge, the higher their chosen investment lev-

els. In particular, Confidence has a positive effect on subjects’ effort/investment

choice in both the Investment and Real-effort treatments for the student sample

(Table 4.7, Panels A and B). This finding corroborates that effort type (mone-

tary investment vs. real effort) does not affect the positive relation between

confidence and exerted effort/investment. Moreover, we observe no significant

difference in the above relation for the paper-based and web-based profes-

sional samples (Table 4.7, Panels C22 and D). In other words, it does not matter

whether the professionals performed the task in class with paper and pencil or

at home in front of their computers.

21We also measure subjects’ risk aversion via the Holt and Laury (2002) task and cognitive
reflection score (CRS) via questions by Frederick (2005). Both risk aversion and CRS are
insignificant in all regressions, including those run separately for every project and every
sample. Our main results do not change, when we restrict the sample to high-CRS subjects
only.

22In this panel, all three columns report the same numbers as all 33 subjects gave exactly
the same answers.
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Table 4.7: Impact of Confidence on Subjective Investment and Ef-
fort Choice.

The dependent variables are Average Choice (average investment/effort level
choice across all available projects) and investment/effort levels in each indi-
vidual project. The main explanatory variables are Confidence and Actual Skill.
Confidence is the subject’s average confidence in her answers in the financial
knowledge questionnaire. Actual Skill level equals 1 if a subject gives 11 or less
correct answers in the financial knowledge questionnaire, 2 if she gives 12 or 13
correct answers, 3 if 14 or 15, 4 if 16 or 17, and 5 if the subject answers 18, 19,
or 20 questions correctly. Each regression includes controls for subjects’ gender,
age, degree, nationality, and work experience and occupation (the latter two
variables are for professionals only). * stands for p<0.10, ** for p<0.05, and ***
for p<0.01. Robust standard errors are in parentheses.

Dependent variable

Investment/Effort level choice

Average Choice,
all Projects

Strong Incentives
Project

Loss Aversion
Control Project

Basic Project Risky Project

Panel A: Students, Investment Treatment, 111 obs.
Confidence 0.048*** 0.066*** 0.041*** 0.043*** 0.039***

(0.011) (0.010) (0.015) (0.014) (0.014)
Actual Skill 0.164** 0.145* 0.169** 0.158* 0.184**

(0.073) (0.077) (0.085) (0.081) (0.084)
Subjects’ traits Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Adj R2 0.319 0.396 0.228 0.216 0.223

Panel B: Students, Real-effort Treatment, 90 obs.
Confidence 0.063*** 0.068*** 0.059***

(0.013) (0.016) (0.013)
Actual Skill 0.195** 0.148 0.242**

(0.087) (0.095) (0.093)
Subjects’ traits Yes Yes Yes
Adj R2 0.312 0.281 0.242

Panel C: Professionals, paper-based investment treatment, 33 obs.
Confidence 0.099*** 0.099*** 0.099***

(0.020) (0.020) (0.020)
Actual Skill 0.144 0.144 0.144

(0.142) (0.142) (0.142)
Subjects’ traits Yes Yes Yes
Adj R2 0.363 0.363 0.363

Panel D: Professionals, web-based investment treatment, 114 obs.
Confidence 0.059*** 0.031* 0.086***

(0.012) (0.016) (0.017)
Actual Skill 0.118 -0.021 0.257**

(0.078) (0.123) (0.104)
Subjects’ traits Yes Yes Yes
Adj R2 0.270 0.114 0.270
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Note that the coefficient of Actual Skill is consistently positive and significant

only for the student samples (Table 4.7, Panels A and B) and is significantly

smaller than 1. If subjects were able to predict their performance in the financial

knowledge questionnaire perfectly, then a value of 1 would be expected for the

Actual Skill variable and a value of 0 for the Confidence variable. Taken to-

gether, these results suggest that subjects’ effort and investment choice strongly

correlates with their confidence but not with their actual skill level.

To further test prediction 2 and to investigate how overconfidence and actual

skill affect subjects’ propensity to select an appropriate effort/investment level,

we regress Excess Effort/Investment on the subjects’ overconfidence levels,

Actual Skill, and personal characteristics. The results are presented in Table

4.8.

According to model (1), calibration-based overconfidence has a positive effect

on excess effort/investment choice: the coefficients of CBO are positive and

significant for all subject samples. As there may be a multicollinearity issue

between CBO and Actual Skill (their VIFs in model (1) are above 2.5), we

make CBO and Actual Skill orthogonal by regressing CBO on Actual Skill and

taking the residual (for models (2), (3), and (5)). This transformation does

not affect the coefficient of CBO, but increases the coefficient of Actual Skill in

absolute value (see model (2)). The coefficient remains negative and significant

implying that subjects with higher skill are less likely to overinvest.

To test the implication of prediction 2 that under- and overconfidence affect ef-

fort and investment choice similarly, we add to the regression a dummy variable,

I(CBO>0) that equals 1 for positive CBO and 0 otherwise (see model (3)). From

the above results (section 4.4.4) we expect a negative coefficient of I(CBO>0),

meaning that only strong overconfidence positively affects effort/investment

choice, while moderate overconfidence does not result in overinvestment. We

find that the coefficient is significant and negative only for Investment treat-

ment student sample (see Panel A, model (3)). Importantly however, for the

rest of the subjects, the positive CBO dummy estimate is not significant (see

Panels B-D, model (3)). Thus, we obtain no consistent evidence that under-

and overconfidence differently affect decision-making, which is exactly what

prediction 2 implies.
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To test whether overestimating one’s abilities relative to others affects one’s

effort/investment decisions, we regress Excess Effort/Investment on a dummy

variable BtA (better-than-average; see model (4)). The coefficient of BtA is

positive and significant for all subject samples. In model (5) we put both

overconfidence measures, CBO and BtA, into the regression. The estimates for

the CBO coefficient are relatively unaffected in comparison with model (2), but

the coefficient of BtA stays significant only in the student samples (see Panels A

and B). Thus, not only subjects’ ability overestimation relative to their actual

ability but also relative to the ability of others can positively affect subjects’

propensity to overinvest and exert excess effort. However, overestimation

appears to have a more robust effect than better-than-average.

4.4.6 Effect of subjects’ characteristics

We investigate whether the relationship between confidence and effort holds

for subjects with different characteristics. While in the previous section, we

only control for subjects’ gender, nationality, and educational background,

here we also include interaction terms of those variables with Confidence

and Overconfidence to capture potential differences in marginal effects. Our

dependent variables are Average Choice and Excess Investment/Effort. We

employ the students’ sample as it has enough variation in terms subjects’ gender,

nationality, and educational background, whereas professionals sample is mostly

consists of Dutch male subjects with a university degree in Finance.23 For the

students sample, we pool the observations from the Investment and Real-

Effort treatments together as we find only marginal differences in the effects of

(over)confidence on investment and real-effort choices (see also Table 4.7 and

Table 4.8). The results are reported in Table 4.9.

In column (1) we report the regression estimation results for Average Choice,

where the Investment and Real-Effort treatments pooled together. The coef-

ficients of Confidence and Actual Skill variables stay essentially the same as

reported in Table 4.7. In models (2) and (3) we add controls for subjects’ cha-

23Note that the majority of the professionals in our sample followed an executive education
at Tias School of Business and Society and are alumni of the Executive Master in Finance or
Executive Master in Business Valuation.
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Table 4.8: Impact of Overconfidence on Excess Investment and
Excess Effort.

The dependent variable, Excess Investment/Effort, is defined as the difference
between Average Choice and Actual Skill. The main explanatory variables are
CBO, BtA, and Actual Skill. Average Choice and Actual Skill are defined as in
Table 4.7. CBO is the difference between the average subject’s confidence in
her answers and the actual number of correct answers she gave divided by 20
(the total number of questions). In models (2)-(5), CBO and Actual Skill are
made orthogonal by regressing CBO on Actual Skill and taking the residual. BtA
equals 1 for subjects who believe that they gave more correct answers than their
peers, and 0 otherwise. Each regression includes controls for subjects’ gender,
age, degree, nationality, and work experience and occupation (the latter two
variables are for professionals only). * stands for p<0.10, ** for p<0.05, and ***
for p<0.01. Robust standard errors are in parentheses.

Panel A: Students, Investment Treatment, 111 obs.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

CBO 0.038*** 0.038*** 0.064*** 0.033***

(0.010) (0.010) (0.016) (0.008)

I(CBO>0) -0.549**

(0.270)

BtA 0.897*** 0.831***

(0.198) (0.186)

Actual Skill -0.414*** -0.742*** -0.761*** -0.830*** -0.837***

(0.109) (0.070) (0.069) (0.072) (0.072)

Subjects’ traits Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Adj R2 0.573 0.573 0.585 0.605 0.647

Panel B Students, Real-effort Treatment, 90 obs.

CBO 0.045*** 0.045*** 0.045*** 0.031**

(0.012) (0.012) (0.016) (0.013)

I(CBO>0) 0.000

(0.297)

BtA 0.834*** 0.647***

(0.193) -0.215

Actual Skill -0.301* -0.687*** -0.687*** -0.818*** -0.752***

(0.159) (0.098) (0.099) (0.091) (0.096)

Subjects’ traits Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Adj R2 0.536 0.536 0.530 0.553 0.586
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Table 4.8 continues

Panel C Professionals, paper-based investment treatment, 33 obs.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

CBO 0.078*** 0.078*** 0.086* 0.054*

(0.019) (0.019) (0.045) (0.029)

I(CBO>0) -0.129

(0.822)

BtA 1.529*** 1.004

(0.387) (0.609)

Actual Skill -0.066 -0.603*** -0.617*** -0.904*** -0.792***

(0.182) (0.144) (0.149) (0.171) (0.194)

Subjects’ traits Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Adj R2 0.388 0.388 0.359 0.373 0.431

Panel D Professionals, web-based investment treatment, 114 obs.

CBO 0.051*** 0.051*** 0.038** 0.049***

(0.011) (0.011) (0.018) (0.011)

I(CBO>0) 0.249

(0.266)

BtA 0.355* 0.259

(0.181) (0.169)

Actual Skill -0.375*** -0.695*** -0.684*** -0.774*** -0.722***

(0.117) (0.079) (0.084) (0.077) (0.079) s

Subjects’ traits Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Adj R2 0.479 0.479 0.48 0.404 0.486

racteristics (dummy variables Female, Dutch, and Business) and their interac-

tion terms with the Confidence variable. None of the coefficients of control

variables or their interaction terms is significant, which indicates that there is

no differential effect of confidence on effort and investment provision across

subjects with different demographic characteristics.

Column (4) of Table 4.9 reports the regression estimation results for Excess

Effort/Investment, where the main explanatory variables are CBO and Skill and

where the Investment and Real-Effort treatments pooled together. In this model,

the coefficients of the CBO and Actual Skill variables are somewhat closer to

those of CBO and Actual Skill in the Real-Effort student sample than in the

Investment treatment student sample (see Table 4.8, model (1)). In models (2)

and (3) we add controls for subjects’ characteristics (dummy variables Female,

Dutch, and Business) and their interaction terms with the CBO variable. We

find a negative and significant coefficient of the Female dummy in model (2)

and a negative and significant coefficient of its interaction term with the CBO
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variable in model (3) (the coefficient of the variable itself becomes insignifi-

cant). Thus, the positive relationship between subjective overconfidence and

effort/investment provision seems to be somewhat weaker for women than for

men. None of the other subjects’ characteristics has an effect on the relationship

between subjects’ overconfidence and their effort/investment provision. For

example, business and financial education does not significantly alter the above

relationship.

Discussion 4.5

Taken together, our data support predictions 1 and 2: the effort/investment

levels chosen by the subjects are positively affected by their confidence levels.

Subjects with high confidence in their financial knowledge tend to overinvest:

they choose higher effort/investment levels in comparison with their less con-

fident peers. Effort/investment levels are excessively high in case of strong

overconfidence and inappropriately low in case of underconfidence. While this

relationship is somewhat weaker for women than for men, it appears for be

unaffected by subjects’ financial education and professional experience. Only

moderately overconfident subjects (as measured by overestimation or CBO)

which represent about 5-15% for the student sample and about 3-10% for the

professional sample are more likely to choose accurate effort/investment levels.

These relations are independent of stake size: the same effects arise in the

student sample in our incentive-compatible task and in the professional sample

under the hypothetical choice conditions. Previous literature also shows that

overconfidence with very high stakes as in personal investment decisions or

corporate decision-making, still leads to suboptimal choices. Overestimation of

one’s abilities leads to excess entry into competitive markets and substantial

monetary losses (Camerer and Lovallo (1999)). Moreover, overconfident indi-

viduals are more likely to self-select into convex (vs. linear) incentive schemes,

generating personal losses even in the presence of clear feedback (Larkin and

Leider (2012)). Overconfident individual investors overestimate their ability to

select good stocks and to time their trades. As a result, they engage in excessive

trading and bear increased trading costs, which considerably reduce their net
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Table 4.9: Impact of Confidence and Overconfidence across Demo-
graphics.

In models (1)-(3), the dependent variable is Average Choice (average invest-
ment/effort level choice across all available projects). In models(4)-(6), the
dependent variable, Excess Investment/Effort, is defined as the difference be-
tween Average Choice and Actual Skill. The main explanatory variables are
Confidene, CBO, and Actual Skill. Female is a dummy variable, equal 1 for fe-
male subjects; otherwise 0. Dutch is a dummy variable equal 1 for those subjects,
who indicated the Netherlands as a country where they grew up; otherwise 0.
Business is a dummy variable, equal 1 for those subjects, who indicated Finance,
Econometrics/Operations Research, Accounting, Marketing, and Organization
and Strategy as their current major; otherwise 0. * stands for p<0.10, ** for
p<0.05, and *** for p<0.01. Robust standard errors are in parentheses.

Dependent variable Investment/Effort Excess Investment/Effort

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Confidence 0.056*** 0.054*** 0.072***
(0.007) (0.008) (0.014)

Overconfidence 0.043*** 0.041*** 0.056***
(0.007) (0.007) (0.010)

Actual Skill 0.183*** 0.167*** 0.166*** -0.319*** -0.374*** -0.361***
(0.049) (0.050) (0.050) (0.078) (0.083) (0.083)

Female -0.203 1.851 -0.262** 0.017
(0.127) (1.290) (0.130) (0.202)

Dutch -0.032 0.664 -0.077 0.126
(0.124) (1.280) (0.129) (0.195)

Business 0.045 1.318 0.092 0.229
(0.130) (1.412) (0.135) (0.197)

Female x Confidence -0.024
(0.015)

Dutch x Confidence -0.008
(0.015)

Business x Confidence -0.015
(0.016)

Female x CBO -0.015*
(0.009)

Dutch x CBO -0.012
(0.009)

Business x CBO -0.010
(0.009)

Constant -2.043*** -1.700** -3.246*** 0.692** 1.005*** 0.707*
(0.610) (0.673) (1.241) (0.321) (0.367) (0.386)

Obs. 201 201 201 201 201 201
Adj R2 0.331 0.330 0.331 0.553 0.556 0.563
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returns (Barber and Odean (2001); Fenton-O’Creevy et al. (2003); Merkle

(2013)).

In the corporate world, it is usually not managers themselves but rather their

shareholders, who pay the costs of managerial hubris. Malmendier and Tate

(2005a) assume that overconfident managers overestimate their ability to cre-

ate firm value and large returns to their investment projects. They show that

overconfident CEOs make sub-optimal investments: in presence of excess cash,

those CEOs overinvest in new projects, and underinvest (and thus forego in-

vestments yielding positive net present values) if they need to attract external

funding and are hence forced to undergo the scrutiny of bank creditors or fi-

nancial markets. Such (symmetrically) suboptimal investment strategies result

in a higher cash-flow sensitivity of investments. Moreover, Malmendier, Tate,

and Yan (2011) find that overconfident CEOs use less external capital and, in

particular, issue less equity than their peers. The fact that overconfident CEOs

prefer less control from the providers of outside funding which leads them

to hoard cash is also reflected in their payout policy: they retain more cash

and pay less dividends (Deshmukh et al. (2013)). Moreover, overconfident

CEOs make poor takeover decisions by paying higher takeover premiums than

less overconfident CEOs (Malmendier and Tate (2008); Liu and Taffler (2008);

Aktas et al. (2011)). The pressure to deliver instigates overconfident CEOs to

manage (or manipulate) earnings more often in comparison with their peers

(Schrand and Zechman (2012); Hribar and Yang (2010)).

Although all these previous findings suggest that (strong) overconfidence ends

in poor decision making, it is important to note that these papers are using

only proxies of overconfidence, e.g. press portraits, the managers’ personal

exposure to firm-specific risk captured by individual holdings of their firms’

stock options, and the timing of option exercises. Despite their broad accep-

tance, the justification and consistence of those measures was so far rather

low. For example, in the study by Malmendier and Tate (2008) the correlation

between overconfidence proxies by press portraits and by managerial stock-

option holdings is never above 0.10. Our study rationalizes the convention for

using managers’ investment decisions as proxy for their overestimation of their

abilities as we confirm a positive relation between confidence and investment
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decisions. However, the relation between true managerial overconfidence and

its perception by the press remains to be confirmed.

The theoretical literature predicts that in some cases, agents’ overconfidence

may result in Pareto-improvements or alleviate the negative effects of agents’

risk aversion. Gervais and Goldstein (2007) study a model of a firm where

the marginal productivity of agents’ efforts is amplified by other agents’ efforts.

They show that in such a firm all agents can be better off in the presence of an

overconfident agent, who overestimates his marginal productivity and applies

excessive effort. Gervais, Heaton, and Odean (2011) theoretically predict that

moderately overconfident CEOs are preferred by boards of directors because it

is cheaper for firms to motivate them to pursue valuable risky projects and also

because they are committed to exert more effort to learn about the projects.

Campbell et al. (2011) theoretically show that overconfidence reduces the

underinvestment resulting from CEOs’ risk aversion and, subsequently, mod-

erately overconfident and risk averse CEOs invest at a level closer to the one

preferred by risk-neutral shareholders. It is precisely the moderately overcon-

fident subjects in our experiment who choose accurate effort and investment

levels, whereas their well-calibrated peers underprovide effort/investment. In

practice, managerial effort is not observable or measurable for researchers but

available to boards of directors or employers. If indeed, as predicted by the

theory and shown in our experiment, moderately overconfident managers do

not only provide appropriate investment levels but also exert higher effort, then

firms’ preferences for such managers may be well justified. The same argument

holds for overconfident workers and their employers.

Hirshleifer, Low, and Teoh (2012) suggest that the interplay between a CEO’s

risk-aversion and overconfidence plays a crucial role in her pursuit of innovative

projects. They show that overconfident CEOs (proxied by stock-option holdings)

invest more in R&D, achieve greater success in innovation, and are better in

exploiting growth opportunities in innovative industries. Our results are in line

with those of Hirshleifer et al. (2012) in the sense that CEOs overconfidence

which triggers higher effort and investment, can be beneficial in the context of

innovative projects (see also Galasso and Simcoe (2011)). On the one hand, in

a context where there is a danger of overinvestment such as empire building, we

expect strong overconfidence to be detrimental in terms of shareholder value.
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On the other hand, given the high risk and uncertainty in growth industries, high

levels of CEOs’ overconfidence may be necessary to overcome their risk-aversion.

Thus, as it would be optimal to attract more overconfident managers in riskier

industries, one would expect a positive correlation between industry-specific

risk levels and CEO overconfidence.

While the effects of overconfidence on economic behavior have been studied

(see Müller (2007) for a detailed review), relatively few papers examine the

effects of underconfidence on individual decision-making. Individuals who

underestimate their abilities may withdraw from certain activities or decrease

their effort when it may be still beneficial for them to persist. In corporate

decision-making, underconfidence is also likely to play an important role. Hence,

we believe that further research should pay more attention to both under- and

overconfidence and their effects on decision-making, rather than consider

overconfidence alone.

Limitations

A caveat in relation to the web-based version of our experiment is that we

cannot guarantee that professionals do not use external help while answering

financial knowledge questions. Yet, we believe that potential cheating was

very limited for several reasons. First, the subjects were explicitly asked not to

use any external sources to check their answers: once in the invitation (two

thirds of the participants were personally rang – all the ones who could be

reached by phone within two calling attempts - and asked to give their word

not to use any help and one third was reached by e-mail and received the same

request) and also in the experimental instructions. The ones who were reached

by phone gave their word of honor that they would not look up answers on the

web. Second, checking the answers would have made the professionals in the

web-based sample more confident in their answers: they would have known

for sure that their answers were correct. However, their confidence was not

significantly different from that of the professionals in the paper-based sample.

Third, professionals could not acquire any monetary or prestige benefits from
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cheating, which also discourages lying behavior (Gneezy (2005)); indeed, they

were guaranteed that their answers would be treated confidentially.

The next caveat to our design concerns the different incentives used for stu-

dents and professionals. We deliberately asked professionals to make only

hypothetical choices mostly for reasons of cheating-prevention (see above)

and anonymity. In the web-based sample, asking for subjects’ names and bank

account numbers to transfer their earnings would strip the professionals of

their anonymity. Moreover, while for students opportunity costs were alike

and equal to an average hourly wage for unqualified labor force, opportunity

costs for professionals are likely to be much more heterogeneous, depending on

qualification, current position, age, etc. So even paying “an average professional

hourly wage” would not make professionals’ incentives equal within the sample.

In this, we follow Biais and Weber (2009) who incentivized students but not

professionals.

Finally, our design does not allow for learning as no feedback is provided before

subjects make their effort/investment decisions. Providing feedback could

weaken the relationship between confidence and effort/investment, which is

the main objective of study. Still, providing feedback is unlikely to totally

eliminate the relation between confidence and effort/investment, especially in

real life where feedback is often noisy and negative feedback is often largely

ignored (Hilary and Menzly (2006)).

4.6 Conclusion

Self-confidence is considered as a valuable individual trait because it enhances

motivation and stimulates a person to reach profitable long-term goals, even

when facing short-term negative outcomes. This study considers how individu-

als’ confidence in their own abilities affects their decision to provide more or less

effort both in real and monetary terms. Despite the strong monetary incentives

to accurately estimate their skill levels, many subjects in our experiment appear

to misjudge their abilities systematically: higher confidence results in higher ef-

fort/investment levels. Whereas moderate overconfidence is still advantageous

and leads to accurate effort/investment levels, both extreme overconfidence
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and underconfidence result in considerable costs and suboptimal (corporate)

decision-making. Subjects who are substantially overconfident with respect to

their own skill (in absolute terms or relative to their peers) choose inappro-

priately high effort/investment levels, whereas underconfident subjects apply

insufficient effort/investment. While these effects are weaker for women than

for men, surprisingly they are not affected by subjects’ finance education and

professional experience. Our results are robust for professionals and laymen

(students in economics, finance, and business) with knowledge in the same

domain as the decision task, across lab-, paper-, and web-based experimental

designs, and across two different types of effort, monetary investment and the

exertion of real effort.
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4.A Instructions for the Investment Treatment

During this experiment you will act as a manager, who makes investment

decisions for a company. The experiment will take about an hour and a half

and will contain two parts.

Part 1: Skill

The first part aims at measuring your skill as a manager and its task will comprise

of 20 financial knowledge questions. The better you perform in this part, the

higher the skill level assigned to you in Part 2 and the higher your expected

earnings (earnings) in the experiment. You will not be told about how well you

have performed in Part 1 until the end of the experiment, so you will need to

form an expectation about your performance (skill level).

Part 2: Investment decisions

In the second part, you will make investment decisions in 6 different Projects.

Your earnings in a Project will depend on your decisions and also on your

skill level from Part 1. All Projects are independent and the earnings in one

Project do not depend on your decisions in other Projects. Note that your skill

level in Part 2 remains the same for all 6 Projects (as it is determined by your

performance in Part 1) and remains fixed.

At the end of the experiment you will see your performance in all 6 Projects.

However, earnings from only one Project will be randomly selected and will be

added to a show up fee of 4 Euro. You will do this random selection at the end

of the experiment, when you will blindly draw a card from a set of six cards

with numbers 1 to 6. The number on the card you draw will determine the

Project, for which you will receive the earnings. Note, that each Project has

equal probability to be selected for the final earnings calculation. Your final

earnings (the sum of the earnings of the Project you selected randomly and the

show-up fee) will be paid into your bank account within 2 working days after

the experiment. (At the end of the experiment, you are asked to provide your

account number.)

For both tasks you will also receive additional instructions on the computer

screen.
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Instructions presented on the computer screen

Part 1

In order to assess your skill, you are asked to answer 20 questions related to

financial knowledge. The questions are presented in sets of 5. You will have 4

minutes (240 sec) to answer each set of 5 questions, i.e. in total 16 minutes to

answer all 20 questions.

For each question, you are given two possible answers (only one answer is

correct), and you have to pick the correct answer. For each question, select an

answer and also indicate how confident you are that your answer is correct by

giving a probability between 50% and 100%.

Your confidence in your answer corresponds to the probability that this answer

is correct.

If you assign a 100% probability to the answer, then you should be certain that

the answer is correct. If you assign a lower probability (e.g. 65% or 78%) that

the answer is correct, you are less confident in your answer. If you assign a 50%

probability that the answer is correct, you are not confident in your answer at

all and the other possible answer is equally likely.

Note also that your skill depends on the number of correct answers you give.

The more correct answers you give, the higher your skill level and the higher

your expected earnings in Part 2.

Skill

Your skill in Part 2 depends on the number of correct answers you gave in Part

1 in the following way.

Number correct answers 11 or less 12 or 13 14 or 15 16 or 17 18 or more

Skill level 1 2 3 4 5
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So according to this table:

• Your skill equals 1, if you gave 0-11 correct answers.

• Your skill equals 2, if you gave 12-13 correct answers.

• Your skill equals 3, if you gave 14-15 correct answers.

• Your skill equals 4, if you gave 16-17 correct answers.

• Your skill equals 5, if you gave 18-20 correct answers.

Estimate in your mind your skill level and remember it for Part 2.

Part 2

In this part you need to make investment decisions in 6 different Projects. For

each Project you need to make an investment decision about how much you

want to invest into the Project. Projects differ in terms of possible revenues.

Your earnings in a Project depend on your investment decisions and on your

skill level from Part 1. Each Project consists of two screens.

Screen 1: You have 5 minutes (300 sec) to study the revenues table and answer

10 questions about it (they will appear on the right hand side).

These questions help you to understand the Project and do not influence your

earnings. You need to answer all of them correctly before you can move to the

next screen and make your decision. So, the questions are just to help you to

understand the Project.

Screen 2: You have 30 seconds to make your investment decision.

Revenues

Each decision leads to different revenues, which together with your skill will

affect your total earnings (see below). Your skill is fixed (as determined in

Part 1), but you can now choose an investment among 5 different levels, which

vary from 1 up to 5, where 1 is the lowest possible investment level and 5 is

the highest possible investment level. Below you see a table which shows how

your revenues depend on your skill level and investment level in Project 1. The

revenues table may be different in other Projects.
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• You choose investment level 1, then your revenues equal 400 Eurocents

only if your skill is 1; your revenues equal 0 otherwise.

• You choose investment level 2, then your revenues equal 600 Eurocents

only if your skill is 2; your revenues equal 0 otherwise.

• You choose investment level 3, then your revenues equal 850 Eurocents

only if your skill is 3; your revenues equal 0 otherwise.

• You choose investment level 4, then your revenues equal 1,150 Eurocents

only if your skill is 4; your revenues equal 0 otherwise.

• You choose investment level 5, then your revenues equal 1,500 Eurocents

only if your skill is 5; your revenues equal 0 otherwise.

1 Eurocent = 0.01 Euro

Investment costs

While higher investment level may result in higher revenues, it also costs more

money. Below you see a table with the cost of investment next to the revenues

table. Investment costs do not depend on realized revenues.

• You choose investment level 1, then you pay 60 Eurocents for sure.

• You choose investment level 2, then you pay 130 Eurocents for sure.

• You choose investment level 3, then you pay 220 Eurocents for sure.

• You choose investment level 4, then you pay 340 Eurocents for sure.

• You choose investment level 5, then you pay 500 Eurocents for sure.

Endowment

For each Project you are given an endowment of 500 Eurocents, which you

may spend to pay cost of investment you choose. You will be able to keep that

part of the endowment that you do not use to pay the cost of investment: the

unused endowment will be added to your realized revenues.

Earnings

For a Project: your earnings = revenues + (endowment - cost of investment).

So, what you should do is: (a) estimate your skill level (from Part 1) and (b)

choose an investment level to maximize your earnings in the current Project.
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Screenshot of Project 1 (Basic Project) with questions and cor-
rect answers. Subjects have to answer all questions correctly
before they can proceed to the choice screen.
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Screenshot of Project 1 (Basic Project) choice screen.
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4.B Financial Knowledge Questionnaire

This appendix presents financial knowledge questions with two alternative
answers; the correct one is in bold.

1. Inflation may create problems in many ways. Which group would have the greatest

problem during periods of high inflation that last several years? (i) Older people

living on fixed retirement income; (ii) Young working couples with children and

a mortgage.

2. If interest rates rise, what will typically happen to bond prices? (i) Fall; (ii) Rise.

3. Buying a single company’s stock usually provides (i) a safer return than a stock

mutual fund; (ii) a riskier return than a stock mutual fund.

4. Justin just found a job with a take-home pay of €2,000 per month. He must pay

€800 for rent and €200 for groceries each month. He also spends €200 per

month on transportation. If he budgets €100 each month for clothing, €150 for

restaurants and €250 for everything else, how long will it take him to accumulate

savings of €900. (Assume no interest rate payment on savings). (i) 3 months;

(ii) 5 months.

5. A young person with $100,000 to invest should hold riskier financial investment

than an older person with $100,000 to invest. (i) True; (ii) False.

6. In investor wants to buy a house but does not have sufficient funds. He invests

in a risky project and his investment (including the returns) doubles in size every

quarter. If it takes 48 quarters to reach the necessary funds to purchase the house,

how many quarters would it take to have sufficient funds to purchase half of the

house? (i) 24 quarters; (ii) 47 quarters.

7. Scott and Eric are young men. Each has a good credit history. They work at the

same company and make approximately the same salary. Scott has borrowed

€6,000 to take a foreign vacation. Eric has borrowed €6,000 to buy a car. Who is

likely to pay the lowest finance charge? (i) Eric will pay less because the car is

collateral for the loan; (ii) They will both pay the same because consumer credits

have the same interest rate.

8. Elena started her pension program at age 20 and put in €2,000 each year for 15

years. Rebecca started her pension program at age 35 and put in €2,000 each

year for 30 years. If they both get 6% per year on their investments, who will have

more money at age 65? (i) Elena; (ii) Rebecca.

9. Employees should have the majority of their retirement funds in their current

employers stock. (i) True; (ii) False.
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10. If it takes 5 machines 5 minutes to make 5 widgets, how long would it take 100

machines to make 100 widgets? (i) 5 minutes; (ii) 100 minutes.

11. It is possible for investors to be diversified even if they invest all their money in

one mutual fund. (i) True; (ii) False.

12. You would rather have $5,000 or a Euro cent doubled every day for a month? (i)

True; (ii) False.

13. Yolanda has three credit cards and she owes €500 on each of them. The interest

rates are 7% for card A, 9% for card B and 8% for card C. If Yolanda has €1,000 to

pay some of her debt, which cards should she pay if she wants to minimize future

interest payments? (i) €500 to card B and €500 to card C; (ii) €333 to card A

and €334 to card B and €333 to card C.

14. How do income taxes affect the income that people have to spend? (i) They

decrease spendable income in deflationary times and increase spendable income in

inflationary times. (ii) They decrease the amount of goods and services that

can be purchased.

15. A bat and a ball cost 1.10 Euro in total. The bat cost 1 Euro more than the ball.

How much does the ball cost? (i) 0.10 Euro; (ii) 0.05 Euro.

16. At takeovers, the bidding firm usually pays a large premium to the target firm.

Therefore, upon announcement, the target firm’s share price increases substantially

as it anticipates the premium to be paid in the takeover. Hence, if you own shares

of a target firm (before the announcement), you will very likely make a large profit

if you sell them after the announcement. (i) True; (ii) False.

17. You invest €1000 in a project and the discount factor is 10%. The return is

expected to be€1100 in year 1 and€1200 in year 2 (when the project ends). The

net present value is approximately: (i) €1000; (ii) €1300.

18. If you have to sell one of your stocks, you should sell one which has gone up in

price rather than one which has gone down. (i) True; (ii) False.

19. To do well in the stock market, you should buy and sell your stocks often. (i)True;

(ii) False.

20. The cost of capital of the average listed firm consists is about (i) 10%; (ii) 20%.



4.C The Decoding Task in the Real-Effort Treatment

The screen below demonstrates a task for effort level 3 (or 60%), which corresponds to decoding of 30

product codes into 6 different product groups, based on their last three digits.
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5.1 Introduction

This paper compares the risk preferences of Eastern-Asian (Chinese) and

Western-European (Dutch) students using three main approaches employed in

the experimental literature. First, we ask subjects about their expected financial

risk-taking behavior in everyday life (Weber, Blais, and Betz (2002)); then we

elicit subjects’ risk attitudes using an incentive-compatible lottery-choice task;

and finally, we compare subjects’ trading behavior in an experimental stock

market. We contrast these measures for the Chinese and Dutch groups. We

also investigate whether subjects’ self-reported risk-attitudes or risk attitudes

elicited via the lottery-choice task can predict their trading behavior in our

experimental stock market.

We find that although Chinese students claim to be more risk seeking in their

financial everyday life decisions than their Dutch counterparts, they are signifi-

cantly more risk averse in the lottery-choice task. Moreover, in our experimental

stock market they are similar to Dutch students in terms of their trading behav-

ior: they are equally active traders and invest a similar share of their wealth

into the risky asset. Thus, at least for Chinese students who have left their

home country to study abroad our results appear to contradict the notion that

Chinese individuals are more risk tolerant than West-Europeans and Americans

(Ehmke, Lusk, and Tyner (2010); Hsee and Weber (1999); Weber and Hsee

(1998)).

The main difference between our and the previous papers is that we study

Chinese and Dutch students who both live and study in the same place. This

allows us to keep the experimental design and instructions (the experiment

was conducted in English and a substantial knowledge of English was required

for participation) exactly the same across both samples. When experiments

are conducted in different countries it is difficult to control for semantic con-

notations in different languages and for differences in real monetary payoff,

both of which may affect decision-making. As our experiment lacks the above

impediments, we believe that it provides in some respect a better comparison

between risk preferences of Chinese and Western-European (Dutch) individuals.

We balance these advantages against obvious disadvantages. For example, it is

conceivable that the young people who leave China to study abroad somehow
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differ from those who stay behind and that they face different issues than the

Dutch students studying in their home country.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 5.2 describes the experi-

mental procedures. Section 5.3 presents the results, which are further discussed

in Section 5.4.

Experimental Design 5.2

To assess subjects’ risk preferences, we use three different approaches: (i)

participants’ self-reported risk-taking behavior in the financial domain (Weber

et al. (2002)); (ii) the number of risky choices in an incentive-compatible

lottery-choice task; (iii) and subjects’ trading activity and their share of wealth

invested in the risky asset in our experimental market.

Risk attitude measured by self-report

Our first measure of subjects’ risk attitude is based on a psychometric scale

proposed by Weber et al. (2002), who show that individual risk attitudes are

domain-specific. They construct a questionnaire to measure risk attitudes in

five different domains of risk: financial, health/safety, recreational, ethics, and

social. As trading in financial markets clearly involves risky decisions in the

financial domain, individual risk attitudes in that domain are more likely to

predict subjects’ trading behavior than their attitudes towards risk in social

or recreational domains. From their study (Weber et al. (2002)), we adopt

three questions, which ask subjects to report their risk attitude in the financial

domain. Subjects are asked to indicate whether they agree or disagree with the

following statements on a 5-step scale from Strongly Disagree (1) to Strongly

Agree (5):

1. I am likely to invest 10% of my annual income in a moderately risky

investment fund

2. I am likely to invest 5% of my annual income in a very speculative stock

3. I am likely to invest 10% of my annual income in a new business venture
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The above questions are presented in the final questionnaire in random order

among other questions about subjects’ socio-economic characteristics1 (see

Appendix 5.A for the full list of questions). The self-reported risk-attitude

measure is calculated as an average among the three answers, such that higher

values reflect higher risk tolerance in the financial domain. Note that unlike the

risk-attitude measure in the lottery-choice task and trading in the experimental

market described below, where small but real money is at stake, the self-reported

risk-attitude measure is not incentive-compatible. Subjects are not required to

invest into a speculative stock or a new business venture and their responses

have no bearing on their earnings. So instead of their real risk attitudes subjects

may report perceived or socially desired risk-taking behaviors. We will come

back to this issue later in the results and discussion sections.

Risk attitude measured by lottery-choice task

Our second measure of subjects’ risk preferences employs a lottery-choice task

(see Appendix 5.B for the choice screen and instructions). Subjects make 21

decisions between two options. Option A is risky and always pays either E$0 or

E$500 (= 10Euros), each with equal probability. Option B is safe and pays an

amount for sure, which varies from E$0 to E$500 in steps of E$25.

We expect that in Decision 1 (E$0 versus the gamble) all subjects select the risky

option A as it is always at least as good or better to gamble than to receive E$0

for sure. Subsequently, at one of the 21 offered decisions, they switch from the

risky option A to the certainty of option B. This switch depends on the degree

of their risk aversion. For example, risk neutral individuals make exactly 10

risky choices and switch to the certainty of option B at Decision 11. The higher

the individuals’ risk aversion, the sooner they switch to the certainty of option

B and the lower the number of risky choices they make.

To determine payoff, one of the 21 decisions is randomly selected by rolling

a 21-sided die (in a computerized simulation). If in the selected decision a

1We also include questions about subjects’ satisfaction with their performance as well as
several questions from a revised version of the psychoticism scale (Eysenck, Eysenck, and
Barrett (1985))
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subject chose the certain option B, then the amount specified in this option

is paid out as subject’s final payoff for this part of the experiment. If in the

selected decision the subject chose the risky option A, then a 10-sided die was

rolled. If the materialized number is 6 or higher, then the subject receives

E$500, otherwise E$0.

Risk attitude measured by trading behavior

We characterize subjects’ trading behavior by their trading activity and percent-

age of their wealth invested in a risky share available to buy in an experimental

stock market, as developed in Chapter 4. In this experimental market, subjects

allocate their wealth between risk-free cash and risky shares of a particular

company for 50 rounds. They are provided with information about the company

and the market (the past evolution of the share price, the company’s past earn-

ings, the analysts’ earnings forecasts, and the evolution of the market index).

This information consists of real data of a US company2 and the US S&P500

market index. The data processes are linearly rescaled and the real company

name is substituted by a neutral name, such that the subjects would not be

able to identify the firm or time period. The information about changes in

earnings and earnings forecasts is given every third trading round (as monthly

data is used and the company reports its earnings every quarter). So, the

price process does not depend on subjects’ actions but is predetermined by the

provided information in the most realistic way. Appendix 2.A presents detailed

instructions, including a screenshot of the experimental market, designed using

z-Tree software (Fischbacher (2007)).

Every round, subjects choose how many stock shares they want to buy or sell

(short selling is not allowed). The amount of cash received for the shares sold

is added to the subjects’ cash holdings and the amount of cash spent for buying

shares is subtracted from subjects’ cash holdings. Subjects’ final earnings are

proportional to their wealth in the last trading round minus the initial cash

2Praxair Inc. is chosen based on the availability of information on the earnings, analysts’
forecasts, and share price performance at least ten years. Moreover, its share price process
did not experience sharp ups-and-downs and was characterized by a period with a prolonged
upward movement and a period with a lower trend.
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endowment. As cash does not pay any interest and the stock does not pay

dividends, the only way subjects can earn money is by means of trading, i.e.

by buying shares at low prices and selling them at high prices. Higher risk-

tolerance is likely to result in higher trading activity (Fellner and Maciejovsky

(2007)) and higher percentage of total wealth invested into the risky stock

(Barsky et al. (1997); Van Rooij, Lusardi, and Alessie (2011)).

To measure subjects’ trading activity we create a dependent variable called

Trading Intensity; see also Chapter 2. In each trading round, Trading Intensity

is defined as a sum of two ratios: the number of shares bought, Bi t , divided by

the maximum number of shares that could be bought, Bmax
it , plus the number

of shares sold, Si t , divided by the maximum number of shares that could be

sold, Smax
it :

Trading Intensityi t = Bi t/B
max
it + Si t/S

max
it ,

where Smax
it equals 1 for trading rounds, when a subject sells all her shares

or spends all her cash on buying shares. If in the current trading round a

subject neither buys nor sells shares, then Trading Intensity is zero. To cap-

ture subjects’ trading activity through the whole trading session we average

Trading Intensityi t across 50 trading rounds.

5.3 Results

The experiment took place in Tilburg University, the Netherlands, where sub-

jects were recruited via the university website. The original experiment (see

Chapter 2) took 1.5 hours and on average, subjects earned 12.5 Euros. For

the main purpose of the current study, we select the subjects who indicated

the Netherlands or China as their country of origin. We also use subjects with

other nationalities as a comparison group.3 In total, our sample contains 120

subjects: 43 Dutch, 47 Chinese, and 30 subjects with other nationalities.4 Table

3Other subjects participated in the experiment indicated the following countries of origin:
Albania, Bulgaria, India, Iran, Hungary, Lithuania, Pakistan, Portugal, Russia, Slovakia, South
Korea, Taiwan, and Turkey.

4We also exclude three subjects who switched from the risky to the safe option several
times, such that the number of risky choices is ambiguous and their degree of risk aversion
cannot be determined.
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Table 5.1: Participants’ characteristics

Age corresponds to the age of participants in years at the time of the experiment;
Female is a dummy variable equal to 1 for women (vs. men); Finance & Economics
major is a dummy equal to 1 for students with major in Economics, Econometrics,
Finance or Accounting and 0 otherwise; Undergraduate is a dummy equal to 1
for students studying for their Bachelor degree, and 0 otherwise.

All subjects Dutch Chinese Others

Observations 120 43 47 30
Age 23.17 22.23 22.81 25.10
Female 0.52 0.35 0.68 0.50
Finance & Economics major 0.67 0.65 0.74 0.57
Undergraduate 0.39 0.49 0.36 0.30

5.1 presents a summary of the socio-economic characteristics for the whole

subject sample and for the groups by country of origin. The average age was

23 years; women represented 52 percent of the subjects, and 67 percent of the

whole sample were majoring in Finance or Economics. The differences between

the characteristics of the Dutch and Chinese groups were not significant with

the exception that the Chinese group had a higher proportion of female students

(68%) than the Dutch one (35%; z-score = 3.15, p = 0.002).

Self-reported risk attitude 5.3.1

We start the analysis with the self-report measure of risk-attitude as based on

the psychometric scale (Weber et al. (2002)). Column (1) of Panel A, Table

5.2 presents the self-reported risk-attitudes by the groups. On average, the

subjects do not deviate considerably from risk neutrality in the financial domain

as the mean of self-reported risk-attitude equals 3.1. Yet, we find significant

differences in self-reported risk-attitude between Dutch and Chinese subjects.5

Chinese students claim to have a higher propensity to invest in mutual funds,

speculative stocks, and new business ventures than Dutch students.6 Figure 5.1

presents additional evidence that the distributions of self-reported risk-attitudes

5Notice also, that while self-reported risk attitudes for subjects with other nationalities are
in between those for Dutch and Chinese subjects, we find no significant differences between
Chinese and Others and between Dutch and Others; see Panel A of Table 5.2.

6We find no significant group differences in ratings of satisfaction with strategies or perfor-
mance in the experiment. This argues against an alternative explanation that Chinese subjects
generally give higher ratings than Dutch subjects.
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among Dutch and Chinese subjects are different; the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney

test rejects the null hypothesis about distribution equality (z-score = 3.53, p <
0.001).

While the above result is in line with the findings reported in previous studies

(Ehmke et al. (2010); Hsee and Weber (1999); Weber and Hsee (1998)), two

additional factors may play a role in our sample. First, higher risk-tolerance

among Chinese subjects in comparison with Dutch subjects may be induced by

a sample selection: Chinese students studying in Europe are likely to be more

risk-taking than the average Chinese students back in China. Moving to another

country to study (in a foreign language, English) may initially require a higher

tolerance towards risks, including those in the financial domain (Halek and

Eisenhauer (2001); Balaz and Williams (2011)). Second, while those students

who choose to study abroad may initially be similar in their risk preferences to

those who choose to stay, moving to another country could perpetuate their

self-perceived risk-tolerance (but reduce actual risk taking while abroad). In

this case, Chinese students would regard themselves as risk-takers in general

and transfer this attitude into the financial domain. Based on subjects’ decisions

in the lottery-choice task and their experimental market behavior, we argue that

the last explanation is the most likely one to drive these self-report findings.

5.3.2 Lottery-choice risk-attitude measure

The lottery-choice task provides an incentive-compatible risk-attitude measure

in the financial domain (see column (2) of Panel A, Table 5.2). On average, sub-

jects made 9.5 risky choices, which corresponds to slight relative risk aversion;

the actual relative risk aversion coefficient falls within the [0, 0.24] interval,

which is close to the estimates by Holt and Laury (2002). Contrary to previous

findings in the literature (Laban (2013); Bruhin, Fehr-Duda, and Epper (2010);

Ehmke et al. (2010); Hsee and Weber (1999); Weber and Hsee (1998)), we

find a higher risk aversion for Chinese than for Western-European (in our case

Dutch) subjects in our pool of subjects. On average, Dutch students made 10

risky choices whereas Chinese students made only 9 risky choices, a difference

that is significant (p < 0.05). Figure 5.2 presents additional evidence that the
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Table 5.2: Risk attitudes

Panel A of the table compares three different risk-attitude measures: (1) Self-
reported risk attitude; (2) Number of risky choices in the lottery-choice task
(equals 10 for a risk-neutral subject and is below 10 for a risk-averse subject);
and trading behavior: (3a) Average Trading Intensity and (3b) Average % in
Stock. Panel B presents correlations between the different risk-attitude measures
across groups. Note that higher values of each measure imply lower risk aversion.
p-values are given for a standard t-test and for a Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test; *
stands for p<0.10, ** for p<0.05, and *** for p<0.01.

Panel A. Summary statistics
(1) (2) (3a) (3b)

Self-reported risk attitude Number of risky choices Trading Intensity Average % in Stock
Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

All subjects 3.094 3.333 9.417 10.000 46.003 43.645 50.724 51.373

Dutch 2.721 2.667 10.116 10.000 50.649 54.631 51.227 52.064
Chinese 3.482 3.667 8.872 9.000 42.338 38.742 50.138 52.160
Others 3.022 3.167 9.267 11.000 45.086 43.083 50.923 49.102

Dutch vs. Chinese
diff. -0.761*** -1.000*** 1.244** 1.000** 8.311* 15.889* 1.089 -0.096
p-value 0.000 0.000 0.027 0.046 0.080 0.089 0.767 0.843

Dutch vs. Others
diff. -0.301 -0.500 0.849 -1.000 5.563 9.548 0.304 2.962
p-value 0.189 0.185 0.216 0.785 0.283 0.248 0.940 0.703

Panel B. Correlations

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4)

Dutch
(1) Self-reported risk attitude -
(2) Number of risky choices -0.048 -
(3) Trading Intensity 0.061 -0.074 -
(4) Average % in Stock 0.147 0.012 0.681*** -

Chinese
(1) Self-reported risk attitude -
(2) Number of risky choices 0.149 -
(3) Trading Intensity 0.128 0.207 -
(4) Average % in Stock 0.220 0.250* 0.592*** -

Others
(1) Self-reported risk attitude -
(2) Number of risky choices -0.019 -
(3) Trading Intensity -0.058 0.235 -
(4) Average % in Stock 0.036 0.296 0.565*** -
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Figure 5.1: Self-reported risk-attitude in the financial domain by cultural background
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distributions of the risky choices made by Dutch and Chinese subjects are

different: the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test rejects the null hypothesis that the

risky choices of Dutch and Chinese subjects have the same distribution (z-score

= 2.00, p < 0.05).

This leads to an interesting conclusion: whereas in the real-life financial domain

Chinese students claim to be more risk-seeking than Dutch students, the former

actually behave more risk-aversely when real money is at stake. Note also

that we find essentially no correlation between the self-reported risk-attitude

measure and the number of risky choices made by subjects in the lottery-choice

task; see Panel B of Table 5.2. In the next section we further analyze the risk

attitudes by looking into the subjects’ trading behavior in the experimental

stock market.

Additional evidence

During the original experiment in Chapter 4, we measure subjective risk atti-

tudes. We use a separate subject sample, drawn from the same subject pool of

Tilburg University students and containing 89 Dutch and 57 Chinese students.

This additional sample provides additional evidence on the differences in risk

preferences between Dutch and Chinese subjects, despite the fact that it slightly

overlaps with the sample used for the current study.7 We assess subjective risk

attitudes using a task proposed by Holt and Laury (2002). In this task subjects

make 10 choices between two lotteries, a risky and a safe one (see Table 5.3).

The safe Option A pays either €8.4 or €5.4 and has a lower payoff variability

than the risky Option B, which pays either €13.0 or €1.4. In the first decision,

the probability of the high payoff for both options is 1/10, so only an extreme

risk seeker would choose Option B. When the probability of the high-payoff

outcome increases enough (moving down the table), a person should shift to

Option B. In general, subjects with higher risk tolerance would shift to Option

B earlier. Thus, truly risk-neutral subjects switch from the safe Option A to the

risky Option B at Decision #6 (i.e., they make exactly 5 safe choices), while

7The two samples have 16 subjects in common as indicated by the experiment enrollment
records. Unfortunately, we are not able to identify and exclude them from the analysis, as the
data is anonymous.
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Table 5.3: The Holt and Laury task

The Holt and Laury (2002) lottery choice decisions are used to assess subjects’
risk attitudes.

Decision Option A Option B

1 1/10 of €8.4 or 9/10 of €5.4 1/10 of €13.0 or 9/10 of €1.4
2 2/10 of €8.4 or 8/10 of €5.4 2/10 of €13.0 or 8/10 of €1.4
3 3/10 of €8.4 or 7/10 of €5.4 3/10 of €13.0 or 7/10 of €1.4
4 4/10 of €8.4 or 6/10 of €5.4 4/10 of €13.0 or 6/10 of €1.4
5 5/10 of €8.4 or 5/10 of €5.4 5/10 of €13.0 or 5/10 of €1.4
6 6/10 of €8.4 or 4/10 of €5.4 6/10 of €13.0 or 4/10 of €1.4
7 7/10 of €8.4 or 3/10 of €5.4 7/10 of €13.0 or 3/10 of €1.4
8 8/10 of €8.4 or 2/10 of €5.4 8/10 of €13.0 or 2/10 of €1.4
9 9/10 of €8.4 or 1/10 of €5.4 9/10 of €13.0 or 1/10 of €1.4
10 10/10 of €8.4 or 0/10 of €5.4 10/10 of €13.0 or 0/10 of €1.4

risk-averse subjects stay longer with the safe Option A and switch to the risky

Option B at Decision #7 and later (i.e., they make 6 and more safe choices).

We find that on average the Dutch subjects make 5.1 safe choices and they

switch from the safe Option A to the risky Option B at Decision #6, i.e. they

are very close to risk-neutrality. The Chinese subjects make 5.7 safe choices,

which indicates higher risk-aversion in comparison with the Dutch subjects (t

= 2.27, p < 0.05).8 Note that the lottery-choice list in the Holt and Laury task

is more difficult to understand for subjects than our original lottery-choice list

due to varying probabilities of high and low outcomes. Note also that the Holt

and Laury task fails to distinguish between probability overweighting for high

outcomes and risk tolerance. If subjects weight probabilities of high outcomes

in a favorable way, they would switch earlier to the risky Option B and they

would appear to be more risk seeking than they actually are. Despite these

drawbacks, we believe that the results for the Holt and Laury task allow us to

validate our previous results on the strong positive difference in risk-tolerance

between Dutch and Chinese subjects.

5.3.3 Risk attitudes in trading behavior

Columns 3a and 3b of Table 5.2 report the averages for Trading Intensity and

for the share of wealth invested in the risky stock within 50 trading rounds

8Subjects with other nationalities make 5.3 safe choices.
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by the two groups. On average, Dutch subjects traded more intensively in

our experimental market than Chinese subjects (see column 3a). The average

for Trading Intensity is 50.65% for the Dutch group and only 42.34% for the

Chinese one and the difference is significant at the 10% significance level.

The difference between medians is even larger and similarly significant (diff.

= 15.89, z-score = 1.70, p < 0.10). Dutch subjects also invested a higher

percentage of their wealth in the risky share than Chinese subjects, but the

difference between the two groups is not statistically significant (see column 3b).

So despite the claims to be more risk-taking in the financial domain (according

to the self-reported risk-attitude measure), the Chinese subjects demonstrated

lower trading activity and market participation than the Dutch according to our

trading behavior measures.

In order to investigate whether the self-reported and lottery-choice risk-attitude

measures enable us to predict subjects’ trading behavior, we regress the average

Trading Intensity and Average % in Stock on subjects’ characteristics and their

risk-preference measures. The results are reported in Table 5.4. In models

(1) and (4) we include only subjects’ social characteristics to explain subjects’

trading behavior. Unfortunately, the dummy variable for Chinese subjects is not

significant. Thus, in the multivariate setting, the cultural difference in market

behavior, found in Table 5.2 (see columns 3a and 3b), is explained away by

subjects’ characteristics, mainly by gender differences: the Chinese group has a

higher percentage of women in comparison with the Dutch group.

In accordance with the previous literature (Barber and Odean (2001); Fellner

and Maciejovsky (2007); Croson and Gneezy (2009); Charness and Gneezy

(2012)), men trade more intensively and invest a larger percentage of their

wealth in risky shares than women. Moreover, students with Finance and

Economics backgrounds participated in the experimental market more actively

than those with other backgrounds (Van Rooij et al. (2011)). These differences

are independent of subjects’ cultural background and are stable for both Chinese

and Dutch groups. Thus, we replicate previously documented differences

in market behavior between men and women and between more and less

financially literate individuals, which implies that our experimental task is a

solid approximation for the real market environment.
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Table 5.4: Trading behavior

The table presents results of the regression analysis, where the dependent variable is Trading Intensity, models (1)-(3);
Average % in Stock, models (4)-(6); Self-reported risk attitude, model (7); and Number of risky choices in the
lottery-choice task, model (8). Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. * stands for p<0.10, ** for p<0.05,
and *** for p<0.01.

Dependent variable Trading Intensity Average % in Stock Self-reported
risk attitude

Number of risky
choices

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Dutch 0.020 0.015 0.016 -2.625 -2.322 -3.269 -0.369* 0.766
(0.045) (0.046) (0.046) (3.604) (3.663) (3.595) (0.212) (0.673)

Chinese -0.012 -0.006 -0.009 -0.390 -0.802 0.021 0.501** -0.489
(0.045) (0.046) (0.045) (3.596) (3.695) (3.575) (0.211) (0.672)

Female -0.183*** -0.188*** -0.182*** -13.151*** -12.848*** -13.013*** -0.369** -0.164
(0.036) (0.037) (0.036) (2.884) (2.953) (2.862) (0.169) (0.539)

Finance & Economics 0.099*** 0.100*** 0.095** 11.141*** 11.023*** 10.555*** 0.144 0.697
(0.037) (0.037) (0.038) (2.961) (2.980) (2.958) (0.174) (0.553)

Self-reported -0.012 0.821
(0.020) (1.592)

Number of risky choices 0.005 0.841*
(0.006) (0.495)

Constant 0.487*** 0.524*** 0.439*** 51.185*** 48.618*** 43.658*** 3.125*** 8.954***
(0.045) (0.077) (0.072) (3.602) (6.150) (5.694) (0.212) (0.673)

Obs. 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120
R2 0.261 0.263 0.265 0.256 0.258 0.274 0.166 0.052
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In models (2) and (5) we add the subjects’ self-reported risk attitude and in

models (3) and (6) we add number of risky choices in the lottery-choice task as

proxies for subjects’ risk preferences. If risk-attitude is a stable individual trait

across different tasks, then subjects who state to be more risk loving and those

who switch to safety at higher numbers in the lottery-choice task are expected

to trade more actively and to invest a higher percentage of their wealth in risky

shares. So, we expect the coefficients for both risk-attitude measures to be

positive and significant. However, models (2), (3), (5), and (6) reveal that this

is not the case; none of the two measures is significantly correlated with the

subjects’ trading behavior.

Finally, we run similar regressions with self-reported risk attitude and risk

attitude elicited via the lottery-choice task as a dependent variable; see columns

(7) and (8) of Table 5.4. In model (7) the difference between the coefficients

for the Dutch and Chinese dummy variables is significant at 1% significance

level (F-statistic = 19.77) and in model (8) this difference is significant at 5%

significance level (F-statistic = 4.06), despite the coefficients being insignificant

themselves. Thus, the cultural differences in these two risk-attitude measures

are stable to controlling for other subjects’ characteristics: Chinese subjects still

make fewer risky choices despite their claims of being more risk-tolerant than

Dutch subjects.9

Discussion 5.4

The results reported here add another facet to the field of cultural differences

in risk attitudes (here, between Chinese and Western-European individuals).

Specifically, even though our Chinese subjects claim to be more risk seeking in

the financial domain than Dutch subjects, they do not behave accordingly under

controlled economic conditions with real monetary incentives. On the contrary,

according to our lottery-choice risk-attitude measure, our Chinese subjects

9In addition to the above mentioned explanatory variables, we also considered several other
variables in attempt to explain the differences in risk attitudes between Dutch and Chinese
subjects. We have considered subjects’ civil status, disposable income, means of payment for
their education, parental support, and subjects’ current year of studies. Unfortunately, none of
those variables was significant when added to any of models (1)-(8).
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are risk-averse, whereas the Dutch subjects are much closer to risk-neutrality.

These results are closest to those of Kachelmeier and Shehata (1992), who use

a lottery-choice task to elicit risk-aversion and find no statistical differences

between Chinese and American students (p.1132). In our experimental stock

market, both groups take the same amount of risk (in terms of trading activity

and percentage of wealth invested in the risky shares), which also contradicts

the higher self-reported risk-tolerance among Chinese subjects.

Although we find no significant cultural differences in subjects’ trading behav-

ior, we uncover substantial gender and financial literacy differences. In our

experimental market, men trade more actively and invest a higher percentage

of their wealth in risky assets than women. Similar results are found for both

field (Barber and Odean (2001); Grinblatt and Keloharju (2009)) and experi-

mental markets (Biais et al. (2005); Fellner and Maciejovsky (2007); Eckel and

Grossman (2008); Croson and Gneezy (2009); Charness and Gneezy (2012)).

Moreover, we find higher trading activity and market participation among stu-

dents with Finance and Economics background than among students with other

backgrounds, which is also in line with the previous literature (Grinblatt et al.

(2011); Van Rooij et al. (2011)). For example, Van Rooij et al. (2011) found

that people with high financial literacy are more likely to invest in stocks. Note

that the above differences are independent of subjects’ cultural background and

are stable for both the Chinese and Dutch groups.

Weber and Hsee (1998) analyze risk preferences for samples of students from

the US, Germany, Poland, and China using a menu of twelve investment options,

with different expected value and variance. They unveil that the Chinese are

the closest to risk neutrality, whereas the Americans tended to be the most

risk averse (with the Polish and Germans somewhere in between). Hsee and

Weber (1999) confirm the above results in a follow-up study with American and

Chinese subjects only. In both these studies, the participants made hypothetical

choices. Our results confirm that Chinese subjects see themselves as more risk

seeking in hypothetical choices when no real monetary incentives are provided.

Self-perceived risk proneness in the financial domain by the Chinese may be

facilitated by a wish to satisfy social norms. Weber, Hsee, and Sokolowska

(1998) compare American and Chinese proverbs related to risk and risk-taking

behavior and show that Chinese proverbs indeed promote more risk-seeking
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behavior in the financial domain than American proverbs. Thus, the differences

in self-reported risk-tolerance in the financial domain may partly result from

their desire to comply with social standards rather than from the differences in

their actual risk preferences.10

Yet, compliance with social standards is probably not the whole story. Bruhin

et al. (2010) compare risk preferences of Swiss and Chinese students, using

a large number of two-outcome lotteries in both gain and loss domains. They

find that Chinese are more likely to optimistically distort small- and medium-

sized probabilities than Swiss students, which results in higher risk-tolerance

for the Chinese. Recently, Ehmke, Lusk, and Tyner (2010) compared the risk

preferences of Chinese, French, and American students. Using an incentive-

compatible lottery-choice task, they also find that Chinese students are closer

to risk-neutrality than the more risk-averse Americans and French students.

Subjects in the above experiments were provided with real monetary incentives

to reveal their actual risk preferences but differences in experimental design

could perhaps nevertheless explain the discrepancies with the present findings.

Similar to the studies by Weber and Hsee (1998, 1999), the experiments by

Ehmke et al. (2010) and Bruhin et al. (2010) were performed in different coun-

tries and the experimental instructions were translated into different languages,

which makes slight variations in experimental design and semantic connotation

unavoidable. Our study was conducted in English (foreign language both for

Dutch and Chinese students) and all subjects received identical instructions.

Recent studies by Keysar et al. (2012), and by Costa et al. (2014) show that

using a foreign language reduces behavioral biases. If the Chinese culture truly

promotes risk-taking to a greater extent than the Western European culture

(Weber et al. (1998)), then using a foreign language may mitigate this effect

and make Chinese less risk-tolerant.

One may argue that our results are sample-specific and Chinese students study-

ing in the Netherlands are not representative of the whole Chinese student

population. While this argument certainly holds, if anything we expect it to

work in the opposite direction. The previous literature (Balaz and Williams

10It is likely that in our experiment the foreign-language effect is much stronger for Chi-
nese subjects, because the Dutch and English languages are closer in terms of grammar and
vocabulary than Chinese and English.
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(2011); Halek and Eisenhauer (2001)) suggests that students studying abroad

are likely to be more risk-seeking than their peers staying at home. Only risk-

tolerant or risk-seeking individuals are likely to accept the risk of a complete

change of environment and language associated with moving to and studying in

another country. Moreover, studying abroad is associated with higher financial

risks: while it increases chances for getting a well-paid job in the future, it

requires higher current investment such as tuition fees and living expenses.

Dutch and Chinese cultures are clearly distinctive in many dimensions, with the

largest difference lying in the individualism dimension. Hofstede, Hofstede, and

Minkov (2010) defines individualism as “a preference for a loosely-knit social

framework in which individuals are expected to take care of only themselves

and their immediate families. Its opposite, collectivism, represents a preference

for a tightly-knit framework in society in which individuals can expect their

relatives or members of a particular in-group to look after them in exchange

for unquestioning loyalty.” According to Hofstede’s scale, in 2010 China has

scored 20 out of 100 on the individualism dimension, whereas the Netherlands

has scored 80 points, which makes it the second most individualistic country in

Europe after the UK (with a score of 89 points; see Hofstede et al. (2010)).

Weber and Hsee (1998, 1999) propose a ‘cushion’ hypothesis to explain the

differences in risk preferences between collective cultures (e.g. China) and

individualistic cultures (such as the Netherlands). It suggests that in collective

cultures individuals are more likely to receive financial help if they need it

than in individualistic cultures. In other words, a collective society “serves as a

‘cushion’ that would hold its members if they fall” (Hsee and Weber (1999), p.

172). This hypothesis may provide an explanation for our results: if Chinese

students studying abroad feel disconnected with their society and lack this

‘cushion’ to fall back upon, they may become more risk-averse. Taking this

notion one step further, Laban (2013) argues that larger networks increase the

willingness to take risks for people from collective cultures but not for those

from individualistic cultures. By contrast, Rosenboim, Shavit, and Shoham

(2010) argue that collective financial handling may reduce individuals’ financial

experience and knowledge, resulting in higher risk aversion. All in all, more

research is clearly needed to understand what exactly determines the differences

in cross-national risk preferences, including the role of the ‘cushion’ hypothesis.
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Final Questionnaire 5.A

Please answer the following questions, select from available options if applica-

ble:

1. What is your gender? (Male; Female)

2. What is your age?

3. What is your civil status (Single; Living together; Married)

4. In what country were you raised?

5. What is your current degree? (High School; Bachelor; Master of Arts;

Master of Science; Master of Business Administration; Research Master;

PhD; Other)

6. In which field is your current/most recent study? (Law; Economics; Econo-

metrics/Operations Research; Finance; Accounting; Marketing; Organiza-

tion and Strategy; Management/Business Studies; Psychology; Sociology;

Philosophy; Cultural Sciences; Communication Sciences; Administrative

Sciences; Theology/Religion Sciences; Other)

7. What year are you in your current study? (Year 1 of Bachelor; Year 2 of

Bachelor; Year 3 of Bachelor; Year 4 or higher of Bachelor; Year 1 of Master;

Year 2 of Master; PhD; Graduated; Other)

8. What is your disposable income after rent, tuition fee and insurance per

month? (0-500€; 501€ - 1000€; 1001€-1500€; 1501€-2000€;

>2000€)

9. Who is primarily responsible for your tuition and living expenses while

you are attending University?(You, by means of working; You, by means of

your past savings; Parent; Scholarship/grant; Loans; Other (you can click

on more than one outcome)).

For each of the following statements indicate whether you agree or disagree

on a 5-step scale:

• Strongly disagree

• Disagree

• Neither agree nor disagree

• Agree

• Strongly agree

10. I am satisfied with my performance during the experiment.
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11. I am likely to bet my day’s income at a high-stake poker game.

12. If I say that I will do something, I always keep my promise, no matter how

inconvenient it might be.

13. I always practice what I preach.

14. If I am offered to participate in the experiment once again, I would choose

the same trading strategy.

15. I am likely to invest 10% of my annual income in a moderately risky

investment fund.

16. I am likely to invest 5% of my annual income in a very speculative stock.

17. I would dodge paying taxes if I were sure I could never be found out.

18. My performance in the experiment was better than the average performance

in my group.

19. My performance in the experiment was due to my own trading abilities.

20. I am likely to bet my day’s income on the outcome of a sporting event.

21. I am willing to take risks in general.

22. I always wash my hands before a meal.

23. All my habits are good and desirable ones.

24. My performance in the experiment was just a matter of luck.

25. I am likely to invest 10% of my annual income in a new business venture.

26. I never put off until tomorrow what I ought to do today.

27. I am likely to bet my day’s income at the horse races.

The following questions imply a text answer (optional).

28. When did you decide to buy shares?

29. When did you decide to sell shares?

30. When did you hold the number of shares unchanged?

31. What information did you use in your decision making?

32. How did your reward level influence your investment decisions?

33. What could be done to make reward more influential/salient?



Lottery-choice task screenshot 5.B
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